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Abstract
This thesis analyses in detail the technology required for wireless power transfer via
radio frequency (RF) ambient energy harvesting and an inductive power transfer
system (IPT). Radio frequency harvesting circuits have been demonstrated for more
than ﬁfty years, but only a few have been able to harvest energy from freely available
ambient (i.e. non-dedicated) RF sources. To explore the potential for ambient RF
energy harvesting, a city-wide RF spectral survey was undertaken in London. Using
the results from this survey, various harvesters were designed to cover four frequency
bands from the largest RF contributors within the ultra-high frequency (0.3 to 3
GHz) part of the frequency spectrum. Prototypes were designed, fabricated and
tested for each band and proved that approximately half of the London Underground
stations were found to be suitable locations for harvesting ambient RF energy using
the prototypes.
Inductive Power Transfer systems for transmitting tens to hundreds of watts have
been reported for almost a decade. Most of the work has concentrated on the
optimization of the link eﬃciency and have not taken into account the eﬃciency of
the driver and rectiﬁer. Class-E ampliﬁers and rectiﬁers have been identiﬁed as ideal
drivers for IPT applications, but their power handling capability at tens of MHz has
been a crucial limiting factor, since the load and inductor characteristics are set by
the requirements of the resonant inductive system. The frequency limitation of the
driver restricts the unloaded Q-factor of the coils and thus the link eﬃciency. The
system presented in this work alleviates the use of heavy and expensive ﬁeld-shaping
techniques by presenting an eﬃcient IPT system capable of transmitting energy with
high dc-to-load eﬃciencies at 6 MHz across a distance of 30 cm.
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Introduction
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1 Introduction
Untethering electric and electronic devices completely, providing wireless data con-
nectivity and power at a distance, would enhance existing technologies and enable
future technologies for its widespread adoption. Providing wireless power at a dis-
tance would create a new generation of ”true” wireless technologies that would in-
crease quality of life. This work will cover radiative and inductive wireless power
transfer technologies via ambient radio frequency energy harvesting and inductive
resonant coupling, respectively.
1.1 Motivation
Although the advancement of communications and battery technology has allowed
many devices to operate without cables, this is only possible for a limited period of
time. All wireless devices either require cables to charge a storage unit or require
battery replacement. This situation creates problems, such as regularly connect-
ing the so-called wireless devices to the grid or incurring in high maintenance and
running costs for changing and disposing batteries that inconveniently have degra-
dation in performance with time. In many situations these problems have deeper
repercussions, such as blocking technology adoption (e.g. electric vehicles and wire-
less sensors), or increasing the mortality of a person (e.g. implantable heart pumps).
It is clear that eﬃcient ways of transferring power wirelessly at a distance is
beneﬁcial for many applications. Not only is it that these solutions need to be
eﬃcient, but they need to be convenient and cover a wide range of applications. For
these reasons, this work tackles the challenge of providing power at a distance by
the use of near and far-ﬁeld electromagnetic systems. As will be outlined below,
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this work will be divided in ultra-low power (tens to hundreds of microwatts) and
relatively high power transmission (tens to hundreds of watts).
1.2 Research Questions and Scope
1.2.1 Radiative Wireless Power Transfer
In the radiative wireless power transfer area, work concentrates on harvesting am-
bient RF energy from already deployed sources and does not consider the use of
dedicated transmitters. Therefore, the ﬁrst question that this work aims to answer
is: how much ambient RF energy is available in urban and semi-urban environments?
Secondly, is there enough ambient energy to provide useful amounts of power to a
load? The sources that are considered as ambient sources are television, mobile
phone and WiFi stations or any other radio frequency transmitter available in an
urban environment. Frequency bands outside 470-2500 MHz will not be considered
due to size constraints and because sources inside this frequency spectrum are the
most likely to be available around the world.
To solve these questions, this work starts by describing a city-wide RF spectral
survey that was performed in London. The spectral survey covered all the London
Underground stations and measurements were taken at a single street level exit.
Time stamps and coordinates were also taken for each measurement. Using the
measurement’s dataset, the band power density across diﬀerent locations was calcu-
lated and four bands with the highest power densities were selected for the design
of suitable energy harvesters. In addition, www.londonrfsurvey.org was created to
allow access to the dataset and to provide an interactive ﬁlter that allows to select
the locations with a speciﬁc power density where suitable sensitive harvesters could
be deployed.
The second question is approached by designing ambient RF energy harvesters
that can operate eﬃciently at the selected bands. All the harvester system blocks
need to be analysed and optimized to achieve not only an eﬃcient operation, but
to have a system that can start at low power levels and provide enough power to a
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load. Given the fact that this work focuses on ambient RF energy harvesters, the
system needs to be able to work dynamically at diﬀerent bands and from ﬂuctuating
power levels.
A complete ambient RF harvester needs to be designed and characterized while
being powered from already deployed sources. The design will cover all parts of the
harvester, from the antenna to the power management module and load. This work
will concentrate on measuring the overall system’s eﬃciency and the available power
at the load (e.g. an LED), therefore, its aim is not to design a full-working sensing
node. The aim of this work is to answer the speciﬁc research questions that have
been outlined above and have a working ambient RF harvesting prototype that can
be deployed and work eﬃciently in an urban environment.
1.2.2 Inductive Wireless Power Transfer
In the inductive wireless power transfer area, work concentrates on providing tens to
hundreds of watts to a load at a separation distance of 30 cm. The design constraints
and research questions were deﬁned by an FP7 project called MOBESENS. In this
project, an unmanned surface vehicle (robotic kayak) should provide power wirelessly
to a sensor buoy without the use of a complex mooring system. Based on this, the
ﬁrst questions that need to be solved are: can an inductive power transfer system be
capable of transferring up to 100 W of power without a perfect alignment between
the transmitter and receiver? Can this be achieved by a lightweight system that can
be carried by a kayak? Can the wireless power system work when the transmitter
and receiver dimensions are limited and the receiver needs to be smaller than the
transmitter?
To solve these questions, this work starts by reviewing previous inductive power
transfer designs and analyses all the blocks that form the wireless power transfer
system. In contrast to many designs that are reviewed in this thesis, where only
a speciﬁc building block is optimized, the research presented here will optimize the
complete system. By doing this, this work aims to comply with speciﬁc design
constraints and achieve high eﬃciencies, while transferring power at a distance.
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A suitable coil design will be performed, having the weight and the operation con-
ditions mentioned above as guidelines to achieve a lightweight, yet eﬃcient wireless
link design. In addition to the coil design, the power electronics required to transmit
power eﬃciently will be considered and emphasis will be put into designing a circuit
that not only achieves a high eﬃciency on it own, but a circuit that increases the
eﬃciency of the complete system.
1.3 Structure
This thesis will be divided in two main parts to describe the analysis, design and
optimization of ambient RF energy harvesters and lightweight and eﬃcient inductive
power transfer systems. The thesis is organized as follows:
Part II: Ambient RF Energy Harvesting
• Chapter 1: is an introduction to RF energy harvesting, with an analysis of
the RF harvesting system and a literature review covering RF power density
measurements, rectenna designs and applications. The rectenna designs will
be divided in those working from dedicated sources and those working from
already available sources.
• Chapter 2: discusses the London RF Survey methodology and results, deﬁnes
the largest contributors and deﬁnes the power and frequency characteristics of
the selected bands for operation.
• Chapter 3: describes single and multi-band RF harvesters that operate in
the selected frequency bands. It discusses and analyses the pros and cons of
diﬀerent antennas, rectifying circuits and rectifying devices, as well as their
operation from ambient sources. This part concludes with a comparison of
ambient RF harvesters with other energy harvesting technologies and high-
lights the scenarios were RF harvesting could be an alternative for powering
ultra-low power devices.
Part III: Inductive Power Transfer
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• Chapter 1: covers the history of near-ﬁeld wireless power transfer and provides
a review of the state of the art in inductive power transfer systems. It also
presents a system analysis and compares diﬀerent inductive power transfer sys-
tems through several ﬁgures of merit highlighting the importance of a system
optimization approach to achieve higher end-to-end eﬃciencies.
• Chapter 2: discusses the theory behind inductive power transfer systems and
how to achieve eﬃcient, lightweight and low cost coil designs. This chapter
also presents the details of how to characterize high Q-factor coils.
• Chapter 3: This chapter describes the design of a high-frequency, high-power
coil driver to maximize the link and overall eﬃciency of the system. In addi-
tion, it describes the integration of the driver and coils and its performance
across diﬀerent misalignment scenarios. Finally, this chapter compares previ-
ous systems with the one presented here and discusses the advantages of having
a high-frequency inductive power transfer system over lower frequency systems
that rely and ﬁeld shaping techniques.
Finally, this thesis concludes with a summary of the major ﬁndings and future
work recommendations on both technologies.
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Part II
Ambient RF Energy Harvesting
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2 Introduction
2.1 History of RF Energy Harvesting
For almost ﬁfty years, far-ﬁeld radio frequency technology has been used to remotely
power systems from relatively large unmanned helicopters [42] to very small smart
dust sensors [43] and contact lenses that measure eye pressure [44]. The ﬁrst RF
power transfer system was developed and tested by James C. Brown in a collabo-
ration of Raytheon and NASA. James C. Brown and his team developed the ﬁrst
rectifying antenna, also called rectenna, and achieved an eﬃciency of 40% by deliv-
ering 100 W to an electric rotor at a distance of more than 20 m and a frequency
of 3 GHz. This is the moment at which the concept of a rectifying antenna used
to convert RF to dc power was born [42]. Fig. 2.1 shows the demonstration of the
microwave-powered rotor in October 1964.
Figure 2.1: Electric rotor powered by a 400 W, 3 GHz transmitter at a distance of
20 m. [1].
Since that moment, RF far-ﬁeld power transfer by radiating sources started to
evolve to tackle high power wireless transfer and many diﬀerent antennas have been
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used, as shown in Figure 2.2. The Solar Power Satellite (SPS) concept was introduced
in 1968 where power, generated by photovoltaic means in space, is to be transferred
via microwaves to an array of rectennas on earth [45]. High power radiative transfer
systems continued to be developed between the 70-90s, mainly in SPS and unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) [46]. This technology evolved from high-power applications to
be used, as shown in [47,48], in low power RF transfer with passive radio frequency
identiﬁcation (RFID) technologies [49].
With the development of Schottky diodes capable of operating eﬃciently without
an external bias at tens of GHz, low power rectennas were designed during the
90s [10]. In this work, the GaAs diode was used and characterized at tens to hundreds
of mW of input power. A 35 GHz patch antenna was designed and a rectenna
eﬃciency of 29% was achieved for an input power of 120 mW at 35 GHz. Fig. 2.3
illustrates the experiment setup, where a Gunn oscillator was used as the power
source. The antenna was placed at the end of a waveguide expander, which increased
the cross section of the rectangular waveguide (WR-28).
In the majority of rectennas, a dedicated RF source is used, where the operator
may have control over the eﬀective isotropically radiated power (i.e. both transmit
power and antenna characteristics), beam pointing and polarization of the RF source;
ensuring optimal line-of-sight operation between the source transmitter (TX) and
harvesting receiver (RX). Another solution however is to power these devices from
ambient RF energy sources, such as television and mobile phone signals, thus remov-
ing the need for a dedicated source. As ambient RF levels are lower than those that
can be provided by a dedicated RF source, the eﬃciency of the harvesting system
and its minimum start-up power are of critical importance.
In order to assess the feasibility of deploying ambient RF energy harvesters, the
available RF power needs to be measured in diﬀerent locations. Such measure-
ments, in conjunction with knowledge on harvester performance, can then be used
to determine the locations at which RF harvester powered devices can be success-
fully deployed. Several RF spectral surveys, which measure ambient RF power levels
from sources such as television and mobile phone base stations, have been previously
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Figure 2.2: Antenna designs used for RF energy harvesting: (a) folded dipole [2], (b)
UWB patch [3], (c) truncated patch [4], (d) plannar Yagi Uda [5], (e)
folded patch [6], (f) circular sector patch [7], (g) spiral [8], (h) multiband
rings [9].
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Figure 2.3: Experimental rectenna test setup at 35 GHz. [10].
reported. Many have been undertaken using personal exposimeters or spectrum anal-
ysers, where the exact location of each measurement is unknown and with RF power
levels only being reported under general scenarios (e.g. outdoor, indoor, street, bus,
etc.) [50–52]. While being of academic interest for health-related research [53], the
lack of power level and speciﬁc time/location information limits their usefulness for
exploitation in ambient RF energy harvesting applications [54].
Most rectennas (normally comprising an antenna, impedance matching network,
rectiﬁer, storage element and load) presented in the open literature have been tested
using dedicated sources rather than harvesting from ambient RF energy [48]. In
recent years, eﬃciencies as high as 78% [55] and 90% [56] have been demonstrated
with relatively high input RF power levels (i.e. > +10 dBm). Moderate eﬃciencies
have also been achieved using dedicated transmitters that provided relatively low
input RF power levels; for example, an eﬃciency of 60% was achieved with -22.6
dBm input power [2]. In one demonstrator [57], designed to operate over a broad
range of input RF power levels, (-30 to +30 dBm), the eﬃciency increased from 5%
at a low input RF power to a peak of 80% at +25 dBm. Despite advancements in
end-to-end eﬃciency (i.e. input RF to output dc power) at low input RF power
levels (similar to those measured in the spectral surveys), only a few attempts at
true ambient RF energy harvesting have been reported.
In the next section, the basic building blocks of a rectenna are presented, followed
by the previous RF surveys that have been performed across the world. The results
from these surveys will then be used to analyse diﬀerent rectenna technologies pre-
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sented in the open literature. Since the aim of this work is to design an eﬃcient
ambient RF harvester, the analysis on previous rectenna technologies will focus only
on low-power designs. This analysis will be divided in two, rectennas operated by
dedicated sources and ambient harvesting rectennas.
2.2 System Analysis
The basic RF harvester design consists of a rectenna, which is comprised of an an-
tenna that acts as a transducer for harvesting electromagnetic radiation, an impedance
matching stage, a diode to rectify the input signal and a ﬁlter to reject the RF signal
from the load, a power management module (PMM) that provides maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) and transforms the rectiﬁed voltage into a usable voltage
levels, a storage element and a load. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the basic building blocks of
a rectenna. As will be shown in the next sections, the PMM can be avoided during
experiments by having a variable load that can be selected to achieve the maximum
power transfer. It is important to highlight that, as in any energy harvesting system,
the goal is to maximise the dc power to the load.
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Figure 2.4: RF harvester building blocks.
To fully characterize the complete system shown in Fig. 2.4, the end-to-end eﬃ-
ciency ηe-e of all the building blocks, from the available RF power to the load, can
be considered as follows,
ηe-e = ηrectennaηPMM (2.1)
where ηrectenna = ηantηZmatchηrectifierηfilter (2.2)
where the rectenna eﬃciency ηrectenna is the combined eﬃciency of the antenna
eﬃciency ηant, the impedance matching network ηZmatch, the rectiﬁer ηrectifier and
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the output ﬁlter ηfilter. The eﬃciency of the optional power management module is
ηPMM . This work focuses on optimizing the complete system, therefore all system
blocks will be taken into account.
Well-deﬁned ﬁgures of merit, such as ηe-e and ηrectenna, will be used to evaluate
complete RF harvester systems and rectennas to allow a straightforward comparison
of the diﬀerent emerging technologies in this ﬁeld. From the RF harvesting system
shown in Fig. 2.4, the rectenna eﬃciency just describes part of the system’s eﬃciency
and does not take into account the PMM. The PMM functionality is a basic building
block that needs to be taken into account for any realistic application.
2.3 Literature Review
2.3.1 Available Ambient RF Energy for Harvesting
Concern about health risks surrounding the use of RF signals to transmit infor-
mation has been a common topic between researchers and the general public for
several decades, and has been increasing since the use of mobile phones started to
increase [53]. The International Commission for Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection
(ICNIRP), together with other regulating bodies such as the National Radiologi-
cal Protection Board (NRPB), the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE), the World Health Organization (WHO), the International Commission on
Illumination (CIE), the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the Interna-
tional Radiation Protection Agency (IRPA), the National Council for Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP), the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC), and others, have created standards to deﬁne the maximum transmitted
and exposure levels. It is due to these regulating bodies and the interest in health
problems related to RF exposure, that many measurements in diﬀerent conditions
and diﬀerent frequencies have been made. This section will review measurement
techniques and measurements of how much RF energy is available for harvesting.
Depending on the goal of the study or survey, a diﬀerent measuring instrument
can be used. There are mainly three types of devices that are used to measure
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transmitted RF signals: survey meters, personal dosage exposimeters and spectrum
analysers. Survey meters are broadband and used for ﬁeld measurements. This
instrument cannot sense any type of modulation and will measure near-ﬁeld and far-
ﬁeld signals. New selective frequency response meters have been designed to comply
with standards and will display their measurements in a percentage of the limit of
that speciﬁc frequency standard. Spectrum analysers are narrow band and are more
precise for distinguishing the power strength at diﬀerent frequencies . Due to its
narrow-band capability, it can present the added ﬁeld strength of certain frequencies
and display by percentages the energy supplied by each frequency. Personal dosage
exposimeters are not very precise but can be used in many environments. These
devices sense with more samples than a measurement performed with a survey meter,
where only spot measurements are undertaken.
Other factors such as polarization, multipath propagation, modulation, physical
environment, response time, dynamic range, and the capability of sensing near-ﬁeld
and far-ﬁeld signals will have to be taken into account before selecting the best
device, or combination of devices for assessing the available RF ambient energy [58].
It has been shown that using all of these devices in the same study might provide a
more reliable dataset [59].
This research is interested in man-made, high frequency sources (470-2500 MHz)
because they are ubiquitous in many environments and the possibility of achieving
small circuits. If a high frequency source is selected, thanks to its short wavelength,
the harvesting device will be smaller than if a lower frequency source is selected.
Because of this, this review and research will focus on sources with operating fre-
quencies > 0.4 GHz, i e. having a free space wavelength of less than 75 cm. Based on
studies on the interaction of human tissue and electromagnetic ﬁelds (EMF) [58] at
diﬀerent frequencies, ICNIRP published guidelines for exposure level limits based on
a tissue damage limit of 40 W/kg and an additional safety factor of 10 [11]. Figures
2.5 and 2.6 show the electric and magnetic ﬁeld limits for both the general public and
occupational exposure, respectively. As is illustrated in these ﬁgures from ICNIRP’s
guidelines, the occupational exposure is always higher than for the general public,
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and the peak values are calculated as 32 times the maximum level for frequencies
above 100 kHz.
Figure 2.5: Electric ﬁeld limits for the general public and occupational exposure [11].
For frequencies between 400 MHz and 2 GHz the maximum safe power density
in [W/m2] is calculated by f/200 (f = frequency [MHz]), and for frequencies of 2
to 300 GHz is constant at 10 W/m2. The WHO published a survey that states
the maximum RF power densities should be between 0.002% and 2% of ICNIRP’s
limits [60], coinciding with [61,62]. These limits are the reference for many measuring
devices and telecommunication companies around the world.
Kawahara et al. [63] used a Narda Safety Test Solutions SRM-3000 to measure FM,
TV, and mobile phone power densities in Tokyo, Japan. This device displays a spec-
trum of power densities for frequencies between 0.075 to 3 GHz. The measurement
of mobile phone signals, between 0.001 μW/cm2 and 0.17 μW/cm2, were ubiquitous
and with the highest power density of the three sources. Nevertheless, Kawahara et
al. decided to use FM radio and TV signals because they were more stable, since
they do not depend so much on traﬃc. Mobile phone signals vary depending on
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Figure 2.6: Magnetic ﬁeld limits for the general public and occupational exposure
[11].
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the number of users. Power densities of 1 μW/cm2 were measured at a hundred
metres from a radio and TV broadcasting tower. In research in Colorado, USA, RF
measurements were taken together with a Global Positioning System (GPS) and a
Geographical Information System (GIS), where the NARDA measuring equipment
was placed [64]. This allowed the researchers to know exactly the position, alti-
tude, and visibility (if there is line-of-site of the transmitting tower), and correlate
these data to the measurements. The RF energy received was from 15 towers with
frequencies of 0.083 to 0.6 GHz. Results from 560 measuring stations showed that
outside houses the power density was 0.5 μW/cm2.
As shown by the above surveys, power density levels for signals below 600 MHz
tend to be relatively constant, specially if there is line-of-site of the transmitter. For
higher frequencies, where mobile phone bands are present, power density levels vary
by several orders of magnitude. This was shown in a survey, where spot measure-
ments were undertaken at diﬀerent distances from GSM base stations. As can be
seen in the Fig. 2.7, power densities may vary up to four orders of magnitude at the
same distance. This is caused by the diﬀerent transmitted power levels from mobile
phone base stations, spatial conditions, and environmental conditions at the time of
the measurement. These variations have to be taken into account when designing
and testing the RF harvesting capabilities of rectennas [12]. As seen in this ﬁgure,
the maximum power densities were measured outdoors and the minimum levels were
measured indoors.
Similar measurements were taken at distances of 50 to 200 m and a height of 1.5 m
above ground level in ﬁve Australian cities, where the maximum measurement of 0.86
μW/cm2 came from a GSM tower at a distance of 25 m from the transmitter [65].
In another study, a similar variation of measurements at the same distance from
the transmitter was recorded using a NARDA SRM-3000 spectrum analyser [66].
Comparison between measurements from GSM and UMTS signals showed that in
85% of measurements, GSM power was higher than UMTS. Median values for GSM
power densities were 0.063 and 0.05 μW/cm2 for UMTS and a power density of 0.016
μW/cm2 was measured at a distance of 1 km from a UMTS base station [66].
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Figure 2.7: Power density measurements vs. distance from transmitter [12].
A study compared measurements undertaken with a spectrum analyser and with
a personal exposimeter. Average values from GSM900 and GSM1800 at a distance
of 100 to 200 m were 0.025 μW/cm2 outdoors and 0.013 μW/cm2 indoors. Since
similar variations as discussed in the previous paragraphs were recorded, the use of a
personal exposimeter was proposed to record ﬁeld or power density variations versus
time. In the personal exposimeter survey, power received from a GSM downlink
while travelling was the highest, with 0.2 μW/cm2, while oﬃce and home environ-
ments were 0.04 μW/cm2 and 0.032 μW/cm2, respectively [51]. UMTS was the
lowest after Digital Cellular System (DCS). The personal exposimeter allowed the
study to correlate measurements with the diaries and link the diﬀerent measure-
ments with locations and daytimes, to give a more clear view of the power densities
that can be expected in diﬀerent situations. A detailed multi-variable regression
model for RF exposure prediction was performed in Basel, Switzerland [67]. The
model was created using the data collected from 165 participants using a EME Spy
120 personal exposimeter, diary data where daily activities were logged, and a three
dimensional model of the area chosen for the experiment. Signals from 0.088 to 2.5
GHz were measured coming from FM radio, TV, mobile phone base stations, Terres-
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trial Trunked Radio (TETRA) radio, and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN).
Two models were presented in [67]: a home model, where many details such as having
a WLAN router, cordless phone and the type of windows in the house were included;
and a total model, where time spent in a train, oﬃce, and the street was also included
to build a more accurate model. To show the prediction capabilities of the models,
the Spearman correlation coeﬃcient was used [67]. The Spearman correlation was
useful in this case since it provides higher correlation values to sample variation in
the tails of the dataset. Between predicted and measured data for the home and
total model the correlation coeﬃcient was 0.65 and 0.75, respectively; showing that
the model could be used to predict RF exposure levels for months or years without
the need to measure continuously. Power densities of 0.02 to 0.10 μW/cm2 were
measured for both models, but no speciﬁc measurements by frequency were given.
The values for the power densities were presented as conﬁdence interval percentiles,
so for this review the measurements given by this paper are not useful since they do
not provide power levels, but it is relevant to show that work on making prediction
models for RF exposure is being conducted. In a following research paper by the
same group [13], more detailed measurements were performed as a function of fre-
quency using personal exposimeters. As in the previous research, many sources were
considered and a weekly average, instead of a daily average as measured by other
researches, of 0.013 μW/cm2 was registered. Of this total average power, Fig. 2.8
shows the percentage provided by each source. Furthermore, this ﬁgure illustrates
how the power density of the mobile phone downlink frequency band is the source
that provides the most amount of power. Also, the highest exposure rates were
recorded for people using trains and public transport during daytime.
In [52] power density measurement from mobile phone base stations, speciﬁcally
GSM900, measurements were recorded in diﬀerent rural and urban locations both
indoors or outdoors. Measurements varied between 0.01 to 0.1 μW/cm2 at a distance
of 25 to 100 m from the transmitting antenna. Contrasting to what was previously
cited in [50], energy coming fromWiFi signals was one order of magnitude lower than
energy from a mobile phone base station. In [68], measurements were performed in-
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Figure 2.8: Contribution of RF sources to total average RF power during a week [13].
doors and outdoors in rural and urban areas. The range of power densities measured
from transmitting GSM, UMTS, and LTE mobile phone base stations was 0.07 to
0.3 μW/cm2 with an average of 0.05 μW/cm2, GSM900 being the major contributor
with almost half of this energy density. Using the same measuring procedure as
in [62], 265 measurements were undertaken in Ankara, Turkey at a distance of 2 to
200 m from a GSM base station [69]. Power densities of 0.0002 to 75 μW/cm2 were
measured from GSM stations operating at 950 MHz, with most measurements under
3.2 μW/cm2. Power density ﬂuctuations of 0.0001 to 0.1 μW/cm2 were associated
with number of users, white noise, ﬂicker or pink noise, and amplitude drift. More-
over, a comparison between measurements performed with directional antennas and
isotropic antennas was undertaken. This comparison showed how power densities
with a near-isotropic antenna were bigger than with a directional antenna, because
the isotropic antenna received energy from other sources besides GSM base stations.
As stated previously, it is important to not only measure the received power, but
also the frequency of the received signals in order to know accurately the contri-
bution of each signal to the overall power density at a certain location. Moulder
et al. [14] presented measurements that covered 59 antennas and 18 base stations
from mobile phone base stations in the UK which were recorded by a previously
cited paper by Mann et al. [12]. These measurements are shown in Figure 2.9. The
eﬀective radiated power from the base stations was 0.42 to 3.2 kW.
In a 2007 report, published by the Health Protection Agency for the Mobile
Telecommunication and Health Research Programme (MTHR), measurements from
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Figure 2.9: Power density vs. distance from mobile phone base stations in the UK
compared to the FCC, Health Canada, and ICNIRP limit level of expo-
sure. Data taken from [12]. Graph reported by [14].
microcells and picocells were recorded. Power from microcells at a distance of less
than 50 m was higher than power from macrocells, because the wider beam from the
microcells would reach ground at a closer distance from the antennas [15]. Power
from microcells at more than 50 m from the microcell in public areas was around
0.002 to 2% of ICNIRP’s limit value, with a maximum of 8.6% or 43 μW/cm2 [70].
At larger distances, no signiﬁcant diﬀerences were distinguished between microcells
and macrocells because of the eﬀects of other RF signals, and results were similar
to Fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.10: Power density vs. distance from GSM microcells and macrocells [15].
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Using personal exposimeters, an interesting power density measurement was no-
ticed during RF measurements in France [71]. The data that was collected during
the survey showed that even though power densities decreased with an increasing
distance from the transmitting antenna, at 280 m from GSM microcells and 1000
m from GSM macrocells there was a peak in power density. This was because at
this distance from the transmitting antenna, the beam intersects the ground. As
has been corroborated by many studies, the biggest contributor to power densities
was GSM with a mean value of 0.003 μW/cm2. In contrast to other cited studies,
no diﬀerences between power densities were noticed between indoors and outdoors.
Power densities decreased from urban to suburban environments, as well as from
suburban to rural.
Wireless local area networks operate in the range of 2.4 to 5.7 GHz and com-
ply with IEEE 802.11 or HIPERLAN2 in Europe. The maximum EIRP (Eﬀective
Isotropic Radiated Power) that can be transmitted by a WLAN router is +36 dBm
according to the FCC in the US, and from +20 to +30 dBm according to CEPT in
Europe. Commercial routers operate around +20 dBm of EIRP [72]. In the Con-
sumer Electronics Show 2010, RCA announced the launch of Airnergy [73]. This
device is able, according to RCA, to harvest enough energy from WiFi signals to
charge a mobile phone in 90 minutes from 30% of its charge to full charge. Based on
the available energy that a standard WiFi source provides, 0.001 to 0.01 μW/cm2
at a distance of 1.7 m measured with a spectrum analyzer [52], this statement is far
from reality and has generated a lot of discussion.
In a very comprehensive research study, measurements from twelve diﬀerent fre-
quencies with twenty eight diﬀerent scenarios were undertaken with the DSP120
EME SPY personal exposimeters of Antenessa. After correlating all the date gath-
ered by the personal exposimeters and the diaries ﬁlled in by the participants, the
following conclusions were made. Among the twenty eight scenarios, the indoor of-
ﬁce environment had more energy than the outdoor scenario, thanks to the presence
of WLAN and DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunication). In an of-
ﬁce, power densities from 0.03 to 0.08 μW/cm2 were measured from WiFi and 0.02
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μW/cm2 from DECT. In an outdoor environment almost all the energy came from
GSM and DCS downlink (communication from tower to mobile phone) with 0.07
μW/cm2 daytime recording a higher energy than nighttime, because fewer phone
calls are performed at night. Although as stated in [74], UMTS can deliver higher
values at nighttime. The highest energy was measured in a train or bus, having 0.9
μW/cm2, with all the energy coming from GSM and DCS uplinks (communication
from mobile phone to tower). As expected, an urban environment provided more
energy than a rural environment [50].
A similar study with the same personal exposimeter was performed in diﬀerent
French cities with the following results. FM radio sources gave 0.5 μW/cm2, while
WiFi and cordless phone signals where the second highest power source, with 0.38
and 0.36 μW/cm2, respectively [74]. It is important to note that the personal ex-
posimeter that was used, EME SPY 120, gave a disparity of measurements when the
exposimeter was on the body, making the measurements previously cited imprecise.
This points to the necessity of performing more work on trying to measure RF power
in diﬀerent microenvironments.
When a WLAN router is experiencing heavy traﬃc, i.e. download or streaming
large ﬁles (e.g. videos, it will transmit more power to cope with the high demand.
Measurements were performed with a HP E7402B spectrometer when the access
points were transmitting inside an oﬃce. The power density ranged from 0.0002
to 1.5 μW/cm2, with an average of 0.27 μW/cm2, compared to 0.004 μW/cm2 in
rooms without access points. Similar results were recorded for WiMAX [68]. The
measurements from this research, relating to mobile phone signals, will be discussed
in the corresponding part of this section.
Finalizing, even though some results diﬀer by one order of magnitude between au-
thors, many of them coincide on the average power available from RF signals. Power
density values indoors of around 0.0002 to 1.5 μW/cm2 are the highest for signals
around 0.8 to 2.45 GHz, with an average of 0.27 μW/cm2 indoors and 0.02 μW/cm2
outdoors. These values indicate that the mayor constraints of how much energy can
be harvested will be dependent on the eﬀective area and the broadband characteris-
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tics of the antenna or array of antennas used to collect the available energy, such as
those presented in Table 2.1. A more detailed calculation of how much energy this
work intends to harvest will be described in Chapter 4.
2.3.2 Dedicated Rectennas
In this section, diﬀerent rectenna designs that operated with a dedicated transmitter
are reviewed. The diﬀerent designs are organized based on their operating frequency,
rather than their achieved eﬃciency, given the variability of input RF power levels
used during simulations and experiments. Besides covering a wide range of frequen-
cies, the review covers a vast range of antennas, rectenna conﬁgurations and output
power interfaces.
A successful design to decrease the size of a rectenna circuit was implemented
by integrating a folded loop antenna rectifying circuit to a total volume of 60 x 80
x.08 mm3 [75]. The design used an HSMS-285C Schottky diode that has a 0.2 V
threshold voltage in a voltage doubler conﬁguration, as shown in Fig. 2.11. In this
ﬁgure Vdc is the output dc voltage, Csmoothing is the output capacitor and a resistive
load. The circuit operated with an input power of 0 dBm at 925 MHz, at a distance
of 0.5 m from the transmitter, with a conversion eﬃciency of 47%. The input power
is the power available at the output of the antenna.
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Figure 2.11: Voltage doubler conﬁguration with an L-matching network.
One of the few papers that used RF rectiﬁcation to power a sensor platform is
the one presented in [76]. A 6 x 6 cm2 dual polarized square patch antenna for the
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2.45 GHz ISM band was used to receive incoming RF power from a transmitter that
achieved 1 W of transmitted power at a range of 3 to 4 m. By having an integrated
design, the boost converter and the sensing platform (thermometer, accelerometer
and skin conductivity sensor) were controlled using a MSP430 microcontroller. The
microcontroller shut down the boost converter to conserve power after the platform
had sensed and transmitted the data. After this, the microcontroller went to sleep
to conserve power. The system was able to transmit 2 samples per second with an
input power density of 18 μW/cm2. With this power the rectifying circuit was able
to deliver 46.17 μW or -13.4 dBm to a 4 V thin-ﬁlm lithium battery for full operation
of the system.
A complete energy harvesting and data transmission system was designed and
tested to work with an input power of -6 dBm (250 μW), at 2.45 GHz, and at a
distance of 30 m from the dedicated transmitter [77]. The design uses a 10 x 10
cm2 patch antenna, series diode conﬁguration and a storage capacitor to store the
rectiﬁed power, as shown in Fig. 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Series detector conﬁguration with and L-matching network.
The accomplished distance is quite long, specially if compared to the common
RFID devices that work at a maximum of 10 m. A low pass ﬁlter between the
antenna and the diode helped to impedance match and to block harmonic energy
that came from the diodes to the antenna. This simulation proved to be successful
and after 50 seconds the 100 pF capacitor was charge to 1.5 V. The data transmission
block would only use 10 μW or 4% of the total harvested energy, leaving enough
energy to power an image sensor. The rectenna’s eﬃciency was 47% calculated using
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the following equation.
ηe-e =
converted dc power
available RF power
(2.3)
where the available RF power is the power present at the output of the rectenna’s
antenna and the converted dc power is the power at the load.
In contrast to many rectenna designs, where square patch antennas were used,
Itoh et al. [7] used a circular sector antenna that rejects second and third order har-
monics and a quarter-wavelength transformer to match the shunt diode and antenna
impedances. This design is shown in Fig. 2.13. Thanks to this design, the circuit was
more eﬃcient than with a square patch antenna because the insertion loss caused
by an additional input ﬁlter was avoided. The antenna had a resonant frequency of
2.4 GHz and a maximum eﬃciency of 77.8% with a 150 Ω load and an input power
of 10 dBm. The eﬃciency was deﬁned as the output power divided by the input RF
power at the anode of the diode.
Figure 2.13: Circular patch antenna with harmonic rejection and shunt rectiﬁer [7].
A similar WPT transfer system to the above proved to work at 2.45 GHz, with
a transmitted power of 2 W, at a distance of 1.568 m. This was equivalent to a
-10 dBm received power from a patch antenna [78]. An ADS diode model was used
to simulate accurately low power operation and and impedance matching circuit
with a small dc-to-dc converter was placed at the output of the system. The input
impedance of the converter was 18 kΩ and a minimum operating voltage of 0.3 V
was required for the converter’s operation. The converter was able to deliver 7.98
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μW or -21 dBm (compared to the simulated value of -22 dBm) to a load of 1 kΩ.
A circular polarized antenna, having two truncated patch antennas, was used
to avoid the variation of output voltage due to the rotation of the transmitter or
receiver. Moreover, a band pass ﬁlter was included to eliminate up to third order
harmonics and avoid re-radiation. Also, a series and a shunt diode conﬁguration were
compared [4, 79]. The series conﬁguration, with two diodes as shown in Fig. 2.14,
had at least twice the output voltage of the shunt conﬁguration. To increase the
power at the load, a variable load was used across several input power levels. The
maximum conversion eﬃciency that was achieved was 82%, at a received power of
17 dBm (50 mW) and a frequency of 5.8 GHz. Maximum power transfer was also
was also used to achieve a 62% eﬃciency with an input power of 10 mW at 5.8 GHz
and a 533 Ω load. A similar design was used by Fujimori et al. [80] and it was noted
that 30% of the total input power was lost in the diode.
Figure 2.14: Dual-diode, and single shunt rectenna in coplanar stripline [4]
In a highly cited paper, McSpadden et al. [81] selected an operating frequency
of 5.8 GHz for the smaller component sizes. The rectenna had a low-pass ﬁlter
and an impedance matching circuit. The system was tested placing the rectenna
in front of a waveguide expander (WR-137) and a conversion eﬃciency of 75% was
accomplished with a 326 Ω load and an input power of 55 mW. A dipole antenna
proved to be good at receiving power at diﬀerent angles. But, in a recent rectenna
design by the same team, a stepped-impedance dipole was used to reduce the size
of the antenna by 23%, achieving a similar conversion eﬃciency in the complete 5.8
GHz ISM band [82].
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In another high power rectenna design, a MESFET was used as a rectifying ele-
ment, instead of a Schottky diode, due to its high power handling capabilities (>20
dBm) [16, 83]. A self-biased conﬁguration allowed the source gate channel to work
as a detector, without the use of an external voltage. Low pass ﬁlters before and
after the transistor concentrated all the energy of the system in the transistor, to
increase rectiﬁcation eﬃciency to 62% at 5.8 GHz with an input power of 29.4 dBm.
The design shown in Fig. 2.15, as well as the three previously cited designs, were
used for high output voltage rectennas for space power transmission or with dedi-
cated transmitters. Therefore, they do not apply to low power density applications.
However, they provide a good source for references and ideas that can be applied to
low power rectiﬁcation.
Figure 2.15: Self-biasing MESFET rectifying circuit [16]
2.3.3 Ambient Rectennas
As previously stated, rectennas powered by ambient energy need to apply very eﬃ-
cient impedance matching circuits and techniques to achieve maximum power point
tracking. In contrast to a rectenna working with a dedicated transmitter, maximum
power point tracking needs to be implemented since distance to transmitter and
input power is unknown and highly variable. It is key in ambient RF harvesters to
achieve the latter with low loss and low power system blocks that can perform under
input power levels as low as tens of microwatts.
For example, one of the most successful attempts of harvesting ambient RF energy
utilized a modiﬁed omnidirectional patch antenna that had an eﬃciency of 18% with
a single-tone input RF power at -20 dBm [3]. This dedicated signal source was meant
to emulate the input RF power levels measured from a nearby DTV transmitter in
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Tokyo, but did not take into account the more realistic eﬀect of harvesting from a
modulated broadband signal. Another attempt at harvesting ambient RF energy
from a mobile phone base station at 845 MHz was reported in [84]. This prototype
managed to power an LCD thermometer for 4 minutes, but only after harvesting
for 65 hours. In that work, when the authors used a dedicated signal source with a
single-tone input RF power at -15 dBm, an eﬃciency of 3% was recorded. A battery-
less location sensor has also been demonstrated [85], powered by a rectenna with a
printed antenna on a ﬂexible substrate and a solar cell, although no details for the
RF-dc eﬃciency were reported. Finally, successful prototypes capable of harvesting
energy using TV antennas were presented, but again no details of their eﬃciency
were given [86,87].
One of the ﬁrst attempts to charge a mobile phone battery with RF energy was
made by Harrist [88, 89] in his Master’s thesis and patents from the University of
Pittsburgh and Powercast, respectively. The design used a quarter wave monopole
antenna and a rectifying circuit with a 7 stage voltage doubler connected to a mobile
phone charge base. The system was not actually harvesting ambient energy, as
in many cases where alleged energy harvesting is implied. In fact, RF signals at
915 MHz were transmitted exactly to the monopole of the system at a distance of
a few centimetres. Even though the experiment was successful in charging a mobile
phone battery in 4 hours, information of how much energy was transmitted to the
system was missing. Therefore, it was impossible to calculate the rectifying eﬃciency.
Using Powercast’s wireless power calculator for the P2110 rectenna operating at
915 MHz and at a distance of 4 m, the eﬃciency of the system is 46.9% for an input
power of -2.95 dBm or 507 μW [90].
Far-ﬁeld RF harvesting was achieved by increasing the input voltage supplied to
the rectifying circuit in [2, 91, 92]. This was achieved by a high-Q resonator formed
by the antenna and rectifying circuit. With a loaded Q above 20, the input voltage
to the rectiﬁer is increased because the passive voltage gain of the resonator is
proportional to the loaded Q-factor of the system. The trade-oﬀ of achieving a high
Q resonator is that the bandwidth is decreased; therefore, this application is not
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ideal for ambient RF harvesting, where relatively large channels want to be covered.
With a loaded Q = 35, the rectenna was able to operate between 902-928 MHz.
Figure 2.16: PMOS ﬂoating gate rectiﬁer voltage doubler [2]
A schematic of the rectiﬁer conﬁguration is shown in Fig. 2.16, where VDCin is
the voltage coming from the previous stage, Cg and Cx are MOS capacitors. The
ﬂoating gate transistors used in the voltage doubler conﬁguration reduced (passively)
the threshold voltage of the rectiﬁers by achieving a gate-source bias, making them
better for sensing low power signals. The biasing was achieved by having a high
impedance node between the gate of the capacitor and the transistor, therefore
trapping charges and creating a ﬁxed bias voltage and reducing the voltage threshold
of the transistor. While achieving this, a very good analysis was made of the trade-
oﬀs of decreasing the size of the transistors used as rectiﬁers and the number of
stages of the voltage doublers. This research came to a conclusion that a 36 stage
design was best. This was achieved taking into account parasitic capacitance and
its eﬀect in lowering the Q of the system, thus decreasing the voltage supplied to
the rectifying circuit and the conversion eﬃciency of the system. The latter research
team also selected a 906 MHz operating frequency, where RF signals experience
less propagation losses than at higher frequencies. They achieved a 15 m distance
of operation from the source, being able to harvest signals as low as 5.5 μW or
-22.6 dBm to generate 1 V and 0.1 μW. After an hour of operation, enough power
was harvested to supply an external circuit with 100 mW for 10 ms. In free space,
the same energy was harvested at 42 m from a 4 W EIRP source. This is one of the
few attempts where actual outdoor readings have been made.
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Another rectenna that worked at low incoming power levels with diode connected
PMOS transistors, working at 2.22 GHz, was proposed by Salter, et al. [93] from
the Laboratory for Physical Sciences at the University of Maryland. Their circuit
introduced a low power charge pump (switched capacitor dc-dc converter) between
the RF power harvesting stage and the load. The power consumption of the charge
pump, 0.5 nW, was a couple of orders of magnitude lower than the harvested en-
ergy by the Villard voltage doubler (series capacitor and shunt diode) used in the
harvesting block. An improvement of 10 dB of RF energy harvested was recorded,
compared to the same system without the charge pump. In this system, the output
voltage was dependent on the duty cycle of the charge pump’s clock, which made
the voltage increase in moments where the current was low. 162 nW of dc power at
1 V through a 5 MΩ load were harvested from just -26 dBm or 2.5 μW. Even though
the incoming power was transmitted through a coaxial cable and not through air,
via an antenna, the research reported in this letter achieved the highest sensitivity
at the lowest incoming power recorded in the open literature. This paper proved
that a dc-dc converter might be used in RF energy harvesting, with the trade oﬀ of
losing small amounts of energy while doing so. It also proved how energy from low
power levels, in the range of what can be harvested from mobile phone base stations,
could be harvested with a limited collecting area.
Following the above design, a recent paper suggested the use of two Villard doubler
cells (Greinacher or Cockroft-Walton) to charge a wireless device, such as a mobile
phone if placed near a wireless router or another mobile phone [94]. They stated
that the available power for a mobile phone from a base station is around 0.25
to 2 W and that 10 μW with a 50 Ω antenna meant a 32 mV amplitude. Two
commercially available quad band antennas were used to harvest energy from 0.400
and 2.4 GHz. Both antennas were matched empirically by varying the value of
the matching capacitor. First attempts were undertaken with HSMS-2850 Schottky
diodes, at a distance of 2 cm. The second design used a rectiﬁer design with PMOS
transistors [93] to simplify the CMOS process. An eﬃciency of 4% was achieved on
simulations at an input power of -5 dBm [94].
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In a recent paper, an RF harvesting circuit used to trickle charge a battery for
a sensor node was described [95]. A sleeve antenna, having a centre frequency of
2 GHz, a PIN diode voltage doubler , and a capacitor were used to charge the battery
from 2.7 to 3.2 V. The input power was 2.79 μW or -25.7 dBm emulating the power
that the receiver could detect from a mobile phone base station. The operating
range was around 110 m and it took 10 days to get to 3.2 V, to be able to transmit
312 packets of 5 bits in 10 seconds, before starting charging again. They assumed
that the reﬂected power from the rectiﬁer and antenna was zero and this decreased
the eﬃciency to 24.7%, so a low pass ﬁlter was needed to suppress this loss. It is
important to note this is one of the few teams that tested their system outdoors with
similar power densities that would be transmitted by a mobile phone base station.
According to Visser et al. [52], an average of 1 μW/cm2 can be harvested from
ambient energy, so very large area arrays need to be designed or a dedicated source
must be installed to supply power. In their paper, a 6 x 10 cm2 folded dipole antenna
connected in series was used to harvest energy from a 2.45 GHz transmitter. A boost
converter was used to elevate the rectiﬁed voltage, to charge a 4.2 V lithium battery.
In another work, the research team proposed to place ITO dipole antenna arrays onto
windows of buildings [96]. Recently, the same team published a rectenna using a
broadband Yagi-Uda antenna that covered all DTV frequencies (475 - 810 MHz) [5].
The rectiﬁer was implemented with a voltage doubler topology and Schottky diodes.
Although no indication of the eﬃciency was presented, the ambient harvester is
expected to generate an output voltage of 0.725 V at an input power of -15 dBm.
A 4 x 4 cm2 antenna array was used to harvest energy at around 2.45 GHz [6].
The antenna design that was used was a folded patch antenna that could work
at diﬀerent frequencies, but had less gain than a narrowband antenna. Using this
antenna design, shown in Fig. 2.17, the system was able to harvest more energy
from diﬀerent frequencies. The folded patch antenna had a size of λ/16 and several
designs were simulated using a diode in series and shunt conﬁgurations. The shunt
conﬁguration proved to be more eﬃcient, although no reasons for this were explained,
and the system was simpliﬁed by conjugately matching the antenna impedance to the
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diode. The operation frequencies were from 2.41 to 2.47 GHz, simulating common
sources that would be found in an oﬃce environment, such as WiFi and Bluetooth.
Figure 2.17: 3D folded patch design (λ/16) [6]
One of the few rectenna designs capable of harvesting energy at diﬀerent bands
was presented by the University of Bologna [97]. A multi-resonator rectenna was
simulated to collect energy from mobile phone base stations and WiFi routers. A
multiband circular polarized aperture-coupled antenna was selected to resonate at
GSM900, GSM1800 and WiFi frequencies. A circular patch with two outer rings that
used near-ﬁeld coupling worked as a three band receiver, using a combination of the
three structures for each frequency. A multilayer design allowed the team to include
the antenna structures and the rectenna circuitry in the same area. To simulate
the incident ﬁeld on the antenna, which was estimated by combining the antenna
characteristics with the reciprocity theorem, they computed a Norton current source
equivalent. To optimize the system they ran simulations on each speciﬁc frequency
with harmonic balance to do a good impedance match. The input power was varied
between -16 dBm to 8 dBm and the source was placed at 1 m distance, having a
maximum electric ﬁeld of 20 V/m. The optimal load was 6.3 kΩ and an eﬃciency of
60% was achieved in the centre of each band, with a voltage doubler using SMS7630
Schottky diodes. The team recently presented the same idea but in a wearable
design, with a boost converter and a maximum power point tracking system [98,99].
The system achieve a 45% end-to-end eﬃciency at 900 MHz and with an input power
of 133 μW and 35% at 1750 MHz with an input power of 23 μW.
A broadband and a narrowband rectenna were designed after ﬁeld measurements
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from GSM, WiFi and WiMAX were performed. During these measurements, at
frequencies between 0.680 to 3.5 GHz, power densities were between 0.001 to 35.5
μW/cm2, and the highest constant value was between 1.8 to 1.9 GHz with a power
of 0.063 μW/cm2. A frequency independent spiral antenna with a 100 Ω impedance
and an area of 9 x 8 cm2, was able to harvest a maximum input power of -42
dBm from 1 to 3 GHz. The output dc power was -80 dBm (10 pW). According to
the previous measurements, it is important to emphasise that the available harvested
power from the environment with this antenna is around -79 dBm. These power levels
are very low because of the broadband mismatch of the antenna with the rectiﬁer,
so a narrowband antenna with an impedance matching circuit was designed. Both
antennas used the same voltage doubler conﬁguration with an HSMS-2850 Schottky
diode. The maximum dc power was -64 dBm, with a -42 dBm input power and an
RF-to-dc eﬃciency of 0.6%. It was not speciﬁed if the measurements were performed
with real ambient sources. According to Bouchouicha et al. [8] this power is not
enough to continuously energize a WSN node, so a super capacitor was suggested
for storing energy.
Georgiadis et al. [100] presented a rectenna where a 2.45 GHz dual linear polar-
ized aperture coupled antenna was used to convert RF signals of -20 dBm with an
eﬃciency of 15.7%. The design of the antenna was performed with Momentum and
the rest of the system was simulated with the Harmonic Balance tool from Agilent’s
ADS [101]. To integrate the antenna in the rectenna design, a The´venin equivalent
was calculated by doing transmission simulations of the antenna. The source volt-
ages were calculated using the reciprocity theorem [102]. A maximum input power
density of 0.135 μW/cm2 was equivalent to an input of -20.4 dBm thanks to a di-
rectivity of 7.5 dB at 2.45 GHz that corresponded to an eﬃcient area of 67.1 cm2.
The output voltage was between 50 to 90 mV and the physical area of the antenna
was 3.4 x 3.4 cm2.
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2.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented how the early applications of radiative RF energy transfer,
mainly for defence and security applications, helped develop the theory, initial ap-
proaches and challenges of transferring power at a distance. Based on the technology
developed on these applications, the main building blocks of an RF energy transfer
and, more importantly, ambient RF energy harvester were analysed. This analysis
highlighted the importance of designing a system that is capable of achieving high
overall eﬃciencies across a broad spectrum of frequencies and variable input power
levels.
As summarized in the literature review, the main design approaches for RF energy
transfer and harvesting systems have concentrated on either transferring energy with
dedicated sources or collecting ambient RF energy from already deployed sources.
Based on the above’mentioned RF surveys, the rectenna and complete harvester
systems were analysed to understand the diﬀerent approaches that have been un-
dertaken around the world to make each of the system blocks, from the antenna to
load, more eﬃcient.
Table 2.1 summarizes and compares past and state-of-the-art designs of rectennas
and harvester systems. The rows in bold indicate the rectennas and harvesters that
were designed to operate under ambient power density levels, although as mentioned
before, only a few were tested from already deployed sources. It can be clearly seen
that rectennas operating under high input power levels can achieve eﬃciencies close
to 90%, similar to the ﬁrst RF power transfer attempts. The diﬃculty arrises when
the source is variable in both frequency and power and the rectenna needs to be
able to not only work under these conditions, but achieve this while mainting high
eﬃciency with low power system blocks.
The table helps to highlight the main diﬀerences between designing rectennas
working from dedicated transmitters and ambient sources. Rectennas operating
from ambient sources tend to use a rectiﬁer voltage doubler conﬁgurations to achieve
higher output voltages at the load. This does not mean that this is the best topology
for ambient energy harvesting, since only a few comparisons of rectenna topologies
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at ambient power densities have been performed.
Also, Schottky diodes tend to be ideal for harvesting low power density levels but
a few rectennas using self-biasing MOSFETS have been designed and have achieved
relatively good eﬃciencies under very low input power levels. Only a few papers
explain in detail the selection of their rectifying devices, raising the need for a more
in-depth analysis of COTS devices to select the optimal rectiﬁer for a speciﬁc set
of frequencies and power levels. In addition, patch antennas are used mostly due
to their planar design and simplicity, but their directivity constraints their use for
ambient harvesting applications. Loop antennas seem to provide several advantages
not only for their more omnidirectional radiation pattern but also for their highly
tunable impedance. The latter is a very useful characteristic that can decrease losses
in the impedance matching network, by conjugately matching the impedance of the
rectiﬁer under a speciﬁc input power level and frequency.
Based on the ﬁndings of this section, a complete dataset of power density lev-
els is required to deﬁne which type of antenna, rectiﬁer topology, rectiﬁer element
and power management module should be used for harvesting energy from ambi-
ent sources. The next sections show how the ﬁndings from the literature review
prompted the need of a city wide RF survey and the design of an eﬃcient harvesting
system. Then, based on these results, rectennas were fabricated and their eﬃciencies,
under ambient RF energy harvesting operation, were calculated using in situ ﬁeld
strength measurements. Furthermore, an investigation of multiband rectenna arrays
is also presented, demonstrating the trade-oﬀs between series (voltage summing) and
parallel (current summing) topologies with the aim of reducing the minimum input
power required for harvester operation. Finally, a comparison between measured
ambient RF energy harvesting and alternative forms of energy harvesting technolo-
gies is presented, highlighting the practical feasibility of exploiting existing, freely
available sources of RF energy.
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3 London RF Survey
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously, to assess the feasibility of deploying an RF harvester in a
speciﬁc location, the available power density levels need to be measured, since these
will deﬁne the characteristics and speciﬁcations of the harvester. In addition, these
levels will constrain the functional characteristics of the harvester, more speciﬁcally,
they will deﬁne the application and the duty cycle at which the latter will operate.
It is the goal of this chapter to identify the power density levels present in London
to serve as a starting point for the design of an eﬃcient RF harvester.
In order to quantify the input RF power density levels present in a typical urban
and semi-urban environment, a city-wide RF spectral survey within the ultra-high
frequency (0.3 to 2.5 GHz) part of the frequency spectrum was conducted within
Greater London. A number of city-wide RF spectral surveys, as presented in the
previous chapter, have previously been conducted, but in general only a few samples
were taken, giving little insight into (semi-)urban environments [62, 63, 84]. Other
surveys [15,52] compare their measurements relative to the distance from the nearest
transmitter. This type of survey is useful if a direct line of sight can be achieved
between the transmitter and the receiver, or if the harvester is going to be placed
in an open space. Contrastingly, in a (semi-)urban environment this may not pro-
vide enough information about the RF spectrum, since there are likely to be local
geographical variations in base station density and propagation characteristics (e.g.
multipath eﬀects, reﬂection, diﬀraction and attenuation from buildings).
This chapter presents the methodology and instrumentation used to conduct the
survey at each station of the London Underground network. Covering all the Un-
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derground stations provides a robust dataset for representing Greater London in
terms of geographical distribution and population density by having a combination
of urban (in the centre) and semi-urban (in surrounding areas) characteristics. Mea-
surements were taken at each of the 270 stations (from a randomly chosen exit, at
street level). To provide traceability and for use as a historical reference, time stamps
and GPS locations were recorded. In addition, measurements taken inside a building
at Imperial College London (ICL) are presented as an example of the density levels
available in a typical oﬃce block within an urban environment. Finally, this chapter
concludes with the statistical analysis of the city-wide RF spectral survey, indicating
suitable locations and associated RF bands with suﬃcient input RF power density
levels for harvesting.
3.2 Methodology and Instrumentation
Mobile phone usage varies during daytime and hence ambient RF energy in the
mobile phone allocated frequency bands is expected to be time dependant, with more
energy available during daytime than at night time. Therefore, in order to be able
to make fair comparisons between locations, measurements were taken consistently
between 10:00 am and 3:00 pm on weekdays over a period of one month (between
the 5th March and 4th April 2012). The measurements were performed at street
level at the exit of each of the 270 London Underground Stations, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Transport for London Underground map [17].
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To record the location and time of each measurement point, a web-based smart-
phone application was speciﬁcally designed for this survey. The application also
ensured that the data that was stored in the database had a location error of less
than ±8 m. This database was then correlated with the FieldFox measurements to
create the londonrfsurvey.org website, which is presented in the following section.
The electric ﬁeld strength was measured between 0.3 and 2.5 GHz, using an Agilent
N9912A FieldFox RF Analyser [18] with a calibrated Aaronia BicoLOG 20300 quasi-
omnidirectional antenna [19], as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. It is important to
note that the spectral measurements were undertaken during the analogue-to-digital
switchover period in the UK and so the measurements for DTV may represent an
underestimate of present RF power levels measured now that the switch over is
complete [103]. Also, it should be noted that this survey was conducted prior to the
4G network being switched on within the UK.
Figure 3.2: Agilent FieldFox RF Analyser [18].
Figure 3.3: BicoLOG 20300 omnidirectional antenna [19].
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To achieve a calibrated measurement, the 296 calibration points of the BicoLOG
antenna were loaded into the FieldFox. Fig. 3.4 shows the antenna factors (AFs)
across the antenna’s operating frequency range (0.02 - 3 GHz). The antenna factor
describes the voltage in the terminals of an antenna in the presence of an electric ﬁeld.
The FieldFox automatically applies the correction factors at each of the frequency
points, with a step size between 5 and 10 MHz, and interpolates between steps
depending on the resolution of the measurement.
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Figure 3.4: BicoLOG antenna factors [19].
A ’panning method’, which complies with international regulations for measuring
exposure limits, was used [104] [61] [105]. Here, the calibrated antenna is rotated
to three orthogonal axes while the spectrum analyser is set to ’max-hold’, ensuring
that the maximum reading is recorded. It is important to emphasize that since this
survey is intended to provide just a reference on the electric ﬁeld strength levels
available in London at a certain point in time, the averaging function was not used.
The average measurement of a short and random period of time would not provide
a representative value. To have a representative mean value, measurements would
need to be taken for several days throughout several months. The latter exceeds the
time span and goals of this survey, thus the maximum ﬁeld strength values were used
as a snapshot of the expected spectral conditions that can be present at a certain
time and location in London.
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More than one minute was allocated for each measurement, to allow for more
than three sweeps across the selected frequency range. Allowing for several sweeps
provides enough information of the ever-changing signals in each of the frequency
channels, as explained in the ICNIRP guidelines. Additionally, to maintain a com-
parable signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, attenuation was introduced (with a minimum
set at 5 dB) to avoid compression when high input RF power levels were detected.
For all measurements the resolution bandwidth was ﬁxed at 100 kHz, the internal
ampliﬁer was turned on and the highest resolution of 1001 points was selected. These
settings provide the ability to obtain a snapshot of the power density that can be
expected in an urban or semi-urban environment from continuously variable sources.
3.3 Survey Results
Based on the survey data points, the available RF power density can be calculated
based on the electric ﬁeld as follows: S = E2/Zo, where E is the electric ﬁeld strength
(V/m) and Zo is the free space impedance. Fig. 3.5 shows the input RF power density
measured outside the Oval London Underground station, where the spectral bands
for DTV, GSM900, GSM1800, 3G and WiFi can been clearly identiﬁed.
????
??
???
?????? ???????
Figure 3.5: Input RF power density measurements outside the Oval London Under-
ground station.
A well designed rectenna should ideally be capable of harvesting energy across
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an entire band and thus it is important to calculate the total band power. The
banded input RF power density SBA (nW/cm2) is calculated by summing all the
spectral peaks across the band (i.e. in a similar way the spectrum analyser calculates
channel power). These levels provide a snapshot of source availability at the time
and location of the measurement. Moreover, they are used as the harvester design
starting point, since the power density at each band will deﬁne the impedance of the
diode. With the impedance of the diode known, the rectenna can then be designed,
as will be shown in the following chapter.
After correlating the timestamp and GPS location with the measured ﬁeld strengths,
the dataset was placed in the London RF Survey website [106]. Fig. 3.6 shows all
locations where measurements were taken, together with their GPS coordinates and
time stamps. As can be seen, once a point is selected from the map, its ﬁeld strength
or banded RF power density can be selected and displayed.
Figure 3.6: LondonRFSurvey.org snapshot with the Latimer Road underground sta-
tion selected.
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3.3.1 Frequency Band Selection
The exact frequencies for each band are set by the UK’s oﬃcial frequency band
allocation [107]; the GSM900, GSM1800 and 3G base transmit (BTx) bands were
separated from the associated mobile transmit (MTx) bands. Table 3.1 shows
average RF power levels across all London Underground stations for the banded input
RF power density measurements. It can be seen that all base station transmit levels
are between one and three orders of magnitude greater than the associated mobile
transmit levels. For this reason, and the fact that the population of transmitting
mobile phones in close proximity of the harvester is highly variable, only base station
transmitters will be considered further.
Table 3.1: Summary of London RF Survey Measurements
Band Frequencies Average SBA Maximum SBA
[MHz] [nW/cm2] [nW/cm2]
DTV* 470-610 0.89 460
GSM900 (MTx) 880-915 0.45 39
GSM900 (BTx) 925-960 36 1930
GSM1800 (MTx) 1710-1785 0.5 20
GSM1800 (BTx) 1805-1880 84 6390
3G (MTx) 1920-1980 0.46 66
3G (BTx) 2110-2170 12 240
WiFi 2400-2500 0.18 6
*During switch over
From our London RF survey, DTV, GSM900, GSM1800, 3G and WiFi were iden-
tiﬁed as potentially useful ambient RF energy harvesting sources, although DTV
appears to be heavily dependent on atmospheric conditions and WiFi is very de-
pendent on user traﬃc. It should be noted that the mobile phone base station
transmitters employ vertically polarized antennas, placing a constraint on harvester
orientation in deployment. With DTV, within the UK, the main transmitters have
horizontally polarised antennas, while repeater transmitters have vertically polarized
antennas.
Using the complete dataset from the London RF survey, Fig. 3.7 shows the average
and median of the banded input RF power density measurements for the four largest
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ambient RF sources in Greater London. From this ﬁgures, it can be seen that more
than half of the locations have below average power levels. This is due to the fact
that several stations had maximum levels that were considerably higher than the
average, because of their close proximity to TV transmitters (e.g. Crystal Palace),
extremes in base station density and propagation characteristics.
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Figure 3.7: Banded input RF power density measurements for the four largest am-
bient sources in Greater London [20].
3.3.2 Urban and Semi-urban Analysis
It is convenient to deﬁne the boundary between urban and semi-urban environments
by the line that separates zones 3 and 4 on the London Underground map [17]. As
one would expect, the central zones 1-3 host the highest density of base stations.
With the use of an interactive ﬁlter on the London RF Survey website, the station
exits with the highest ﬁeld strengths can be easily selected and will appear on the
map, as shown in Fig. 3.8.
Using the ﬁlter, a banded input RF power density threshold is selected to ﬁlter
the ten London Underground stations with the highest measurements for each band,
as shown in Table 3.2. With DTV, the highest recorded measurements were all
found within the urban environment. This is because Greater London’s main DTV
transmitter (at Crystal Palace) is located on the south-eastern boarder of zones 3
and 4 and there are no London Underground stations further south. With mobile
phones, more than 50% of the stations were inside the urban environment and those
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Figure 3.8: Top ten highest GSM1800 ﬁeld strength locations.
in a semi-urban environment were all located in close proximity to a cluster of base
station transmitters.
Table 3.2: Banded Input RF Power Density Threshold: London Underground Sta-
tions within Central Zones 1-3 (Urban) and Outer Zones 4-9 (Semi-urban)
Band SBA Threshold Number of Stations
[nW/cm2] Urban Semi-urban
DTV* 40 10 0
GSM900 230 8 2
GSM1800 450 7 3
3G 62 6 4
*During switch over
3.3.3 ICL Measurements
In addition to the London RF survey, measurements within the Department of Elec-
trical and Electronic Engineering building, at Imperial College London (ICL), were
taken on the 11th ﬂoor of the south stairwell. These are shown in Table 3.3. As can
be seen, DTV and GSM900 have a higher than average power level (see Table 3.1,
due to a near line of sight from the TV transmitter and a close proximity to the 2G
GSM900/1800 base stations.
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Table 3.3: Measured Banded Input RF Power Densities at ICL
DTV* GSM900 GSM1800 3G
SBA [nW/cm
2] 18 48 50 3
*During switch over
3.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter the methodology, instrumentation and some of the results of a city-
wide spectral RF survey were presented. The collected data showed that the mobile
transmit power is several orders of magnitude lower than the one measured from
the base station transmitters. This prompted the selection of BTx over MTx for
the mobile phone bands. It is important to emphasize, that this situation can be
drastically diﬀerent for applications where a mobile phone is used to power an RF
harvester, meaning that the phone and harvester would be required to be less than
5 m apart.
Based on the average measured power levels, DTV, GSM900, GSM1800 and 3G
were selected as the the four highest contributors in an urban and a semi-urban en-
vironment. For all these bands, the maximum power levels were more than twenty
times higher than the average power level, showing a high variability between loca-
tions. This is due to the multipath and reﬂection characteristics of each location.
This conclusion strengthens the initial thesis that in an urban and semi-urban envi-
ronment, distance to the transmitter might not provide all the necessary information
required to estimate the available power density levels.
To analyse the diﬀerence between an urban and a semi-urban environment, in
terms of available RF power, a threshold was selected to ﬁlter the stations with the
highest power levels. This analysis demonstrated that more than 50% of the highest
power density levels were measured in an urban environment. Furthermore, by
looking into the location of transmitters near the ﬁltered semi-urban locations [108],
it was seen that all of these stations were placed near a cluster of transmitters.
The dataset from the London RF survey, with all relevant information (e.g. lo-
cations, timestamps and banded input RF power density measurements), can be
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found at the interactive website: www.londonrfsurvey.org [106]. The londonrfsur-
vey.org website is open source and the collected data can be used as a reference not
only for the design of RF harvesters in London, but as a reference for urban and
semi-urban ambient RF harvester designs in other cities around the world. Addi-
tionally, this website provides critical information for health-related electromagnetic
exposure research and the general public.
These measurements, together with the ones taken at Imperial College London
are an essential starting point for the design of eﬃcient harvesters, as is presented
in the following Chapter. The dataset collected during the survey can also be used
to identify other locations in Greater London, where a tested harvester might work
by comparing the test’s spectral conditions with other survey points. The harvester
design procedures and prototype test measurements are presented in the following
Chapter.
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4 Single-band and Multi-band
Harvesters
4.1 Introduction
In order to implement eﬃcient ambient RF energy harvesters the operation con-
ditions, such as the environment (indoor, outdoor, urban, semi-urban or rural),
polarization, elevation and most importantly, available RF power density levels, are
required. In addition, since the goal of this work is to design harvesters capable
of operating in an outdoor urban and semi-urban environment from non-dedicated
RF transmitters, the previous chapter showed the results of a city-wide survey per-
formed in London. Furthermore, measurements at Imperial College London were
also recorded and a comparison between the performance at ICL and the expected
performance across London is presented in this chapter.
Based on the survey measurements, a conﬁdent estimate of the total input RF
power per band can be performed in hand with the harvester antenna characteris-
tics. Since the location of the transmitter is unknown and reﬂections and multipath
are common, as the survey analysis showed, an omnidirectional antenna is desired.
This chapter presents the antenna selection and design framework for an easy to
fabricate and scalable antenna. The beneﬁts and characteristics, as well as the
drawbacks, of using the selected antenna topology are highlighted and a thorough
comparison between full-wave 3D electromagnetic simulations and measurements is
also presented.
With the antenna designed and characterized, the total input power can be cal-
culated for each of the selected operation bands. Since the frequency and power
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will deﬁne the impedance of the diode, the impedance matching between the an-
tenna and the rectiﬁer can be simpliﬁed. This is another reason why it is crucial to
know the available power density levels when harvesting ambient RF signals. In this
chapter the diode selection is presented based on the component characteristics and
performance across a wide range of frequencies and for the expected power levels per
band. In addition, several detector topologies are analysed and conclusions of the
topology selection are presented.
To prove the correctness of the selected diode and detector topology, several
impedance matching networks are presented for a single band detector. Simula-
tions and experimental measurements of all the single banded detectors are shown,
demonstrating the operation of an ambient RF harvester with a high end-to-end
eﬃciency, including the power management block. This power management block
is capable of performing maximum power point tracking, as well as battery man-
agement, and was used throughout simulations and measurements to showcase the
end-to-end eﬃciency of a complete RF harvesting system.
To ﬁnish this chapter, analysis and measurements of multi-band harvesting archi-
tectures, capable of operating at lower power levels than the single-band prototypes,
are presented. This section presents the ﬁndings of experimental work performed
in series and parallel connected harvester architectures and highlights the beneﬁt of
each circuit as well as their limitations. Finally, a power density comparison between
diﬀerent harvesting technologies is presented, demonstrating that ambient RF har-
vesting is an alternative solution for certain applications, where vibrations, thermal
gradients or light are not readily available.
4.2 Antenna Design and Measurements
Since the harvesters are intended to operate within a general (semi-)urban envi-
ronment, where the exact location of the TX source is unknown, the rectennas’ or
harvesters’ antennas need to be as close to omnidirectional as possible, avoiding the
need for beam-pointing during deployment. This is at the obvious expense of lim-
ited antenna gain and, therefore, the corresponding levels of input power PRF that
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the rectiﬁer can receive. Conversely, if the location of the TX is known, it may be
tempting to use a high gain antenna, but this would require an appropriate level of
beam-pointing and polarization matching that can be established and maintained.
Another requirement is that the antennas need to be easily scalable across all fre-
quency bands, since one important objective for this work is to compare and contrast
diﬀerently banded harvesters. Finally, the antennas need to be easily fabricated. For
all these reasons, a rectangular loop was selected, although a monopole would also
be suitable [109].
To simplify impedance matching from a standard 280 Ω half-wavelength folded
dipole [110] and the rectiﬁer (which, for experimental simplicity and the fact that
the harvester is going to be modular, was set to 50 Ω), a modiﬁed rectangular loop
was used to obtain the required 50 Ω reference input impedance. As presented
in [111], a balun does not need to be employed to transition from a balanced to
and unbalanced circuit, as there is no signiﬁcant degradation in performance for
this particular application, even with the use of an unbalanced microstrip rectifying
circuit. It is important to note that this only applies if the antenna is conjugately
matched to the rectiﬁer circuit. Furthermore, the antenna was not integrated onto
a substrate, to give the additional freedom to embed the harvester on windows or
within walls, furnishings, ﬁxtures or ﬁttings. To achieve this, two diﬀerent antennas
were fabricated for each band; one made using 560 μm diameter copper wire and
the other with 75 μm thick, 25 mm wide copper tape. The fabricated antennas are
shown in Fig. 4.1. Since the copper tape was not rigid enough to retain its shape, it
was placed on a Perspex substrate, to represent a ﬂat panel.
To design the antennas, full-wave 3D electromagnetic simulations were performed
using CST Microwave Studio. As discussed previously, the antennas were designed
to be as omnidirectional as possible, while covering as much of the ambient RF source
bandwidth as possible. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the H-plane cut of the modiﬁed
folded dipoles for the GSM900 band. As can be seen, although the radiation pattern
is symmetrical, the antennas cannot achieve a full omnidirectional pattern. The
nulls can be seen clearly for θ = 0◦ and 180◦. Although not ideal, this antenna
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Figure 4.1: 50 Ω rectangular loop antennas shown next to a British one pound coin:
(left) DTV, GSM900 (BTx), GSM 1800 (BTx) and 3G (BTx) copper
wire antennas; and (right) 3G (BTx) copper tape antenna on Perspex
provides a more suitable radiation characteristic than a directional antenna, such as
a square patch. As expected from Maxwell’s equations, the same radiation patters
are present for all frequency bands.
Figure 4.2: Simulated H-plane radiation pattern for the DTV wire antenna.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the typical simulated gain proﬁle for the DTV wire
and tape antenna. In these ﬁgures the front-to-back ratio of unity is clearly shown,
ensuring that the same amount of power will be received from both sides of the
antenna.
Table 4.1 shows the simulated gain and the 10 dB return loss fractional bandwidth
(BW) for the optimized copper wire and tape antennas across the selected bands.
The gain for all of them is almost constant across all the bands and a clear increase
in the fractional bandwidth can be appreciated for the highest frequencies. As with
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Figure 4.3: Simulated H-plane radiation pattern for the DTV ﬂat antenna.
???
Figure 4.4: Simulated beam proﬁle for the DTV wire antenna.
???
Figure 4.5: Simulated beam proﬁle for the DTV tape antenna.
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any antenna type, this is due to the increase in antenna volume from the wire to the
ﬂat antenna.
Table 4.1: Simulated Gain and 10 dB Return Loss Fractional Bandwidth for Modiﬁed
Folded-dipole Single-band Antennas
Band Wire Tape
BW Gain BW Gain BW
[%] [dBi] [%] [dBi] [%]
DTV* 26 4.35 4 4.48 6
GSM900 3.7 4.42 4.3 4.73 4.3
GSM1800 4.1 4.32 5.3 4.73 10.7
3G 2.8 4.39 5.4 4.76 12
*During switch over
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the predicted and measured return loss results, within
a 10 dB return loss bandwidth, for the eight fabricated single-band antennas. It
was found that better return loss measurements are achieved with our single-band
antennas when compared to other reported single-band omnidirectional [84] and
multi-band [99] designs. The latter may be important, as it may be tempting to
implement a more compact multi-band rectenna, which may ultimately decrease the
performance of the ambient RF energy harvesting due to low return loss.
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Figure 4.6: Input return loss predictions and measurements for all wire single-band
loop antennas [20].
Obtaining a minimum acceptable return loss over an antenna fractional bandwidth
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Figure 4.7: Input return loss predictions and measurements for all tape single-band
loop antennas [20].
as large as that of the source is key to harvest as much input RF energy as possible.
As can be seen in Table 4.1, where the fractional bandwidth is deﬁned for a 10 dB
return loss, these antennas have a fractional bandwidth greater than those of the
sources; with the exception of DTV, which only covers approximately 35% of the
target frequency range. In other work [57], 5 dB return loss fractional bandwidth is
adopted for RF energy harvesting applications.
The fractional bandwidth of the antennas having a minimum return loss of 5 dB
is too great to assume a constant antenna gain over the whole band. Therefore, an
additional advantage of using 10 dB return loss fractional bandwidths is that (4.1)
can be used to calculate the input RF power with the assumption that the mid-band
antenna gain is constant with frequency [110]. Therefore, the time-averaged input
RF power PRF is given by:
PRF = SBAAreal and Areal ≈ G(fo)λ
2
o
4π
(4.1)
where Areal is the eﬀective aperture (or capture area) of the antenna, λo is the free-
space wavelength at the mid-band frequency fo and G(fo) is the rectenna’s antenna
gain at fo. Substituting the measured input RF power densities recorded in Table 3.3
and the predicted mid-band antenna gains in Table 4.1 into (4.1), realistic values for
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PRF can be calculated for all four bands, with the results shown in Fig. 4.8. It is seen
that as all antenna gains are in the region of 4.5 dBi, the GSM900/1800 harvesters
can generate the highest input RF power levels, due to the high banded input RF
power density levels measured in situ. At the other extreme, the 3G harvesters
will be the worst performers. As only a small fraction of the required frequency
range is covered by the DTV antennas, the predicted values for PRF represent an
overestimation.
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Figure 4.8: Predicted input RF power levels for the four largest ambient sources at
the ICL testing location [20].
To emphasize the need of the survey measurements to predict the input RF power
that the harvester could receive, the Friis’ transmission equation was used, based on
the distance between Imperial College London and the Crystal Palace Transmitter.
It is important to note that in this case the impedance matching is assumed perfect
as well as a perfect line of sight to the transmitter with no reﬂections or multipath.
In a similar fashion to [5], the received power PRX was calculated with (4.2) at 548
MHz, with a TX to RX distance RRX = 11.1 km, ERP (eﬀective radiated power) of
20 kW and receiver antenna gain of GRX = 4.5 dBi.
PRX = PTX + GTX + GRX + 20log10
(
λo
4πRRX
)
(4.2)
where the transmitter antenna gain and power GTX and PTX , respectively, are equal
to the EIRP=ERP+2.15 dB, which is 44 dBW for the Crystal Palace Transmitter.
Substituting the EIRP in (4.2) gives PRX = −29.71dBm = 1μW , which is three
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orders of magnitude higher than the maximum input power measured during the
survey for the same conditions. This shows how using Friis’ transmission equation
in an urban to semi-urban environment, even with a clear line of sight between the
TX and RX, provides an overestimate of the available power, thus resulting in an
inaccurate harvester design that will be ineﬃcient at the low ambient RF power
levels.
4.3 Rectiﬁer Design and Measurements
With the antenna selected, designed and characterised, the total expected banded
input RF power can be used to select the optimal rectifying component and topology.
In this section, a comparison of rectifying COTS components is presented, as well
as their performance in a series rectenna conﬁguration. In addition, the advantages
of this conﬁguration over a shunt and voltage doubler topologies for the selected
frequency bands and available input power levels are presented.
4.3.1 Diode and Rectiﬁer Topology Selection
As presented in Chapter 2, much eﬀort has been made by the international commu-
nity to select the optimal rectiﬁer technology for harvesting RF power, either from
dedicated or readily available sources. It has been highlighted throughout this chap-
ter that deﬁning the latter is crucial in selecting the rectiﬁer and rectenna topology,
since ultimately this will set the available power levels at which the harvester will
work. Therefore, a speciﬁc rectiﬁer and rectenna topology, which is optimized for
working at high input power levels from a dedicated source, will not be as eﬃcient
in low ambient power levels; the opposite condition applies as well [112].
To start the rectiﬁer design, Schottky diodes were selected, based commercially
available devices. Schottky diodes were selected for rectiﬁcation purposes because
of their shorter transit time (required for the selected frequencies) when compared
to p-n diodes and transistors and for their low turn-on voltage. This low turn-on
voltage is required because the diode will not operate with bias and consequently
will not operate in its most eﬃcient region. Therefore, Schottky diodes that are able
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to operate with zero bias are needed for low power, high frequency rectiﬁcation.
From the open literature, the Avago HSMS-2850 and Skyworks SMS7630 were se-
lected for their zero bias characteristics and their already proven performance from
0.8 to 5 GHz [113]. The MZBD-9161 GaAs beam lead detector was selected because
of its comparable performance to the previously described diodes and its potential
for working at higher frequencies from 1 to 110 GHz. A few characteristics of these
diodes are presented in Table 4.2, where Cj is the junction capacitance, Rs is the
series resistance, Rv is the video or junction resistance, Lp is the parasitic packaging
inductance, Cp is the parasitic packaging capacitance and Vj is the junction volt-
age. The small-signal model of the diode is presented in Figure 4.9. These diodes
were selected because of their low junction voltage, junction capacitance and series
resistance when compared to other COTS detectors.
Table 4.2: Small-signal Parameters for Selected Zero-bias Schottky Diodes
Device Cj Rs Rv Lp Cp Vj
[pF] [Ω] [kΩ] [nH] [pF] [V]
SMS7630 0.14 20 5000 0.7 0.11 0.34
HSMS-2850 0.18 25 8000 2 0.08 0.35
MZBD-9161 0.035 20 3000 0.3 0.11 0.26
?????
??
?? ?????
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Figure 4.9: Small-signal diode model.
Based on previous analyses presented in [114, 115] and summarized in Chapter
2, low power energy harvesting rectiﬁer conﬁgurations were simulated, in order to
compare previously published conﬁgurations and to select a semiconductor device
that would achieve a higher conversion eﬃciency. The analysis from these results
gives a clear explanation as to why series rectiﬁcation is more eﬃcient than a shunt
conﬁguration for frequency scalable rectennas.
Rectiﬁcation is inherently a large signal operation and, therefore, assuming a con-
stant value of Rs (i.e. a linear model) is invalid. In addition, junction capacitance
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is very important at high frequencies. For these reasons, the large signal harmonic
balance (HB) simulation tool from Agilent ADS was chosen to simulate rectenna
designs at diﬀerent frequencies and input powers levels.
HB is a large signal frequency domain technique, which evaluates the non-linear
elements in the time domain using an inverse Fourier transformation and with the
linear elements analysed in the frequency domain. After the non-linear devices are
analysed in the time domain, they are converted to the frequency domain at each
iteration, to obtain their spectral behaviour. The currents of the linear and non-
linear elements have to be balanced for every harmonic to ﬁnalize the analysis [101].
Since HB assumes that all inputs are a series of steady-state sinusoids, the solution
will also be in steady-state, helping to do fast and accurate RF simulations without
having to wait until the transient solution ﬁnishes [102].
In HB simulations, the antenna was simulated using its equivalent Thevenin cir-
cuit, with a single tone power source and source resistance, as shown in Figures 4.10
and 4.11 for the series and shunt rectiﬁer conﬁgurations, respectively [21]. The
source resistance represents the antenna’s impedance of 50 Ω, which has to match
the impedance of the rectifying circuit to ensure maximum power transfer.
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Figure 4.10: Series detector conﬁguration with and L-matching network
As seen throughout the literature review, many research teams have deﬁned several
ﬁgures of merit for comparing rectennas. This work uses conversion eﬃciency η, as
described below.
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Figure 4.11: Shunt detector conﬁguration with an L-matching network
η =
Pdc
PRF
(4.3)
where Pdc is the time-averaged output (i.e. equivalent dc) power into the storage
element (e.g. battery or supercapacitor) and load.
To ensure that all the diﬀerent simulations were compared on the same basis, an
optimized lumped element L-matching network and an optimal load were used for
each power and frequency band. The L-matching network was designed with the aid
of the ADS Smith chart utility, which automatically matches to diﬀerent impedances
at a speciﬁc frequency, ensuring that a perfect match is always achieved. Finally,
output dc power and eﬃciency were calculated. Fig. 4.12 shows the simulations
results for a series rectiﬁer conﬁguration, with a measured DTV input power level
of -19.2 dBm = 12 μW. The HSMS-2850 presented the highest conversion eﬃciency
for 0.1 GHz to 1 GHz, the SMS7630 for 1 to 10 GHz, and the MZBD-9161 presented
the highest eﬃciency between 10 to 100 GHz, highlighting its capabilities for high
frequency applications.
Due to the selected frequency bands being below 3 GHz, the analysis will focus
on the diﬀerences between the HSMS-2850 and the SMS7630. Figures 4.13 and 4.14
show the performance of the latter diodes in an impedance matched series conﬁgu-
ration across diﬀerent frequencies and input power levels. As Fig. 4.12 suggests, the
HSMS-2850 can achieve higher eﬃciencies than the SMS7630 for frequencies below
400 MHz. The 3D plots illustrate how the HSMS-2850 can ideally achieve eﬃciencies
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Figure 4.12: Conversion eﬃciency of an impedance matched series conﬁguration
rectenna [21].
close to 50% between 100 and 300 MHz, but it quickly drops for power levels below
-20 dBm at higher frequencies. In contrast, the SMS7630 can achieve eﬃciencies
higher than 22% for power levels as low as -30 dBm accross all frequencies of inter-
est. The highest conversion eﬃciency at 2.45 GHz was 34% for an input power of
-20 dBm with the impedance matched SMS7630 in a series conﬁguration and a 3250
Ω load. These results are similar to the ones found in [115] using the SMS7630, thus
proving the SMS7630 to be one of the best COTS zero bias detectors for frequencies
near 2.45 GHz and low power levels.
These results also demonstrate that the lower Rj , Rs and Cj are the better the
performance of a zero bias Schottky diode at higher frequencies. As the barrier
height of a Schottky diode decreases, the saturation current Is goes up and Rj
decreases. Also, low silicon doping lowers the Rs but increases Cj, making this
trade-oﬀ very important to make the cut-oﬀ frequency of the device higher [116]. In
contrast, the ideality factor nd increases as the barrier height decreases. Therefore,
there is a compromise in how small the barrier height can be to have an eﬃcient zero
bias detector that works at high frequencies. Equation (4.4) shows the relationship
between the Rv and Is [116], where Vt is the thermal voltage.
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Figure 4.13: Conversion eﬃciency of an impedance matched series conﬁguration us-
ing a HSMS-2850 diode through diﬀerent power RF levels and frequen-
cies.
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Figure 4.14: Conversion eﬃciency of an impedance matched series conﬁguration us-
ing a SMS7630 diode through diﬀerent power RF levels and frequencies.
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Rv =
ndVt
Is
(4.4)
Based on the simulation results, previously reported analysis in [21, 114] and the
predicted input RF power levels presented in Fig. 4.8, the zero bias SMS7630 diode
was selected as the optimal solution for ambient RF energy harvesters a series con-
ﬁguration. The selected diodes in a shunt conﬁguration achieved eﬃciencies of less
than 1% at input power levels lower than -15 dBm, thus conﬁrming that a shunt
conﬁguration is not eﬃcient for low power applications.
To understand why the shunt conﬁguration is not suitable for ambient RF har-
vesting, Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the series and shunt rectifying conﬁgurations
with the diode’s small-signal model [114].
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Figure 4.15: Series conﬁguration rectenna with small-signal diode model.
In a series conﬁguration, the junction capacitance Cj(V) of the diode domi-
nates the detector’s impedance, as long as the output ﬁlter or smoothing capacitor
CSmoothing > Cj(V), and thus CSmoothing has little or no eﬀect on the matching
circuit. This allows CSmoothing to be large enough to provide a ripple free output
voltage. In contrast, CSmoothing must be less than 1 pF to achieve a good impedance
match with a shunt conﬁguration, as CSmoothing appears in parallel with Cj(V) and
the packaging parasitic capacitance. However, CSmoothing is too small to provide a
ripple free dc voltage to the load. This can be overcome with a matching network
that will allow a good impedance match with a large output capacitor, but at the
expense of a introducing losses. Furthermore, as shown in [117], this issues start
to become negligible with a shunt conﬁguration as the shunt diode becomes more
self-biased as the input power increases.
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Figure 4.16: Shunt conﬁguration rectenna with small-signal diode model.
Other rectenna topologies, such as a voltage doubler or a double-series, were not
considered, since it has been proven that these conﬁgurations cannot achieve high
eﬃciencies at power levels below -15 dBm [5,48,117–119]. In contrast, they are ideal
for high power levels, such as the case of a dedicated radiating WPT, where these
topologies achieve high eﬃciencies and high output voltages. These topologies can
achieve high eﬃciencies even with an increased voltage drop, intrinsic to multi-diode
topologies.
4.3.2 Single-band Rectennas
Simulations were performed using Agilent’s ADS co-simulation capability. Its Mo-
mentum package not only takes into account the losses from the low-cost FR4 sub-
strate, used in this work, but also calculates fringing ﬁelds eﬀects, which are passed
to the harmonic balance package for simulating the non-linear behaviour of the rec-
tiﬁer.
In the ﬁrst rectenna prototype, a good impedance match to 50 Ω was achieved by
employing a simple matching network, as shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. In this
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circuit, a series lumped-element inductor was used to absorb part of the capacitive
reactance from the series diode and an additional quarter-wavelength short-circuit
shunt stub was employed to achieve the desired 50 Ω impedance [120]. Since the
impedance of the diode varies with frequency and input RF power, impedance match-
ing between the antenna and rectiﬁer was ﬁrst undertaken by ﬁnding the optimal
output load resistance for the measured input RF power levels with a single-tone
source at the mid-band frequency. After the optimal load was found, further broad-
band optimization was performed to the impedance matching network and the load
to ensure good impedance matching throughout the target frequency range and the
measured PRF for each band. The modulated sources available in ADS were not
suitable to simulate readily available sources due to the random behaviour of the
data rate generated by diﬀerent transmitters.
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Figure 4.17: Impedance matching network of the ﬁrst series rectenna prototype in
ADS.
As with the antenna analysis, and unlike conventional RF circuits that adopt the
more traditional half-power bandwidth deﬁnition, the rectiﬁer should adopt the 10
dB input return loss bandwidth. The reason for this is that, for ambient RF energy
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Figure 4.18: Half-wave 3G version 1 rectiﬁer prototype on FR4 substrate [20].
harvesting applications, input RF power is at a premium and so what little energy
is available should not be wasted by being reﬂected back from avoidable impedance
mismatches at either the antenna or rectiﬁer.
Fig. 4.19 shows the predicted and measured input return loss results, within the -
10 dB bandwidth, for the DTV and GSM900 rectiﬁers, having fractional bandwidths
of 5.7% (below target) and 4.8%, respectively. With these lower frequency designs,
the fundamental and higher order harmonics were naturally suppressed by at least
55 dBm, ensuring a clean dc voltage at the load, without the need for any output
ﬁltering. Reasonable agreement was found with the GSM1800 and 3G rectiﬁers,
having fractional bandwidths of 1.6% (below target) and 7.4%, respectively. This
is due to the bandwidth of an L-matching network which could be increased if the
order is increased. It was found that with these two higher frequency designs the
higher-order harmonics were only suppressed by 40 dBm at the output. This reduced
performance is due to the higher series inductive reactance leads of the output shunt
storage capacitor.
For this reason, a second prototype version (v2) was designed for the 3G rectiﬁer,
using distributed-element components for the input impedance matching stage and
an additional output ﬁlter stage, displayed in Fig. 4.20. With this version, it was
found that in order to achieve and simplify the impedance matching to 50 Ω, all the
microstrip transmission lines had to have a characteristic impedance of 92 Ω. A shunt
quarter-wavelength open-circuit stub, designed for operation at the fundamental
frequency, was employed to achieve a good dc isolation. The fabricated v2 3G
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Figure 4.19: Input return loss predictions and measurements for all ﬁrst prototype
single-band rectiﬁers, with optimal load resistances at the output [20].
prototype, presented in Fig. 4.21, was able to suppress the higher order harmonics
by at least 50 dBm, isolating eﬃciently the dc output.
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Figure 4.20: Impedance matching network of the second version of the series rectenna
prototype.
As can be appreciated on the v2 fabricated prototype, a 1.2 mm extension was
added to the stub, to account for a mismatch between simulations and measure-
ments, which is due to the tolerance of the dielectric constant provided by the FR4
manufacturer, which varies between 4.3 and 4.8. There is also a discrepancy of the
loss tangent provided by the manufacturer and the one present in the real boards.
This can be avoided by the use of a substrate intended for RF applicatios, such as
the Rogers RT5870. Figure 4.22 shows the simulation and measurement results of
the 3G v2 prototype. After the stub tuning was performed, a signiﬁcant agreement
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Figure 4.21: Half-wave 3G version 2 rectiﬁer prototype on FR4 substrate [20].
between results was achieved and power was eﬀectively delivered to the load thanks
to the isolation provided by the stub.
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Figure 4.22: Input return loss predictions and measurements 3G v2 single-band rec-
tiﬁer with optimal load [20].
4.3.3 Power Management Module
Since the input RF power from ambient sources can be represented as a multi-tone
source, with power levels ﬂuctuating across the target frequency range, the output
impedance of the rectiﬁer is time varying. A power management module capable of
performing maximum power point tracking is required. For this work, a low power
integrated circuit PMM from Texas Instruments (BQ25504) was selected, due to its
low quiescent current (< 330 nA) and low input voltage operation (80 mV hot-start
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and 330 mV cold-start) [22]. It is worth noting that its start-up voltage is lower
than PMMs previously reported and realized using hybrid circuits for RF energy
harvesting [3]. The BQ25504 PMM includes a boost converter that steps-up its
input voltage (having a 350 mV average value during ambient operation) to useful
levels between 2.4 and 5.3 V. The BQ25504 also has a built-in battery management
module, which is used to control the duty cycle of the output power to the load.
The eﬃciency of the PMM for an input voltage and current of 400 mV and 10 μA,
respectively, is above 65% [22]. This shows a considerable improvement over other
non-comercial boost-converters for RF harvesting, capable of achieving 52% at the
same voltage and power levels [121].
MPPT operation on the BQ25504 is achieved by periodically sampling the open
circuit voltage (OCV) at the input of the converter, which then draws a current
causing the converter input voltage to fall and be held at a preprogrammed fraction
of the OCV (set by a potential divider connected to VIN DC, illustrated in Fig. 4.23).
In a simple dc circuit, with a resistive source impedance, the optimal ratio is 0.5. For
the rectenna-based system, a ratio of 0.48 to 0.53 was found by using a potentiometer
to maximise the power output of the system.
??????
Figure 4.23: Simpliﬁed circuit diagram of the PMM with a BQ25540 [22].
The BQ25504 is designed to charge a storage element and in this case a 100 μF
capacitor Cstorage was used. The PMM continuously charges the storage capacitor,
and the load (a low power LED) was connected to the storage capacitor when the
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capacitor voltage reaches an upper limit Vhigh = 2.84 V and disconnected when it
reaches a lower limit Vlow = 2.40 V, in the VBAT OK pin. The duty cycle of the
LED (Optolight series336 with and average power consumption of 5.4 mW [122])
can then be used to calculate the eﬃciency of the system, as will now be described.
A diagram of the full harvester system is represented in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: System block diagram.
4.4 End-to-end Eﬃciency Analysis
Measurements for this type of system are usually performed in a controlled envi-
ronment (e.g. an anechoic chamber or TEM cell), using a dedicated constant or
variable amplitude single-tone RF signal source [111], [123]. However, this is not
suitable for evaluating ambient RF energy harvesting operation, which has a much
broader spectrum of non-constant input frequencies and where the instantaneous
input RF power is time variant. The use of a constant single-tone dedicated source
provides a convenient stable reference power to the harvester; while available ambi-
ent sources have ﬂuctuating power levels across a non-zero bandwidth and multipath
and reﬂection eﬀects are very diﬃcult to simulate in a controlled environment.
Therefore, to determine the overall end-to-end eﬃciency ηe−e for a complete am-
bient RF energy harvester, the input RF energy URF is calculated based on the
harvester’s antenna characteristics and the actual banded input RF power density
measurements taken at the time of harvester operation, using the Agilent FieldFox
and the calibrated antenna. It is important to note that since the mismatch between
the antenna and the detector is not taken into account, URF is higher than expected,
providing an underestimate of end-to-end eﬃciency. The output dc energy Udc was
then calculated by measuring the charge-discharge cycle time, tcycle of the storage
capacitor between Vhigh and Vlow, as the LED is repeatedly connected and discon-
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nected. The output dc energy equation is already taking into account the eﬃciency
of the PMM given the fact that the measurements are taken at its output. The
end-to-end eﬃciency of one charge-discharge cycle of Cstorage is:
ηe−e =
Udc
URF
(4.5)
where the input RF energy is given by integrating the time-averaged input RF power
over a cycle time, as:
URF =
∫ tcycle
0
PRF dt (4.6)
and the output dc energy is given by the energy supplied to the load, as follows:
Udc =
Cstorage
(
V 2high − V 2low
)
2
(4.7)
4.4.1 ICL Field Trials
Four single-band ambient RF energy harvesters were assembled by connecting the
rectiﬁers to the wire/tape antennas and PMMs programmed for the optimal load. A
100 μF shunt capacitor was employed as the storage element, providing Udc = 115 μJ.
The system is capable of cold-starting the boost converter and MPPT block, since
the rectenna is capable of providing the minimum starting voltage of 330 mV. When
the minimum voltage is reached, the boost converter and MPPT start to operate and
the charge-discharge cycle at the load begins, causing the LED to ﬂash. During ﬁeld
trials, tcycle took up to 170 seconds for the harvester with lowest banded input RF
power density, corresponding to 3G with the wire antenna. Table 4.3 summarises the
results where tc and td are the charge and discharge times, respectively. The end-to-
end eﬃciency was calculated using (4.5), with data from Fig. 4.8 and measuring the
charge and discharge cycle time during harvesting operation. As can be appreciated,
the discharge time tends to be longer for those bands where the input power is
higher. This is due to the harvester being able to continue to provide enough power
to maintain the LED ON. The smallest power per cycle can be correlated to the
harvested with the longest charge to discharge cycle. It is important to note that
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since ambient power conditions continuously change during operation, a correlation
between the charge and the discharge time can not always be seen. This can be
caused due to an increase of power during the discharge cycle, which would be
expressed in a longer discharge time, even though the charge time was short.
Fig. 4.25 shows the overall end-to-end eﬃciencies for all the harvester demonstra-
tors deployed and tested at ICL. As predicted by simulations, the improved 3G v2
demonstrator with tape antenna out-performed its original design by 11%; achieving
an end-to-end eﬃciency of 40% with an input RF power of only -25.4 dBm.
A much greater eﬃciency can be achieved for the DTV harvester if the fractional
bandwidths for the ﬁrst prototype circuits (i.e. 4.4/4.5% for the antennas and
5.8% for the rectiﬁer) are increased to match the much greater target value of 26%.
Likewise, the reduced eﬃciency of the GSM1800 harvesters can be attributed to the
detrimental eﬀects of the narrow-band input impedance matching of the rectiﬁer
(i.e. having a fractional bandwidth of only 1.6%, when compared to its target value
of 4.1%). Finally, with all the harvesters, the end-to-end eﬃciencies can be enhanced
through better antenna design and optimal polarization matching.
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Figure 4.25: End-to-end eﬃciencies for single band ambient RF energy harvesting at
ICL [20].
Table 4.4 summarises the number of locations from the London RF survey that
would be able to support our harvesters.
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Table 4.4: Number of locations from the London RF Survey capable of supporting
identical harvesters at the same eﬃciency levels
DTV GSM900 GSM1800 3G
(BTx) (BTx) (BTx)
Stations with higher SBA 2 28 68 122
Unlike the single-band 3G harvester, which can operate at 45% of the locations,
our DTV harvester can only be used at two locations (one in zone 2 and the other in
zone 3). Therefore, for the general deployment of an ambient RF energy harvester
within an (semi-)urban environment, at street level, the single band DTV harvester
may not be practical.
4.5 Array Architechtures
Since ambient input RF power levels can be low (i.e. below -25 dBm) and de-
pendent on both time and spatial considerations, harvesters could be designed to
extract energy with spatial-diversity within the same frequency band or using dif-
ferent frequency bands. For example, with the former, at a particular location there
may be only one band that has signiﬁcant levels of RF energy worth harvesting.
In this case, spatial-diversity array architectures may provide more usable output
power. Alternatively, with the latter, multi-band array architectures may provide
more robust operation. With both forms of parallel array architecture (i.e. spatial-
diversity and multi-band), a further classiﬁcation can be seen through the use of
either diversity/band switching or a summing node. With the former, physical
switches automatically select whichever signal path delivers the highest input RF
power level; with the latter, power from all signals is combined. Fig. 4.26 illustrates
generic forms of parallel array architectures, showing that switching/summing can
be performed electromagnetically at a single antenna or at the output from multiple
antennas, rectiﬁers or power management modules.
Multiband array architectures, similar to those in Fig. 4.26(c) and Fig. 4.26(d),
capable of RF harvesting from the four previously identiﬁed bands, were selected
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Figure 4.26: Parallel array architectures with switching/summing at the: (a) an-
tenna; (b) output of multiple antennas; (c) output of multiple rectiﬁers;
and (d) output of multiple PMMs [20].
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given no size/cost constraints. The objectives were to reach the minimum cold-start
voltage at the lowest possible input RF power levels and increase the harvesters’
operational capabilities within (semi-)urban environments. To this end, two diﬀerent
multiple rectenna architectures were investigated. The ﬁrst having a single shared
PMM and the second having multiple PMMs, as illustrated in Fig. 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Multiband array architectures (with N = 4 bands): (a) voltage summing
at the outputs of the single-band rectennas; and (b) current summing
at the outputs of the single-band harvesters [20].
To simplify the assembly, the wire antennas were selected since they did not require
a substrate. Unwanted coupling between the single-band antennas was minimised
by placing them a minimum distance of λL/5 apart; where λL is the wavelength
of the lowest frequency band antenna [124]. For example, the DTV and the 3G
antennas were kept at least 11 cm apart, as shown in Fig. 4.28. This allowed S11
measurements to be the same as in Fig. 4.6, once all antennas were assembled into
the array.
4.5.1 Multiple Rectennas with a Shared PMM
In order to improve the cold-start performance of the system, the outputs of mul-
tiple rectennas can be connected in series, as shown in Fig. 4.27(a). This increases
the probability of the voltage on the input of the PMM reaching the cold-start level
(330 mV for the BQ25504) under any given scenario. Whilst cold-starting the PMM,
each rectenna harvests (albeit not optimally). Once the PMM circuit starts, with
the MPPT operating, the harvested power level increases. The behaviour of the
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Figure 4.28: Rectenna array architecture with individual PMMs for the four largest
contributors with wire antennas [20].
series rectenna topology with a shared PMM requires some discussion. As the out-
put impedance and the OCV for each rectenna is diﬀerent, since they operate at
diﬀerent frequencies and input RF power levels, the rectennas are forced to share
the same output current in a series conﬁguration, which does not allow them all to
operate at their individual maximum power points. This causes the voltage on each
rectenna output, except the one having the highest input RF power, to collapse.
This operation is analogous to the partial shading problem with a series string of
solar panels [125] sharing a common boost converter. With this photovoltaic system,
bypass diodes placed around individual cells stop the poorly lit cells contributing a
negative voltage (and power) to the string. In our case, the series circuit formed
by the loop antennas and rectifying diodes performs the same task. This means
that whilst all rectennas contribute to system start-up only the rectenna with the
highest input RF power contributes signiﬁcant power for continuous operation once
the PMM starts.
Fig. 4.29 shows the end-to-end eﬃciency for the voltage summing multi-band
harvester array when tested at ICL. An eﬃciency of only 15% was achieved, with
a combined input RF power of -12 dBm. The lower eﬃciency, when compared to
a single-band harvester, is due to the imbalance of rectiﬁer outputs, as discussed
above. Here, the charge time was 43 seconds, compared to 167 seconds with the
lowest contributing single-band 3G harvester with wire antenna.
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4.5.2 Multiple Rectennas with a Individual PMM
In order to overcome the balancing issues when multiple rectennas share a common
PMM, as discussed previously, each rectenna can have its own PMM, whose outputs
can be connected to a common storage element (in this case a 400 μF shunt capacitor,
providing Udc = 461 μJ), as illustrated in Fig. 4.27(b) and shown in Fig. 4.28.
Table 4.5 compares the multi-band harvester times with the single-band proto-
types. ΣV and ΣI are the multi-band series or voltage summing and parallel or
current summing array architectures, respectively. As one can appreciate, the par-
allel architectures achieve similar times to those from the single-band prototypes
but for a storage element that is 4 times the size of the single band. Although
not achieving cold-start as quickly as the series topology, the parallel topology has
the advantage of being able to run each rectenna at its maximum power point. In
addition, once a single rectenna is able to harvest enough energy for a cold-start
operation, all PMMs will start because they share a common storage element. This
allows the rectennas with low input RF power levels to harvest at lower power levels,
which they could not do so independently.
This parallel topology was tested and found to be capable of operating in many
locations where the series array was unable to operate; for example, if only one of
the bands had Pin < -25 dBm. As expected, the largest contributor hot-started
(input dc voltage as low as 80 mW) the other PMMs, allowing them to harvest at
an input RF power level down to -29 dBm. However, as with the previous results
for voltage summing, having a combined input RF power of -12 dBm, the eﬃciency
using multiple PMMs is slightly lower, at 13%, as shown in Fig. 4.29. This is
because useful dc output power from the cold-starting harvester is being supplied to
the other harvesters for hot-starting, even though some of them may not actually be
contributing any of their own harvested power.
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Figure 4.29: End-to-end eﬃciencies for all ambient RF energy harvesting prototypes
at ICL.
4.6 Output DC Power Density Comparison
The volumetric output dc power density Sharv [μW/cm
3] represents an important
ﬁgure of merit for comparing alternative energy harvesting technologies. For ambient
RF energy harvesting, the output dc power is calculated by multiplying the eﬀective
input RF power by the overall end-to-end-eﬃciency. The total volume (including
that of the antenna, rectiﬁer and PMM; not including energy storage, as this does
not directly aﬀect the dc power output) must be determined. It is important to note
that the volume for the antenna could eﬀectively disappear if it is assembled onto a
window or within a wall, furnishing, ﬁxture or ﬁtting. Moreover, the required PMM
PCB size used throughout these calculations was assumed to be ten times the size
of the BQ25504 chip, to account for any necessary additional components. Fig. 4.30
shows the output dc power density for all the harvesters demonstrated here. It can
be seen that the 2G GSM900/1800 harvesters with tape antennas both have the
highest value of Sharv = 7.4 μW/cm3, when tested at ICL, due to the high banded
input RF power density. The value for the most eﬃcient harvester (i.e. 3G v2 with
tape antenna) was not the highest in terms of output RF power, because SBA in
this band was more than an order of magnitude lower than with GSM900.
Sharv allows a direct and meaningful comparison to be made with other alternative
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Figure 4.30: Output dc power density for all harvesters at ICL [20].
energy harvesting technologies. The best performing ambient RF energy harvester
(i.e. GSM900 with tape antenna) was compared against alternative energy harvest-
ing technologies, assuming they used the same PMM board size [23–25]. It can be
seen from Fig. 4.31 that ambient RF energy harvesting has a low output dc power
density when compared to alternative energy harvesting technologies, but only when
the total volume of the ﬁrst prototype demonstrator is considered. However, when
the antenna is absorbed onto or into a background feature and when the PMM is
fully integrated into the rectiﬁer, it can out-perform (as indicated by the dotted col-
umn) the alternative energy harvesting technologies, while providing a complimen-
tary means of extracting energy from the environment. The RF harvesters, however,
have the additional advantage in that they do not require a thermal gradient and,
unlike vibration-driven devices, they have no moving parts. The comparison is made
against human sources of energy and not industrial sources, since the latter is several
orders of magnitude higher. This would be the same case as power available from
dedicated RF transmitters and ambient RF sources.
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Figure 4.31: Output dc power density comparison for alternative ambient harvest-
ing technologies [23–25] against the best current generation of RF har-
vesters at ICL [20]. Dotted line represents embedded antenna into back-
ground feature and integrated PMM and rectiﬁer.
4.7 Conclusion
The objectives of this work were to analyse how much ambient RF power is available
in a city and prove that suitable ambient RF harvesters could work eﬃciently in this
scenario. In addition, this work should prove that useful power levels could be
harvested from undedicated power sources. Once this was proven, the additional
goals were to design and test harvesters capable of operating at the lowest possible
ambient input RF power levels and extend the harvesters’ operational capabilities
within (semi-)urban environments.
To reach these goals, a comprehensive city-wide RF spectral survey was under-
taken, and results presented in Chapter 3 helped to identify the four largest con-
tributors (DTV, GSM900, GSM1800 and 3G). Measurements indicated that banded
power density levels as high as 6.4 μW/cm2 were available at street level. Further-
more, all the measurements were used to select the optimal antenna, rectiﬁer and
rectenna topology for the predicted ambient RF power levels.
A rectangular loop was selected as an ideal antenna for ambient RF harvesting
since, as shown through simulations and measurements, it can provide a front-to-back
ratio of one and a quasi-omnidirectional pattern; ideal for receiving signals from an
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unknown source location. Wire and a copper tape frequency scalable antennas were
fabricated for the four selected frequency bands and measurements shown that the
fractional bandwidth of almost all the antennas exceeded the fractional bandwidth
of the selected band, with the exception of the DTV prototype. The copper tape
antennas proved to have twice the fractional bandwidth of their wire counterparts
for GSM1800 and 3G, due to their higher overall volume.
With the antenna characteristics and in situ spectral measurements, the input
RF power was calculated, showing that the highest power levels were around 30 μW
for GSM900 and GSM1800 bands and as low as 2.5 μW for 3G. These power levels
were used as the starting point for the rectenna topology selection and design. In
addition, it was proven how a conventional power link budget calculation provides
an overestimate of the available power, when compared to spectral measurements,
due to the reﬂections and multipath phenomena intrinsic to an urban scenario.
Simulations and measurements showed that the SMS7630 zero bias Schottky diode
was the most eﬃcient COTS device for the selected bands and predicted input power
levels. Furthermore, Harmonic Balance simulations and an analysis of the role of
the diode’s junction capacitance showed how a series half-wave rectenna topology
is the most eﬃcient rectenna topology for input power levels below -15 dBm, when
compared to shunt, double series and voltage doubler conﬁgurations.
With the optimal component and rectenna topology selected, two single-band ver-
sions were designed and fabricated for each band. The ﬁrst prototype that included
a lumped element impedance matching network proved to achieve a match between
simulations and measurements, covering almost all the selected bands and achieving
a good dc-isolation at the output of the DTV and GSM900 prototypes. For the
higher frequency prototypes, a new design with only distributed elements and no
vias achieved the speciﬁed -10 dB return loss with an eﬀective harmonic rejection at
the output.
To ensure that the harvesters were operating optimally, regardless of input power
variation, due to the variability of the ambient sources, the TI BQ2554 power man-
agement module was selected. This module is able to harvest power and boost the
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detector’s input voltage to 2.84 V, which was then used to power a 5.4 mW LED. It
was demonstrated that single-band harvesters can operate with eﬃciencies of up to
40% in a (semi-)urban environment with duty cycles as high as 32% and can start
to operate from power levels as low as -25 dBm.
To increase the freedom of operation, multi-band array architectures were investi-
gated. With the current summing harvester arrays, RF harvesting was achieved at
an input RF power level as low as -29 dBm, without any external dc power supply
to hot-start the power management module. Limitations on the multi-band array
architectures were discussed, highlighting the need for further work in balancing
rectennas with voltage summing rectenna arrays when operating at lower input RF
power levels. With the combination of the survey results and the harvester’s perfor-
mance, it is expected that more than 50% of the 270 London Underground stations
are suitable locations for the deployment of the ambient RF energy harvesters pre-
sented in this work.
In this chapter, a full system design framework and optimization for ambient
harvesters was presented and all project goals were achieved. Finally, an output
dc power density comparison against alternative energy harvesting technologies has
shown that RF harvesting can represent a competitive solution within (semi-)urban
environments, especially when the antenna can be absorbed into background fea-
tures.
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Part III
Inductive Power Transfer
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5 Introduction
5.1 History of Inductive Power Transfer
Inductive power transfer without a magnetic core was ﬁrst proposed by Nikola Tesla
around 100 years ago [126] to supply wireless mains power over long distances.
Since then, low-power, closely-coupled wireless charging methods have been used to
power medical implants [41], while the wireless powering of portable devices through
charging mats is now available via commercial products [127]. Nonetheless, there
has been a resurgence in research interest in wireless power transfer for medium
range (i.e. 10s of cm) applications, such as electric vehicle charging through resonant
inductive coupling [28,128–130].
Highly cited reviews [27,48] tend to present the history of wireless power transmis-
sion, in speciﬁc inductive power transfer, as a ﬁeld that almost had a hundred years
of darkness since Tesla’s prototypes. According to these reviews, no developments
were achieved in the latter ﬁeld until 2007, when Marin Soljacic et al. published
a journal paper where a resonant inductive power transfer system was capable of
powering a 60 W light bulb at a distance of 2 m [131].
These historical accounts of the ﬁeld of inductive power transfer are missing the
major theoretical and practical developments that were achieved in the 1960’s by
John C. Schuder and his team at the University of Missouri Columbia (UMC).
Schuder’s contribution to the ﬁeld of IPT was motivated by ﬁnding ways of powering
artiﬁcial hearts transcutaneously, as shown in Figure 5.1. It was then that the ﬁeld
of Transcutaneous Energy Transfer (TET) started [26].
The intrinsic low coupling factor between the transmitter and the receiver coil in
TET applications (k < 0.3) spurred the creation of the theory and ﬁrst prototypes
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Figure 5.1: Inductive power transfer system with receiver inside a thoracic wall [26].
that were able to achieve high transfer or link eﬃciencies [132]. It is due to these
developments that further research was able to achieve link eﬃciencies > 95% for
low coupling factor systems. The coupling factor is a key variable in inductive
power transfer since it deﬁnes the percentage of mangetic ﬂux, generated by the
transmistter, that reaches the receiver.
All recent attempts to achieve long distance IPT, such as the work from Soljacic’s
(from MIT) and Smith’s et al. (from Intel Labs) [35], based their resonant inductive
systems on the theory developed on TET more than forty years ago. Fig. 5.2 shows
MIT’s and Intel’s demonstrators of IPT systems. As can be appreciated in this
picture, Intel’s system (top) uses single turn driver loops and planar coils, whilst
MIT’s system (bottom) uses helical coils [27] for the transmitter and the receiver.
The details of these two systems will be explained in the following sections but it
is important to note that, as with most IPT designs, these systems were designed
to increase the link eﬃciency and not the total end-to-end eﬃciency. In medical
applications, where tens to hundreds of mW are required, the system does not need
to operate in eﬃciencies higher than 10%, as long as the load receives enough power
to operate. In contrast, in medium to high power applications, such as the one
mentioned in the motivation section of this work where 100 W are to be transmitted
wirelessly, it is of the utmost importance that eﬃciencies above 60% or higher are
achieved, in order to make IPT an attractive solution. This is based on commercial
eﬃciency ﬁgures for wired laptop chargers
The next sections explain in detail the main building blocks of an IPT system,
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Figure 5.2: Intel’s and MIT’s IPT systems top and bottom, respectively [27].
in order to analyse all the parts and not only the link, that need to be optimized
to achieve high end-to-end eﬃciencies. Furthermore, the state of the art and the
diﬀerent attempts to increase both link and end-to-end eﬃciencies are presented.
These help to demonstrate the importance of the initial design focus, in developing
an IPT system that could be capable of achieving similar or even higher eﬃciencies
than many conventional wired power supplies.
5.2 System Analysis
A basic IPT systems architecture consists of several modules, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
The architecture includes dc power supply units (PSUs), coil driver (i.e. clock genera-
tor and power ampliﬁer (PA) having an impedance matching network), transmitting
(TX) coil with separation distance D from a receiving (RX) coil (measured from
the centre-to-centre of the coils), an optional rectiﬁer/regulator and a load. To fully
characterize the complete system, the end-to-end eﬃciency ηee of all the building
blocks, from the ac source to the load, can be considered as follows; where the
eﬃciency terms are shown on Fig. 5.3:
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Figure 5.3: Inductive power transfer systems architecture.
ηee = ηdc-PSUηdc-load (5.1)
where ηdc-load = ηdriverηtransfer (5.2)
ηtransfer = ηlinkηrectifierηregulator (5.3)
and ηdriver = ηclockηamp (5.4)
where ηdc-PSU is the combined eﬃciency of the dc power supplies, ηdc-load is the
dc-to-load eﬃciency, ηdriver is the eﬃciency of the driver, ηlink is the link eﬃciency,
ηtransfer is the transfer eﬃciency, ηclock is the eﬃciency of the driver clock, ηamp is
the eﬃciency of the power ampliﬁer, ηrectifier is the rectiﬁer eﬃciency and ηregulator
is the eﬃciency of the regulator. This work focuses on optimizing ηdc-load for an IPT
system without a rectiﬁer or regulator, i.e. maximising:
ηdc-load =
Pload
Pdc
(5.5)
where Pdc is the total dc input power to the system (i.e. into the clock and power
ampliﬁer) and Pload is the real power dissipated in the load.
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Well-deﬁned ﬁgures of merit, such as ηdc-load and ηee, are used to evaluate IPT
systems, to allow a straightforward comparison of the diﬀerent emerging technologies
in this ﬁeld. From the IPT systems architecture in Fig. 5.3, the transfer eﬃciency
just describes part of the system’s eﬃciency and does not take into account the
driver.
5.3 Literature Review
For many industrial and commercial applications, IPT systems must be capable of
achieving a high ηee, while transferring hundreds of watts at sub-metre distances,
otherwise they will not be adopted. Several approaches for achieving good link
eﬃciencies have been developed by various research groups. The ﬁrst is to work at
relatively low frequencies (tens of kHz), where eﬃcient driver circuits can be easily
realised and by increasing the coupling factor k of the system, using ﬁeld-shaping
techniques; for example, by employing metamaterials [30] and ferrite cores [28].
Field-shaping techniques normally occupy useful volume, require heavy materials,
employ expensive fabrication techniques and need a precise coil alignment. These
solutions make the ﬁeld-shaping approach unsuitable for many applications, where
the size, weight and cost of the system are limiting factors.
The second approach relies on transferring energy at the optimum frequency for
maximum power transfer given a particular coil size, where the unloaded Q is max-
imised and compensates for the low coupling factor. In the past, this approach
was not considered eﬃcient, since low driver eﬃciency (due to semiconductor losses)
dramatically reduced the end-to-end eﬃciency of the IPT system.
This section presents past and state-of-the-art designs, from academia and indus-
try, and categorizes them according to the two approaches mentioned above. This
analysis of the various attempts to increase the link eﬃciency, and in many cases the
dc-to-load or end-to-end eﬃciency, helps deﬁne the starting point for designing an
eﬃcient IPT system capable of transferring tens of watts under low coupling condi-
tions. Due to the aim of this work, close proximity, high coupling IPT systems, such
as those being recently commercialized [133,134] will not be analysed in detail.
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5.3.1 Field Shaping
In [28], 2 kW of power was transferred at a distance of 20 cm using planar Litz
wire coils at 20 kHz, with a link eﬃciency of 85%. The operating frequency was
deﬁned by the power handling capabilities of the coil H-bridge driver, limiting the
coil’s maximum unloaded Q-factor to 250. To compensate for the relatively low
quality factors, ferrite bars were embedded in the coil pads, to shape the magnetic
ﬂux between the coils. Ferrite bars are lighter and more robust than ferrite discs
and E cores [135–137]. Fig. 5.4 shows the coil pad assembly with the ferrite bars
and an aluminium ring and back plane to help shield the surrounding area of stray
magnetic ﬁelds. Both the tranmsitter and receiver had the same construction.
Figure 5.4: Exploded diagram of a Litz wire coil with ferrite bars and Al shielding
[28].
The same research shows that increasing the number of ferrite bars improves the
coupling coeﬃcient, but careful consideration of the bar allocation inside the pad is
crucial to avoid magnetic ﬁeld nulls between the TX and RX coils. Furthermore,
the saturation limit of the ferrite bars deﬁnes the width, and therefore, the weight
of the bars; limiting the amount of power that the pads can handle. In addition,
using ferrite bars has the disadvantage of increasing the vertical and horizontal oﬀset
sensitivity. If the separation distance between the coils is less than 10 cm, the system
is unable to achieve more than 50% link eﬃciency and the transmitter power drops
by more than half if the vertical oﬀset exceeds 14 cm for a 60 cm diameter pad size.
To increase the horizontal oﬀset to a maximum of 16 cm, the pad needs to be as
large as possible, but due to cost and weight limitations, a 60 cm diameter size pad
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was selected.
The pads were designed to comply with magnetic ﬁeld limitations. Magnetic ﬁeld
limitations by ICNIRP state that, between 20 to 150 kHz, the maximum ﬂux level
is 13.3 μT [104]. The Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency
(ARPANSA), has guidelines that deﬁne body average, temporal and body spot lim-
its, which may be higher than 5 times the those speciﬁed by ICNIRP. According
to ARPANSA, for systems working below 100 MHz, no part of the body should be
exposed to more than 27 μT and an average of 6 μT [138]. The combination of
ﬁeld shaping and the aluminium shielding helped to minimize the stray magnetic
ﬁelds away from the pads and meet the international and local exposure limits. At
a distance of 17 cm from the edge of the pad, the maximum ﬂux density was 7.2 μT,
at a vertical oﬀset of 35 cm, but at less than 50 cm from the pad, the ﬁeld limits
were exceeded [28].
In another system, designed to provide 2 kW of continuous power to a passen-
ger bus, at a distance of 15 cm, ferrite components were used to increase the link
eﬃciency up to 95%. The system required ﬁeld shaping materials to compensate
for coils with Q < 50, due to a 20 kHz insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)
H-bridge coil drive [139]. The system was able achieve a link eﬃciency of up to 80%,
for an oﬀset of 26 cm, equivalent to 60% of the coil size.
A comparison of series and parallel resonant tanks is given, to analyse the most
eﬃcient tank topology combination [140]. The tank topology that achieved the
highest eﬃciency and horizontal tolerance was using a parallel resonant transmitter
tank with a series inductor and a series resonant receiver tank. The additional series
inductor helps prevent current peaks during voltage transitions, due to the square
wave from the H-bridge. This solution, albeit valuable to increase the link eﬃciency,
is cumbersome due to core saturation limitations of the extra inductor and increasing
transmitter losses, which decrease the end-to-end eﬃciency of the system.
Using the approaches described above, several companies have been established
and have started commercializing IPT systems for static charging electric vehicles.
These are Plugless Power, Qualcomm (formerly HaloIPT) and WiTricity [29, 141–
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144]. The three companies have a very similar approach and system performance
for transferring power wirelessly. All of them are capable of transmitting 2 to 3
kW of power across an air-gap of 10 to 18 cm. Their systems operate between
20 and 145 kHz and their end-to-end eﬃciency is above 85%. They use standard
H-bridge inverters, as transmitter drivers, and full-bridge rectiﬁers on the receiver
side. Although all companies use coupling factor enhancing techniques, mainly by
the use of ferrite cores, the arrangement of the ferrite materials, selection of magnetic
and dielectric materials, transmitter coil construction and automatic power transfer
optimization is what diﬀerentiates them. For example, Witricity uses a combination
of Titania, Barium tetratitanate, or Lithium tantalite for the coil fabrication, due
to their low loss and high dielectric constant [145]. In addition Witricity also claims
the use of metamaterials and photonic crystal structures for shaping magnetic ﬁelds
[146].
HaloIPT and Witricity systems also require the use of dynamic impedance match-
ing circuits, to couple to their 50 Ω coils and allow for impedance variations when the
coupling changes, as shown in [147,148]. The use of ﬁeld shaping techniques requires
complex systems to account for misalignment or, as in the case of some commercial
systems, the user is required to use an parking guidance system to precisely align
the receiving coil on the car with the transmitter [29], see Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Plugless Power wireless power transfer system for EV with parking guid-
ance indicator [29].
Instead of using ferromagnetic materials, a team of researchers from the Mitsubishi
Electric Research Laboratories used a metamaterial placed between the transmitter
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and receiving coils to shape the magnetic ﬁelds and increase the coupling factor
[30]. The use of metamaterials can help refocus the propagating wave and amplify
evanecent waves, as explained in [149]. The IPT system has two 50 Ω driving
and receiving loops that couple to two 40 cm diameter resonators, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.6. The metamaterial was constructed from double layer square spirals single
cells and has a ﬁrst self resonant frequency of 24 MHz, which as Professor John
Pendry from Imperial College London explained, will have a negative permeability
[150]. The link eﬃciency of the system is 17% without the metamaterial. When the
metamaterial was placed between the transmitter and the receiving coil, the system
was able to transmit 40 W across an air gap of 50 cm with a link eﬃciency of 45%
at 27 MHz.
Figure 5.6: IPT system (a) without metamaterial (b) with negative μ and positive
η metamaterial and a TX to RX distance of 50 cm [30].
A diﬀerent approach to the conventional transmitter and receiver coil arrange-
ment was proposed by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
(KAIST), to dynamically charge a passenger bus. In their on-line electric vehicle
design (OLEV), two power lines embedded below the pavement carry up to 200 A of
current, ﬂowing in opposite directions at a frequency of 20 kHz. This current gener-
ates a magnetic ﬁeld which adds constructively at the centre between the two power
lines and is picked up by a receiving coil with ferrite material to power a passenger
bus [31]. Due to the high power required by the passenger bus, the magnetic ﬂux
outside the bus exceeds ICNIRP limits by several orders of magnitude. To solve this
problem, two diﬀerent techniques are used. The passive technique involves placing
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metallic brushes around the bus, which are in contact with metallic plates embed-
ded in the road. The active technique involves placing two extra power lines parallel
to the driving power lines, which generate the same magnetic ﬁeld but in opposite
phase. With this latter approach, the magnetic ﬁeld from the driving power lines at
the limit of the chassis are parallel to the ground, and as Fig. 5.7 shows, cancelling
power lines decrease eﬀectively the magnetic ﬁelds. Both active and passive solutions
helped the OLEV system to comply with ICNIRP levels, achieving less than 6.5 μT
at the edge of the bus.
Figure 5.7: OLEV system with active and power lines and active ﬁeld shielding [31].
A link eﬃciency of 80% was achieved at a distance of 20 cm, but no details
of the end-to-end eﬃciency are given. Furthermore, no details of misalignement
tolerances are given, but due to the power line magnetic ﬁeld generation and the
ferrite material of the receiver coil, it is expected that the passenger bus needs to
drive precisely between the two power lines, as shown in [151,152]. To increase the
horizontal tolerance of the OLEV system, and avoid the use of the active and passive
shielding techniques described above, a system with I-beam power rails was used to
transfer 27 kW, with an end-to-end eﬃciency of 74%, at a distance of 20 cm [32].
The system has a H-bridge driver working at 20 kHz and a full-bridge rectiﬁer on
the receiver. Both the power rail and the receiver have ferrite material, as shown in
Fig.5.8.
The direction of the current through the cables and the ferrite I-beams generates
magnetic poles that have a maximum H-ﬁeld strength in the centre of the I-beam
and allow for 50% end-to-end eﬃciency with a horizontal misalignment of 24 cm.
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Figure 5.8: I-beam magnetic pole power rail with ferrite receiver coil. [32].
The diﬀerent polarity of neighbouring I-beam poles helps to cancel the ﬁeld at a
distance of 1 m, where the magnetic ﬂux was below the 6.25 μT ICNIRP maximum
level at 20 kHz.
5.3.2 Optimal Frequency
In order to avoid the use of heavy and expensive ﬁeld shaping techniques, the system
can be driven at an optimal frequency where the unloaded quality factor of the TX
and RX coils is large enough to compensate for the low coupling coeﬃcient. An
example of this was described by Kurs et al. [131], where two coreless copper helical
coils of 60 cm diameter were driven at 9.9 MHz, by a Colpitts oscillator. This system
achieved an end-to-end eﬃciency of 15%, with a link eﬃciency of 50%, for 60 W of
received power. The link eﬃciency was high at a separation distance of 2 m, due
to coil unloaded Q-factors being above 950, even with coupling factors of less than
0.02. The low end-to-end eﬃciency was due to a high impedance mismatch and the
use of a COTS driver, which was not designed for high eﬃciency operation at high
frequencies and high power levels.
Other alternatives to the Colpitts oscillator are half or full-bridge converter cir-
cuits, but a frequency control or variable resonant tank is required to achieve driver
eﬃciencies above 40% for a wide range of loads [153, 154] and extend the eﬃciency
of the link. An alternative to this is a Class-E ampliﬁer that is capable of achieving
a zero-voltage and zero-current operation at the time of switching [155].
A Class-E driver is very sensitive to load changes and, therefore, it is diﬃcult to
achieve good operation under a variable load [156]. This is the case when powering
a device that is used for charging a battery. If the load impedance varies while it
is charging or the coupling of the IPT system changes due to misalignments, the
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system should be capable of achieving a high eﬃciency, ideally without complex
control systems.
To achieve this, Class-E component selection was optimized across a wide range
of loads to operate at high end-to-end eﬃciency ηee > 50% [33]. A capacitor was
placed in parallel with both coils, to change both the resistive and reactive parts
of the impedance. If a series capacitor was used instead, only the reactive part
would be changed. The parallel tank provides more control on the receiver and the
transmitter impedance and allows, in the case of low coupling, to have an eﬀective
resistance that is larger than the series coil resistance of the transmitter and allows
power to be transferred eﬃciently to the reﬂected RX resistance .
In [157] a Class-E ampliﬁer was used because it can operate more eﬃciently at
higher power levels than a Class-D and at a lower input voltage . In addition, in [33] a
double-sided Class-E with independent gate drive was used to increase the eﬃciency
for low and high-power requirements, as illustrated in Fig. 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Double-side Class-E ampliﬁer with independent gate drives. [33].
Under low-power operation, one of the gate drivers is turned oﬀ and the equivalent
inductance towards the TX coil is halved, while the shunt capacitance is doubled.
Although it is easy to scale the number of channels, the device mismatches might
generate an unstable operation. Such is the case of using more than four channels,
where the eﬃciency starts to drop due to MOSFET, inductor and capacitor toler-
ances. It is important to note that the extra inductors reduce the eﬃciency of the
system.
The TX and RX resonant tank capacitors, as well as the Class-E capacitors, were
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selected by sweeping the expected input impedance of a regulator, while charging
USB input consumer electronics with an expected impedance between 25 and 100
Ω [158]. The TX coil was 21 x 21 cm2 and the RX was 13 x 13 cm2, while the
separation distance was 0 cm and the coupling was larger than 0.4. The coils’
unloadedQ was maximized by selecting the optimal frequency of operation, although
it was constrained to the operating frequency of the MOSFET used in the driver.
The coils were characterized with an impedance analyser at the operating frequency
and Q-factors of 84 and 52 were measured at 134 kHz for the TX and RX coils,
respectively.
A full-wave rectiﬁer was used on the receiver side and the losses, due to voltage
drops and reverse recovery, were said to be negligible when compared to the 300 W
of power delivered to the load. The system was able to achieve a 77% end-to-end
eﬃciency for a load that varied between 60 and 110 Ω. It is important to note that,
for 95 W of delivered power, the Class-E MOSFET and inductor required forced-air
cooling to operate under component speciﬁcations, and the power from the fan was
not taken into account in the end-to-end eﬃciency measurements [33].
Four-coil systems, as shown in Section 5.3.1, require complex and lossy impedance
matching networks. In addition to eﬃciency loss, the impedance matching networks
need to be tuned every time the misalignment changes, thus restricting the misalign-
ment tolerance of the system to the bandwidth of the matching network. To increase
the link eﬃciency of the system when the separation distance between the multiturn
resonator coils increases, without coupling enhancement techniques, the coupling
between the driver and its resonator and the receiving loop and its corresponding
resonator can be modiﬁed to achieve a good impedance match. This can be achieved
without requiring a lossy impedance matching network, as long as all coil resonant
frequencies are identical [159]. This solution works very well for scenarios where the
distance between the load and the transmitter is static. To further increase the link
eﬃciency, Q-factors above 300 were achieve with an operating frequency of 6.7 MHz.
The system was able to achieve a link eﬃciency of 92.5% at a distance of 15 cm and
30% at a distance of 60 cm [159].
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Following the same approach of increasing the Q-factor by increasing the frequency
of operation, and designing a driver that can tolerate misalignment conditions, a
Class-D driver was used to increase the separation distance and achieve a medium
range (100 cm) wireless power transmission, see Figure 5.10 [34].
Figure 5.10: Class-D ampliﬁer topology [34].
Although a Class-E ampliﬁer can achieve a higher eﬃciency than a Class-D driver,
the Class-D was selected because the component voltage ratings required in a Class-E
are considerably higher, and thus more diﬃcult to obtain. A Class-D ampliﬁer has a
similar topology to that of a buck converter, but the main diﬀerence is that the Class-
D supplies changing voltage and current to a load, while the buck converter provides
a constant dc voltage. In addition, the Class-D switches with zero voltage, although
a current is present while switching. A major setback of the Class-D topology is
that the there is no parallel capacitance to the drain and source of the MOSFET, as
shown in Fig. 5.10. Due to this, the output capacitance of the MOSFET limits its
power handling capabilities. When a parralel capacitor can be added to the drain
and source, the total capacitance can be designed to achieve higher power levels.
In [34] a Class-D was operated at 508.5 kHz to drive two square meter Litz wire
coils and achieve a link eﬃciency of 76%, at a distance of 1 m and with a transmitter
angle variation of up to 35◦. The coupling factor value was 0.023, according to
HFSS simulations, up to this rotation angle. Furthermore, the transmitted power
was limited to 35 W, due to the tolerance of the Litz wire isolating compound.
A team from the University of Washington, working in collaboration with Intel
Labs, exploited a key fundamental phenomenon in IPT resonant systems, namely
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frequency splitting [35]. The conventional analogy to a resonant system is comparing
the resonant coils to two pendulums that are linked together by a spring having a
speciﬁc stiﬀness (equivalent to the coupling factor of an IPT system). The spring’s
stiﬀeness is linked to the frequency of ocillation of the two pendulums. As the stiﬀe-
ness increases so will the separation of the oscillating frequencies of the pendulums,
causing what is known as a frequency split. As the spring stiﬀness decreases the two
pendulums start to oscillate like a single pendulum, this situation is deﬁned as crit-
ical coupling. Past this point, as the coupling decreases the rate of energy transfer
will decrease as well. Fig. 5.11 shows the transmission coeﬃcient (S21) measurement
of a 4 coil IPT system.
Figure 5.11: S21 measurements showing (red box) the over-coupled and critically-
couple region of an IPT system vs frequency and separation distance.
[35].
As can be clearly seen, two modes are generated in what is called the over-coupled
region. In this region, operating at any of the two frequencies will give the same link
eﬃciency, as is the case for the critically-coupled point. The region outside this red
box is called the under-coupled region. The critical coupling can also be appreciated
in Figure 5.12, where the critical coupling is found around 0.7 m.
To achieve the maximum link eﬃciency possible, coils with Q-factors around 350
were used, together with frequency tuning and impedance matching at 7.65 MHz.
The coil dimensions were 28 cm in diameter for the driving and receiving loops and 59
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Figure 5.12: S21 simulations and measurements (left) and frequency (right) vs. dis-
tance. Frequency splitting can be appreciated on distances lower than
0.7 m [35].
cm for the resonant coils. To measure the unloaded Q-factors, a transmission type
measurement with a vector network analyser (VNA) was used. This method will
be discussed in the following chapter. To account for separation distance or angular
misalignment, the operating frequency needs to match either the over-coupled modes
or the critically-coupled point. This was achieved by placing a directional coupler
between the driver and the impedance matched 50 Ω loop, as shown in Fig. 5.13. The
coupler allows a power meter to measure the transmitted and reﬂected power, while
a frequency sweep is performed, and the frequency is selected where the maximum
transmitted power is detected.
Another way of tuning the system, for diﬀerent misalignment conditions, is with
variable impedance matching networks. Both solutions achieved link eﬃciencies
higher than 75% at a distance of 70 cm and at receiver angles as high as 60◦ [35].
A research team from Samsung reached Q-factors of 1450 for large 30 x 40 cm2
copper wire coils, driven by 50 Ω loops at 13.56 MHz [36]. To maximize the end-
to-end eﬃciency of the system, a frequency tracking algorithm was implemented to
operate in both the over-coupled (D < 25 cm) and under-coupled regions. By vary-
ing the frequency, reasonably good impedance matching was accomplished without
having a variable matching network. The power levels at both the TX (output of
Class-E ampliﬁer) and RX (at the load) were measured with directional couplers
and a power meter. The power measured at the RX was relayed to a phase-locked
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Figure 5.13: Frequency tuning system schematic for driving a 50 Ω driving loop [35].
loop to control the driver’s frequency via a 2.45 GHz ZigBee wireless link and dipole
antennas, as shown in Fig. 5.14. The system was able to achieve link eﬃciencies
above 85%, for a variable separation distance between 30 to 50 cm.
Figure 5.14: Automatic frequency control block diagram with 2.45 GHz ZigBee wire-
less link [36].
In another IPT system design, diﬀerent resonant tank topologies were analysed
to extend the eﬃciency of the system for situations where the separation distance
between coils needs to be increased without tuning techniques. If the separation
distance is past the critical coupling point, the system will not be able to achieve
the maximum link eﬃciency. Fig. 5.15 shows the diﬀerent resonant tank topologies
that are normally used for IPT systems. In [37], a new topology is presented to
extend the over-coupled and critically coupled region. Insertion loss measurements
showed that a mixed series-shunt tank topology proved to have a critical coupling
factor, which was ten times smaller than the series topology, albeit with a lower
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Figure 5.15: Resonant tank topologies for IPT systems (a) mixed series-shunt, (b)
series, (c) shunt and (d) self resonant [37].
link eﬃciency than the shunt topology - due to the extra added component losses.
Using a conventional 50 Ω output impedance Class-E ampliﬁer and an impedance
matching network, the resonant coils were driven at a frequency of 4 MHz for an
unloaded Q = 300. The mixed-resonant system was able to achieve a dc-to-load
eﬃciency of 50 % at a distance of 20 cm and with 4 W of transmitted power.
As shown in the above-mentioned coil designs, normally fabricated with Litz wire
or copper wire, unloaded Q-factors above 500 are diﬃcult to achieve, even at op-
erating frequencies between 1 and 10 MHz. Achieving a high Q-factor is essential
to decrease the losses and maximize the end-to-end eﬃciency of the system. This
is of particular importance for medium to high power systems (> 50 W), where
high losses may overheat the system or make IPT technology an unattractive power
alternative to tethered technology.
As stated in the previous section, skin and proximity eﬀect losses dominate the coil
losses at high frequencies. Although a large cross sectional area of the conductive
material and spacing between turns helps to alleviate these problems, for many
applications a large helical coil might not meet the size constraints.
To optimize the coil design, in [38] several ﬁnite element analysis (FEA) simu-
lations were performed for diﬀerent cross sectional areas. The solid copper wire
had the highest eﬀective series resistance, because there is concentrated and oppos-
ing current inside the wire; as opposed to the hollowed conductors, illustrated in
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Fig. 5.16.
Figure 5.16: Current density distribution of cross-sectional areas on simulated con-
ductors (a) solid circular , (b) hollow circular, (c) hollow octagonal (d)
hollow hexagonal and (e) hollow square [38].
In addition, the polygonal conductors have a higher eﬀective resistance, since the
current is not distributed evenly through the conductor and is concentrated in the
corners. Proximity eﬀect on multi-turn coils creates a concentration of current in
the external outermost part of the conductors. This phenomenon contributes more
than skin eﬀect to an increased coil series resistance.
Figure 5.17: Three turn surface spiral with circular cross-sectional area [38].
A surface spiral was designed to decrease the proximity eﬀect, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.17 [38]. The surface spiral has an even distribution of current, thus resulting
in an even magnetic ﬁeld around the coil. The spiral can be fabricated by copper
plating a circular glass tube. Simulations of a three turn surface spiral show that
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the self inductance is the same as that of a three turn copper wire or Litz wire coil,
but the series resistance is less than 50 %; therefore, the unloaded Q-factor can be
increased, as will be shown in the next chapter. These results make the surface spiral
an ideal candidate for high power IPT applications.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented the early applications of inductive power transfer systems,
i.e. mainly implantable medical devices, which helped develop the theory, initial
approaches and challenges of transferring power wirelessly. Based on the technology
developed for these applications, the main building blocks of an IPT system were
presented. This analysis highlighted the importance of designing a system that is
capable of achieving high overall eﬃciencies and not only high link eﬃciencies.
As summarized in the literature review, the main design approaches for loosely
coupled IPT systems have concentrated on either coupling enhancement techniques
or Q-factor maximizing by operating at the optimal frequency. Both of these ap-
proaches increase the link eﬃciency and only a couple of designs take into account
the full system’s eﬃciency.
Table 5.1 summarizes and compares the IPT designs presented in this Chapter. In
this table, ηlink, ηdc-load and ηee have been separated out, where possible, to highlight
that dc-to-load eﬃciency can be substantially lower than the transfer eﬃciency. It
is interesting to note that the highest ηee values have been demonstrated by all the
commercial IPT systems currently available on the market. As said before, high
eﬃciencies of ηee = 90% have been achieved at distances of less than 30 cm but with
relatively heavy systems (30-40 kg) that use ﬁeld shaping ferromagnetic materials.
The main disadvantages of using coupling enhancement techniques is that the
system is more sensitive to oﬀset, distance or other misalignment scenarios, due
to the static ﬁeld shaping provided by using ferromagnetic materials. In addition,
coupling enhancement techniques are expensive, heavy and mostly cumbersome to
implement. This is the case of using metamaterial structures between two coils to
increase the separation distance.
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In contrast, without coupling enhancement techniques, optimal frequency selection
can allow an IPT system to be lightweight, while still achieve high Q-factors to
compensate for low coupling factors. This approach presents its own diﬃculties,
mainly due to the limitation of existing driving circuit topologies capable of operating
at the optimal frequencies (tens of MHz), while working at medium power levels.
This can be appreciated in Table 5.1, where all high power systems work below
200 kHz. Almost all of these high power IPT systems use conventional inverter
topologies, such as a H-bridge. This circuit topology cannot achieve high eﬃciency at
high frequencies and therefore, for high frequency IPT systems, signal generators and
high-frequency transceivers were used. These COTS drivers dropped the dc-to-load
eﬃciency of the system, since they were not designed to work at high power levels.
To overcome this, diﬀerent ampliﬁer topologies have been used, such as Class-D
and Class-E. These topologies proved to be more eﬃcient due to their zero-crossing
operation. In addition to the ampliﬁer losses, complex and lossy impedance matching
networks are required to match the TX coil to the 50 Ω impedance of both standard
and bespoke drivers. This is also the case for high frequency systems that used
4 coil topologies, where a driving and receiving loop are used to match the 50 Ω
termination of the system. Nevertheless, standard impedance systems have the
advantage of allowing available RF systems, such as antenna tuners, decouplers and
phase-locked loops to be easily implemented. Applying standard techniques and
equipment to control IPT systems has proven to decrease the misalignment and
distance sensitivity of the system, allowing for higher eﬃciencies across diﬀerent
scenarios. Alternatively, for systems that avoid a standard impedance, a sensitivity
analysis on the driver’s components, as well as the coupling factor region, helps to
increase the distance and angular variation tolerance.
Even with high frequency driving systems, few attempts have been able to ac-
complish unloaded Q-factors above 1000. Complex Litz wire assemblies have been
tested, but Litz wire can avoid skin and proximity eﬀect losses only up to a few
MHz. Therefore, high Q-factors with Litz wire have not been achieved. Alterna-
tives to this approach have been presented by using copper wire and surface spirals.
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The key elements to achieve high Q-factors with these two coil designs are selecting
a conductor geometry that avoids current concentration and minimizing proximity
eﬀect losses between turns, which also create an uneven distribution of current, as
shown before.
The challenge then is to realise a high frequency, cost eﬀective and eﬃcient solution
for mid-range IPT in the absence of ﬁeld-shaping techniques, allowing a light-weight
system to be achieved. A system with a TX-RX coil size diﬀerence represents a more
realistic system, where the receiver size is usually constrained by its application.
This system must be able to achieve high eﬃciency for lower coupling factors, due
to the smaller RX coil size. Furthermore, this system must be able to achieve high
eﬃciencies even under situations where perfect alignment is not always achievable
(e.g. aquatic wireless sensor charging). It is important to note that magnetic ﬁeld
exposure limits will not drive the design of the system, due to the aquatic scenario
(no human presence) for which the system is intended.
The next sections show how the ﬁndings from the literature review prompted
the design of high Q/light weight coils, as well as an eﬃcient driver design. These
factors, linked to a system optimization approach, are then used to achieve a high
dc-to-load eﬃciency for wireless power transmission.
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6 System Design
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 presented a review of existing work and the basic building blocks required
for transferring power via an inductively coupled system. As demonstrated in the
open literature, many research teams have successfully achieved high link or transfer
eﬃciencies but have neglected the overall system performance. This chapter analyses
the details of each one of the building blocks of an IPT system, to provide a new
insight into how to manage and combine all the diﬀerent variables that are key to
increase the eﬃciency of the complete system. The system optimization approach
that is presented in this chapter demonstrates how the eﬃciency of each building
block can be increased even further if the system’s eﬃciency is considered.
To identify suitable coil topologies for transferring eﬃciently tens to hundreds
of watts across an air gap of tens of centimetres, a detailed analytical study and
simulations were performed. These are presented here to highlight the system con-
straints and variables that are required to increase the link eﬃciency. One of these
key variables is the frequency at which the transmitting coil has to be driven, in
order to achieve a high quality factor on both coils. Furthermore, the system that is
presented here has coil size and weight restrictions, since its initial application was
intended for charging (wirelessly) water sensors from an unmanned aquatic vehicle.
This application required the coils to have 30 cm and 20 cm diameters for the trans-
mitter and receiver, respectively due to the size of the kayak and buoy. As will be
shown in this Chapter, having a smaller receiver adds constraints to the eﬃciency
of the complete system.
Several driver and ampliﬁer technologies have been used to drive IPT systems but
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few of these are capable of achieving the required power and frequency eﬃciently.
Class-E ampliﬁers have been identiﬁed as ideal drivers for IPT applications, but their
power handling capability at tens of MHz has been a crucial limiting factor, since
the load and inductor characteristics are set by the requirements of the resonant
inductive system. The frequency limitation of the driver restricts the unloaded Q-
factor of the coils and thus the link eﬃciency. With a suitable driver, copper coil
unloaded Q-factors of over 1,000 can be achieved in the low MHz region, enabling a
cost-eﬀective high Q coil assembly. The system presented in this chapter alleviates
the use of heavy and expensive ﬁeld-shaping techniques, by presenting an eﬃcient
IPT system capable of transmitting energy with a dc-to-load eﬃciency above 77%
at 6 MHz, across a distance of 30 cm.
As a result of a bespoke Class-E ampliﬁer design, for the fabricated coils presented
in this work, complicated tuning techniques for misaligned scenarios are not neces-
sary to achieve an eﬃcient power transfer, even with skewed and displaced trans-
mitting and receiving coils. An easy to implement, although not ideal, frequency
tuning technique allows the system to achieve, in some misalignment scenarios, close
to constant eﬃciency operation.
This chapter provides an overview of IPT theory, outlining the system architec-
ture and key component selection that deﬁne the system’s end-to-end and dc-to-load
eﬃciencies. Cost-eﬃcient coil design, simulations and measurements to achieve
dc-to-load eﬃciencies above 70% for sub-metre distances are reported.
6.2 IPT theory
With the typical IPT systems architecture, shown in Fig. 5.3, the driver provides
high frequency power to the TX coil, having an unloaded quality factor QTX , which
couples as deﬁned by k to the RX coil, having an unloaded quality factor QRX . It is
well known that by using receiver (or secondary) resonance and optimising the load
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impedance, the link eﬃciency can be maximized to give [161]:
ηlink =
k2QTXQRX
(1 +
√
1 + k2QTXQRX)2
(6.1)
Each of the diﬀerent components that constitute this equation will be explained in
this section.
As can be seen from (6.1), the key to achieving high eﬃciency is to maximise
k2QTXQRX , as shown in Fig. 6.1. To understand how to select the appropriate IPT
topology and what key variables need to be optimized to increased the link eﬃciency,
a detailed analysis, based on [41], is presented.
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Figure 6.1: Link eﬃciency variation as a function of the dominating factor
k2QTXQRX .
6.2.1 Optimal Load
To optimize the link eﬃciency, an optimal load impedance has to be selected. To
achieve this, analytical expressions were introduced in [41], where the optimal load
will vary depending on the selected IPT system conﬁguration, of which there are
six combinations. The transmitter can be non-resonant or achieve resonance by a
capacitor in series or in parallel with the transmitter coil and the receiver can also
be series resonant or parallel resonant.
The receiver or secondary resonance is needed to cancel the receiver coil leakage
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inductance that contributes to losses in the transmitter, by forcing the voltage and
current in the TX coil to increase.RX series resonance can only be used if the self-
capacitance or parasitic capacitance of the inductor is assumed to be negligible.
In contrast, this assumption is not needed in the parallel case, since the parallel
resonator capacitor can absorb the parasitic capacitance of the coil. This also has the
advantage of allowing higher operating frequencies, and therefore, smaller coils for
applications where the receiver needs to be miniaturized. Furthermore, the coupled
RX coil is always assumed to be operating at resonance; this way the equivalent
optimal load on the transmitter, reﬂected from the receiver, will only be resistive,
aﬀecting only the damping of the transmitter tank [39, 41]. As will be described
in Section 7.2, the transmitter in this work will be non-resonant, since an eﬃcient
Class-E driver topology was selected for driving the TX coil under very low coupling
conditions, k < 5%. It will be shown that this driver topology avoids a freewheeling
operation, common for low coupling links, and its operation is based on having a non-
resonant transmitter. The following analysis will therefore concentrate on analysing
a non-resonant TX with a parallel resonant RX.
In this topology, the link eﬃciency is [41]:
ηlink =
k2QTXQ
2
RX(
1 + QTXQL + k
2QTXQRX
)
(QL + QRX)
(6.2)
where QL ≡ ωoCresRXRload, ωo is the operating frequency of the IPT system and the
angular frequency of the receiver, CresRX is the receiver’s resonant tank capacitor
and Rload is the resistive load on the receiver. It is important to note that (6.2) is
also applicable to resonant transmitter topologies.
To maximize the link eﬃciency for a low coupled link, the optimal QL will be
given by the inﬂection point of (6.2). For any given application where the TX and
the RX coils are size constrained, as is the case of this work, the coils inductances
and quality factors will be known. This gives the value for the optimal α as follows:
QLopt =
QRX√
1 + k2QTXQRX
(6.3)
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Using αopt to calculate the optimal load gives:
Rload = LRXωo
Q2Lopt + 1
QLopt
(6.4)
where LRX is the self inductance of the receiver. Substituting QLopt in (6.2) gives
(6.1). Once the link eﬃciency has been maximised, the link gain Alink can be
calculated, since only the amplitude at a speciﬁc frequency ωo is wanted
Alink =
knLcoilQTX
1 +
√
1 + k2QTXQRX
√
1 + k2QTXQRX + Q2RX
1 + k2QTXQRX + Q2TX
(6.5)
where the nLcoil is the coil inductance ratio deﬁned by:
nLcoil =
√
LRX
LTX
(6.6)
where LTX is the self inductance of the transmitter coil. With the optimal load
deﬁned, the rest of the parameters that increase the link eﬃciency are now analysed.
6.2.2 Coupling Factor
The coupling coeﬃcient can be calculated with analytical expressions to conﬁrm any
assumptions during full wave simulation and experimentation. The coupling factor
is related to the mutual and self inductances as follows:
k =
M√
LTXLRX
(6.7)
where M is the mutual inductance and k can vary between 0 and 1. One meaning
that both coils have exactly the same magnetic ﬁeld and zero that the coils are fully
decoupled. In addition, the self inductance L of a coil is calculated as follows:
L = N2rμo
{
ln
[(
8r
a
)
− 2
]}
(6.8)
where N is the number of turns, r is the radius of the coil, and a is the radius of the
coil conductor. The vast amount of literature available on self inductance models
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is due to the interest in achieving a high degree of precision when calculating L.
Examples of closed analytical expressions and working formulae using approximation
methods can be found in [49,162,163].
A good approximation for k can be found by applying the following analytical
formula for two single turn loops that face each other. This formula provides a good
approximation where the transmitter radius rTX and the receiver radius rRX comply
with rTX ≥ rRX [49].
k =
r2TXr
2
RX
√
rTXrRX
(√
r2TX + D
2
)3 (6.9)
In the case where r  D  λ, where λ is the free space wavelength of the coil’s
driving signal, the coupling factor can be approximated as follows [164]:
k =
M
2
√
LTXLRX
(6.10)
and, the mutual inductance M is:
M ≈ πμo (rTXrRX)
2
2D3
(6.11)
where μo is the permeability of free space. From (6.10) and (6.7) the coupling factor
is approximated as indicated below:
k ≈ (rTXrRX)
3/2
2D3
(6.12)
6.2.3 Quality Factor
The third important factor required to increase the eﬃciency of the power trans-
fer is the quality factor of the coils. The quality factor or Q-factor describes how
underdamped an oscillator is, or in other words, how much energy is lost per cy-
cle compared to the energy that is stored. The Q-factor can also be used as a
dimensionless ﬁgure of merit to compare diﬀerent coil conﬁgurations. To achieve
good link eﬃciencies for the present application, where k is typically around 0.01
for medium range air-gaps (10s of cm), the unloaded Q of the coils has to be above
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1000. Achieving these values can be complicated and commercially available coils
can only achieve Q-factors on the order of a few hundreds. A clear explanation of
how the Q-factor can be maximized by choosing the correct operating frequency was
described by Yates et al. [165] and the following section describes how to apply the
relevant theory to IPT systems.
The Q-factor is calculated using the following equation:
Q =
ωL
R
(6.13)
where ω is the angular frequency and R is the equivalent series resistance of the coil.
The series resistance is made by the radiation resistance RRAD and the skin eﬀect
resistance Rskin.
R = Rrad(ω) + RSkin(ω) (6.14)
The radiation resistance can be seen as an analogous to ohmic resistance, where
the main diﬀerence is that with radiation resistance energy is lost when it is con-
verted to electromagnetic radiation, and with ohmic resistance energy lost when it
is converted to heat. The radiation resistance of an electrically small multi-turn coil
(loop antenna) is given by [166]:
Rrad(ω) = N
2ηo
(
π
6
)
(βo(ω)r)
4 (6.15)
where ηo is the impedance of free space and the wave number βo(ω) = 2π/λ. This
resistance is caused by the radiation of electromagnetic waves from the coil, due to
the conduction of electrons, and is solely related to the geometry of the coil and not
its material.
The skin eﬀect resistance is due to a physical phenomena present within a con-
ductor that is carrying alternating current; whereby the concentration of electrons
will be higher closer to the surface (skin) of the conductor and will decrease expo-
nentially into the conductor. The resistance due to the skin eﬀect will increase as
the frequency increases as described by the skin depth formula:
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δ =
√
2
σωμ
(6.16)
where δ is the classical skin depth, σ is the bulk conductivity at dc and μ is the
permeability of the medium. If δ  2a then the cross sectional area, A through
which the current ﬂow is:
A = 2πaδ (6.17)
Using (6.16) and (6.17) and the length of the coil being l = 2πrN , Rskin is [166]:
Rskin(ω) ≈ Nr
a
√
μω
2σ
(6.18)
In addition to the skin eﬀect losses, the proximity eﬀect losses should be taken into
account for a multiturn coil, since the current distribution is not uniform, and for
closely wound coils the proximity eﬀect losses may dominate [167]. To take this into
account and achieve accurate results, the losses due to the skin and proximity eﬀects
were calculated using Butterworth’s numerical model [168, 169] and veriﬁed with
full-wave simulations, as will be shown in Section 6.3. This makes equation (6.18)
a useful approximation of skin-eﬀect resistance that allows for a clear interpretation
of the variables that increase or decrease the Q-factor
If it is assumed that a = 1 cm and δ = 27 μm at 6 MHz and that the coil
losses are dominated by the skin eﬀect losses, the Q-factor can be approximated by
substituting (6.8) and (6.18) in (6.13):
Q ≈
ωN2rμo
{
ln
[(
8r
a
)
− 2
]}
Nr
a
√
μω
2σ
(6.19)
Q ≈ Naμo
√
2σωμ
{
ln
[(
8r
a
)
− 2
]}
(6.20)
To maximise Q, it is clear that the frequency, the number of turns and the wire
radius for a given coil radius should be maximised. Clearly, for a given coil diameter
there is a limit on the number of turns possible for a given wire radius.
As stated before, to increase the link eﬃciency, k2QTXQRX has to be maximised.
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To do this, a closed-form expression can be found by using (6.12) and (6.20), assum-
ing that the radiation resistance is negligible at low frequencies and that both coils
are fabricated with the same wire characteristics.
k2QTXQRX ≈ r
3
TXr
3
RX
D6
NTXNRXa
2μ2o2σωμ{
ln
[(
8rTX
a
)
− 2
]}{
ln
[(
8rRX
a
)
− 2
]}
(6.21)
If the operating frequency is increased, the radiation resistance Rrad dominates.
Substituting the circumference to wavelength ratio cλ = ωr/c in (6.15), where c is
the speed of light, gives:
Rrad(ω) = N
2ηo
(
π
6
)
c4λ (6.22)
Substituting (6.8) and (6.15) in (6.13):
Q =
6μoc
4
{
ln
[(
8r
a
)
− 2
]}
ηoω3r3π
(6.23)
To maximise k2QTXQRX when Rrad dominates:
k2QTXQRX =
36μ2oc
8
{
ln
[(
8rTX
a
)
− 2
]} {
ln
[(
8rRX
a
)
− 2
]}
D6η2oω
6π2
(6.24)
Having the expressions that approximate the k2QTXQRX when the skin eﬀect
losses dominate and when the radiation losses dominate, it can be inferred that with
a given set of coil dimensions the frequency of operation should be increased until
Rrad ≈ Rskin, thus:
N2ηo
(
π
6
)
c4λ =
Nr
a
√
μω
2σ
(6.25)
r
a
√
μω
2σ
= 20π2Nc4λ (6.26)
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In addition, the size of the coils needs to be kept below a tenth of a wavelength
to avoid radiation by having an electrically small antenna. As an example, if we
assume a coil with r/a = 20:
cλ =
(√
μ
2σπ4
)1/4 ω1/8
N1/4
(6.27)
cλ = 0.01
ω1/8
N1/4
(6.28)
For a coil with N = 1 and f = 40 MHz, cλ = 0.11. Without taking into account
proximity eﬀect, the optimal length of the coil will be close to 0.1 wavelengths,
matching the limit of an electrical small coil. For this work, where the primary and
secondary coils are limited to diﬀerent sizes, the optimal frequency will be determined
by the larger coil. Beyond the frequency at which the radiation resistance begins to
dominate the losses of the larger coil, k2QTXQRX will decrease with ω
6 instead of
increasing with ω, as shown by (6.24) and (6.21), respectively. Since k is independent
of frequency, it is clear that the optimal frequency will correspond to that which
makes cλ ≈ 0.1 for the larger coil.
Analysis on the interactions of the key variables presented in this section yields
the following underlying principles for optimisation, as summarized in [39]:
• The loop radii should be maximized, in order to maximize the coupling factor.
• For a given constraint on loop dimensions, there is an optimal frequency, which
is approximately the point at which the radiation resistance begins to be sig-
niﬁcant compared to the skin-eﬀect resistance.
• The wire radius and the number of coil turns should be as large as possible
(bearing in mind that the coils should remain electrically small, to limit the
electric ﬁeld and hence radiation).
• In the case where the loops are not of equal size, the maximum operating
frequency will be mainly determined by the larger of the two coils; this also
dictates the lowest self-resonance frequency.
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6.3 Coil System Design and Characterization
The initial application of this work is to charge wirelessly sensors in an aquatic en-
vironment. The system should be capable of transmitting tens to hundreds of watts
from and unmanned surface vehicle (USV) to a sensor node placed on a buoy at a dis-
tance of tens of centimetres. Matlab simulations, based on the expressions presented
in Section 6.2, were undertaken to provide a clear understanding of the eﬃciency
that could be reached for such a system. Furthermore, full-wave 3D electromagnetic
simulations were used to compare simulation results with measurements.
6.3.1 Link Simulations
Fig. 6.2 shows the eﬃciency versus frequency for diﬀerent loop diameters with iden-
tical transmit and receive circular cross-section copper coils. The existence of an
optimal frequency and the dependence of the eﬃciency on coil dimensions can be
clearly seen. The shape of the eﬃciency curves varies between coil sizes, mainly for
the larger coils, due to the fast approximation to the 100% eﬃciency limit. Smaller
coils that do not achieve 100% will all have the same eﬃciency curve shape as that
of the 10 cm diameter coils.
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Figure 6.2: Link eﬃciency variation across frequency for 3 turn coils with diﬀerent
coil diameters at D = 30 cm and a wire diameter a = 1 cm.
To investigate how eﬃciency varies with diﬀerent air-gaps, the link eﬃciency
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against distance of several coil sizes is plotted. Fig. 6.3 illustrates that the eﬃ-
ciency drops rapidly with distance and provides a clear indication of the air-gap
over which this technology can be eﬀectively employed, for coil diameters in the low
10s of cm. These data prompts the use of a maximum air-gap between 30 and 60
cm for link eﬃciencies over 90% for coils < 30 cm diameter.
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Figure 6.3: Link eﬃciency variation across diﬀerent air-gaps for 3 turn coils with dif-
ferent diameters, an operating frequency fo = 6 MHz and a wire diameter
a = 1 cm.
Once the operating distance is deﬁned, a set of simulations has to be performed to
account for the intrinsic size limitations of the USV and the sensor node. Several coil
size combinations are simulated and are presented in Fig. 6.4. This ﬁgure shows how
the optimal frequency is determined mainly by the electrical size needed to maximise
the unloaded Q of the largest coil. When the receiver coil size is constrained, this
ﬁgure shows that the link eﬃciency can still be improved by increasing the primary
coil diameter and tuning the operating frequency. In addition, the link gain can be
increased to compensate for the RX size constraints, as presented in Section 6.2.
Given the fact that the TX would be placed on an unmanned aquatic vehicle
(robotic kayak) and the RX on top of a buoy, the selected sizes for the water moni-
toring application are 30 cm and 20 cm for transmit and receive coils, respectively.
With these sizes, link eﬃciencies above 90% are expected above 3 MHz.
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Figure 6.4: Link eﬃciency variation across frequency for diﬀerent TX diameters with
a ﬁxed RX size. The TX coils have 3 turns and the receiver 5 turns. The
air-gap is 30 cm and the wire diameter is a = 1 cm.
6.3.2 Coil Fabrication and Measurements
Q measurements are required for the TX and RX coils, to prove that the required
Q-factors for achieving link eﬃciencies above 90% can be achieved, and that the
models used during simulations provide results close to reality. Also, a proof-of-
concept coil design is needed to see if a cost-eﬀective solution for building coils from
copper piping can yield high quality factors, alleviating the need for expensive Litz
wire fabrication. For electromagnetic design reasons, the distance D from the centre-
to-centre of the coils is used. However, it is important to note that the minimum
distance between coils is (D−7) cm throughout this work. As mentioned previously,
a diﬀerent sized TX and RX coil is used in the setup; this is thought to be more
realistic for other applications. The coils are made from copper piping having a 1 cm
diameter and 1 mm wall thickness. The wall thickness is selected based on material
price and on δ = 38 μm (6.16), for copper at 3 MHz, the lowest intended operating
frequency.
Q-factor measurement techniques have been described in the open literature for
more than ﬁfty years. These techniques have been evolving due to the advancement
of measurement equipment and its capabilities of working at higher frequencies.
The measurement of inductor Q-factors has always been a challenging task, since
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inductors are usually considered the weak links in resonating systems. One of the
most famous methods of measuring Q-factors was with a Q-meter, where a known
variable capacitor on a series RLC circuit was used to resonate with the inductor
under test. When resonance was met, the voltages of the two reactances were equal.
Since the current value was known, given that both the resistor and generator voltage
were known, then the voltage on either reactance was known. This generated the
following equation to calculate unloaded Q : [170].
VC =
VgenXL
R
=
VgenXC
R
= VgenQ (6.29)
where XL and XC are the inductor and capacitor reactances, respectively, Vgen is the
voltage of the generator, R is the series resistance and VC is the measured voltage
on the variable capacitor. Using this equation one can clearly see that if Vgen is 1 V
the Q-factor could be read directly from the meter.
With the advancement of communications, industry needed a tool to perform fast
and eﬀective methods to characterize the parameters of a network over a large range
of frequencies. The vector network analyser (VNA) solved these needs and provided
a new way of doing impedance measurements at very high frequencies, currently up
to 1 THz, making the Q-meter obsolete. Two diﬀerent approaches to measure the
Q-factor can be performed with a VNA. One is using the voltage wave reﬂection
coeﬃcient [171], i.e. comparing the amplitude of the reﬂected wave to the incident
wave. The other method uses the voltage wave transmission coeﬃcient [172], i.e.
comparing the amplitude of the transmitted wave to the incident wave.
To measure the Q-factor through insertion loss or transmission coeﬃcient measure-
ments, two loosely inductive coupled coils are used as measuring probes, as shown
in Fig. 6.5. To avoid carrying the insertion loss error, as described by Kajfez et
al. in [172], two conditions are required:
• The return loss of both measuring probes has to be the same, ensuring that
the coupling coeﬃcient from the probes to the coil is the same.
• The coupling between the probes and the coil needs to be very small, i.e. the
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coupling has to be small enough so that the insertion loss at the resonant
frequency will be far away from unity. This will ensure that the measuring
probes will not be absorbing energy.
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Figure 6.5: Q-factor from insertion loss measurements using two loosely coupled coils
as probes.
The relationship between the transmission coeﬃcient and the coupling factors
between the probes connected to each port of the VNA (k1 and k2) and the coil
under test (CUT) at a speciﬁc frequency (fo) is deﬁned by [172]:
|S21(fo)| =
√
4k1k2
1 + k1 + k2
(6.30)
When both coupling factors are equal by ensuring that the mechanical tolerances of
the test setup are the same for both probes:
k = 2k2 (6.31)
k =
|S21(fo)|
1 − |S21(fo)| (6.32)
New VNAs, such as the Agilent E5061A, used to conduct Q measurements, have
the ability to calculate the loaded Q-factor automatically using a 3 dB bandwidth.
Since the 3 dB Q measurements provided by the VNA are loaded, the unloaded
Q-factor (Q0) can be calculated with Q0 = QL(1 + k), where QL is the loaded Q.
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Substituting the latter expression in (6.32) gives:
Q0 =
QL
1 − |S21(fo)| (6.33)
To meet the previous two conditions and minimise measurement errors, the me-
chanical tolerances of the test set up need to be the same for both probes. This
ensures that both return loss coeﬃcients are the same. In addition, all readings are
taken with an S21 ≤ −10 dB to ensure a low coupling and comply with the second
condition.
A re-conﬁgurable test ﬁxture was fabricated to hold the coils and allow for re-
producible and easily adjustable operating scenarios, as will be described in the
following sections. Perspex was used for both the stands and the coil spacers, to
avoid the generation of eddy currents that could result in measurement errors. The
coil spacers helped to maintain a ﬁxed distance of 2 cm between windings, measured
from the centres of the pipe, to reduce the proximity eﬀect between turns.
Additionally, coaxial cables with the same length and with standard 50 Ω impedance
were used. To connect to both coils, the inductive coupling probes consisted of sin-
gle turn loops, with an area at least 300 times smaller than the coil under test.
They were designed on single layer reinforced epoxy FR4 substrate with 50 Ω end-
launch SMA connectors. To ensure that both probes, with their respective cables,
had the same return loss, one-port measurements were conducted. Furthermore, it
was necessary to ensure the same coupling factor from each probe to the coil un-
der test (CUT). To achieve this, the probes were held by plastic stands placed at
the same distance from both the VNA and the CUT. Additionally, the setup was
placed on a wooden table far away from any metallic object. Figures 6.6, 6.7 and
6.8 show the test ﬁxture for measuring the coil Q-factor, coupling factor and induc-
tive power transfer at diﬀerent separation distances, transverse oﬀsets and angular
misalignments between both coils.
Based on the simulated eﬃciency ﬁgures from Section 6.3.1, Q-factor measure-
ments were performed for the 3 turn, 30 cm diameter coil and the 5 turn, 20 cm
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Figure 6.6: IPT Perspex adjustable test ﬁxture.
Figure 6.7: IPT Perspex adjustable test ﬁxture.
coil. An array of high Q capacitors were used in parallel with the coil, to tune the
operating frequency and conduct measurements at diﬀerent frequencies [39]. Dielec-
tric Lab C40AH series [173] capacitors were selected, due to their low eﬀective series
resistance ESR ≤ 18mΩ, high voltage capacity Vcap = 7200 V and high self-resonant
frequency SRF ≥ 210MHz. The lowest Q of the capacitors is Qcap ≥ 10000 at 10
MHz for 100 pF. With the Q of the capacitors provided by the manufacturer, the
unloaded Q of the coil is calculated using (6.33) and the total measured loaded QT ,
shown in [39]:
QT =
QLQcap
QL + Qcap
(6.34)
As shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, full 3D electromagnetic simulations were per-
formed and compared to measurements and simulations based on the expressions
presented in Section 6.2.3. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show these results. The mismatch
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Figure 6.8: IPT Perspex adjustable test ﬁxture [39].
between measurements and simulated results is mainly due to the fact that, even
though rigorous procedures were taken to ensure that both probe coupling factors
remained as equal as possible, it is likely that the mechanical characteristics of the
cables, e.g. the sagging of the cables between the output ports of the vector network
analyser and the probes, may be enough to increase the measurement error [174].
Figure 6.9: Drawn 3D model of the 3 turn 30 cm diameter TX coil
Additional curve ﬁtting was undertaken to account for the variations of the capac-
itor’s Q-factor with frequency. This was done by using the manufacturer’s data sheet
and creating 18 order polynomials. Scattering parameter tables and Q vs. frequency
tables provided by the manufacturers were used to extrapolate Q values for the fre-
quencies that are measured. Nevertheless, it is important to note that on the ﬁnal
design, where a ﬁxed frequency is used, fewer capacitors are required, thus making
the Q-factor of the resonant circuit higher. These simulations demonstrate that the
transmission type measurement can be accurate for frequencies that are lower than
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Figure 6.10: Drawn 3D model of the 5 turn 20 cm diameter RX coil
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Figure 6.11: Q-factor simulation and measurement results for a 3 turn 30 cm diam-
eter coil.
30% of the SRF of the CUT, which is 26.8 MHz and 29.2 MHz for the transmitter
and the receiver, respectively. This is due to the fact that the parasitic capacitance
reactance is negligible, far away from the SRF, where the inductor’s reactance dom-
inates, but its eﬀect becomes noticeable as the measurement frequency gets closer to
the SRF. Furthermore, these results show that, a combination of simpliﬁed unloaded
Q models and full 3D electromagnetic simulations can only give approximate answers
and carefull consideration of excitiations and mesh conditions needs to be taken into
account to increase the accuracy of the simulations, as demonstrated in [175].
The highest Q for both TX and RX coils is found close to 6 MHz, where skin depth
is only 27 μm. The maximum unloaded Q value for the 5-turn, 20 cm diameter RX
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Figure 6.12: Q-factor simulation and measurement results for a 5 turn 20 cm diam-
eter coil
coil is QRX = 1,100 and QTX = 1,270 for the 3-turn, 30 cm TX coil.
With the coil Q-factors measured, the only variable missing to calculate the link
eﬃciency is the coupling factor. Using the test ﬁxture previously described, coupling
factor measurements were undertaken to characterize the coil coupling in an array
of diﬀerent scenarios [40]. Measurements were undertaken with diﬀerent separation
distances or against transverse coil oﬀsets h, as illustrated in Fig. 6.13, or transmitter
or receiver coil angular misalignment, θTX or θRX , respectively, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.14. For experiments involving transverse oﬀset or angular misalignment, the
centre-to-centre distance was ﬁxed at D = 30 cm (the minimum distance between
coils is 23 cm). Data from these measurements was also used to predict the operating
characteristics, as well as the expected eﬃciency of the IPT system.
The k measurements and calculations were performed with a well-known voltage
transfer technique, as described in detail in [41]. In this k measurement technique,
the coil terminals are connected to oscilloscope probes and a sinusoid signal from a
TTI TGA12104 signal generator, at the operating frequency fo, is passed through
the TX coil and the voltage on both coils is recorded to obtain the voltage gain ATX .
ATX =
vRX
vTX
= kn (6.35)
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Figure 6.13: Experimental set-up for distance and transverse oﬀset measurements.
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Figure 6.14: Experimental set-up for angular misalignment measurements.
where n is the link’s or transformer’s ratio. The RX gain ARX is then measured the
same way to obtain:
ARX =
vTX
vRX
=
k
n
(6.36)
which gives:
k =
√
ATXARX (6.37)
Figs. 6.15 and 6.16 show the coupling factor and link eﬃciency, calculated from the
previous Q-factor measurements, for diﬀerent distance and transverse oﬀset measure-
ments. Conﬁgurations which give rise to the same coupling coeﬃcient are expected
to achieve the same eﬃciency, i.e. perfectly aligned at a separation of D = 40 cm
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should achieve the same eﬃciency as an oﬀset of h = 21 cm at D = 30 cm.
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Figure 6.15: Measurements of coupling factor against coil separation distance in air,
with perfectly aligned coils [40].
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Figure 6.16: Measurements of coupling factor against coil transverse oﬀset in air, at
a distance of 30 cm [40].
Figs. 6.17 and 6.18 show k measurement results for TX and RX angular mis-
alignment, respectively. In Fig. 6.17, while the TX coil angle increases, the distance
between both coils reduces enough to compensate for angular misalignment. With
the RX coil angle variation, a trough is seen at θRX = 75
◦; this is the point at
which the distance between the coils is not enough to compensate for the angular
misalignment.
These conclusions will be supported in Section 7.3, where a clear correlation be-
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Figure 6.17: Measurements of coupling factor against transmitter coil angular mis-
alignment, at a distance of 30 cm [40].
tween the coupling factor measurements and dc-to-load eﬃciency will be demon-
strated.
6.4 Conclusion
The results and the measurement techniques given in this chapter provide an initial
design framework that is used throughout the driver design, to achieve eﬃcient in-
ductive links for wireless power transfer. In addition, coil and test ﬁxture fabrication
procedures were conducted to achieve low cost, light weight and reproducible designs
and results. It is important to emphasize how, by approaching the IPT system de-
sign with an overall view, not only the optimization of the link but the optimization
of all the building blocks of the system can be achieved.
The analytic expressions that were presented highlighted the critical variables
that are needed for an overall system optimization. It was shown how the speciﬁc
application characteristics deﬁne the geometry of the IPT link, and it is around these
constraints that the design of the coils is carried out to operate at the highest Q,
thus helping to compensate for low coupling.
In order to achieve a light weight system, copper pipe was selected as an ideal can-
didate to achieve high unloaded Q-factors. Simulations based on analytical models
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Figure 6.18: Measurements of coupling factor against receiver coil angular misalign-
ment, at a distance of 30 cm [40].
were performed and a 3 turn, 30 cm diameter TX coil and a 5 turn, 20 cm RX coil
were chosen as optimal coils for this application. Q-factor measurements and full
3D electromagnetic simulations showed Q-factor values above 1,000, proving that
copper pipe coils are a extremely good alternative to expensive Litz-wire assemblies.
In addition, coupling factor measurements were performed to characterize the
link in various misalignment conditions to prove that high system eﬃciencies can
be achieved without expensive and heavy ﬁeld-shaping techniques. Results from
simulations and measurements were used to deﬁne the driver speciﬁcations, which
will be presented in the following chapter. With all the key IPT system parameters
analysed and measured, the challenge now lies in designing an eﬃcient ampliﬁer that
can drive the coils at the optimal frequency and at the desired power levels.
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7 Coil Driver Design
7.1 Introduction
Based on the previous coupling factor analysis and measurements of the coils’ char-
acteristics at high frequencies, a high power, high frequency driver is required to
achieve link eﬃciencies above 90%. In a typical IPT system, this is achieved by
driving the coils with a 50 Ω loop that is impedance matched to a high frequency
COTS RF transmitter having an output power ampliﬁer. In this typical RF scenario,
the maximum power transfer is achieved, but not the desired maximum eﬃciency.
The number of stages can be reduced if the 50 Ω impedance is avoided, by integrat-
ing the power ampliﬁer and impedance matching circuits into one driver sub-system.
This can be achieved by carefully designing an eﬃcienct power ampliﬁer capable of
high frequency operation.
Previously, it was shown how the optimal operating frequency was in the low
MHz region. Fig. 6.4 showed how with 30 cm and 20 cm coils, at a distance of
30 cm, eﬃciencies above 90% can be achieved with operating frequencies above
1 MHz. Furthermore, simulations and measurements shown in Section 6.3.2 prove
that unloaded Q-factors above 1000, from the selected TX and RX coils, can be
achieved at frequencies between 5 and 7 MHz.
The overall dc-to-load eﬃciency will be determined by the product of the link
and ampliﬁer eﬃciencies. For our application, the ampliﬁer must be designed to
handle 100 W at high frequencies. To carry out this task, the trade-oﬀs between
topology, device type, size, current and voltage handling capability, power transfer
capability, switching losses and frequency all have to be carefully considered. These
considerations include the selection of components, such as the technology that will
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be used for the switching. As an example, whilst it is desirable to use MOSFETs,
due to their faster switching speed and hence lower switching losses, MOSFETs have
lower voltage and current ratings than other power devices, such as IGBTs. Correct
topology choice is vital in allowing smaller, faster devices to be used, to reduce
switching times and hence enable operation at higher frequency.
In weakly coupled links, as with this work, the large leakage inductance of the
transmitter demands high peak voltages and large currents needed to generate the
magnetic ﬁelds. The parallel resonant tank of a Class-C ampliﬁer avoids the large
currents going through the switch, but the high voltages are still present. The Class-
D avoids the high voltages going through the switch by having a series resonant tank
that cancels the leakage inductance of the transmitter, but the large currents are
still present. The dual resonant tanks of the Class-E ampliﬁer make it an ideal
combination of Class-C and Class-D ampliﬁers, since zero-voltage and zero-current
switching can be achieved with the appropriate choice of components. This chapter
presents an analysis of Class-E ampliﬁer design for weakly coupled IPT systems
and shows the design procedures that are required to achieve an eﬃcient operation,
based on the constraints deﬁned by a speciﬁc application. An extensive framework
for driver modelling, component selection and layout considerations to achieve a low
loss, high frequency dc-rf conversion, capable of delivering more than 100 W at a
distance of 30 cm, will be demonstrated. Finally, a full system characterization under
diﬀerent misalignment scenarios is discussed. Experimental results and a thorough
versatility analysis demonstrate the high dc-to-load eﬃciency that an overall system
optimization can achieve.
7.2 Driver Design and Fabrication
Class-E ampliﬁers have been designed and used extensively since Sokal and Sokal
demonstrated the operational characteristics of their zero-switching power ampli-
ﬁer [176]. It is important to note that even though this power ampliﬁer topology
is widely known, designing high power ampliﬁers capable of working at 100 W and
switching at a few MHz is a non-trivial task. This is mainly due to the high power
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rating and fast switching capabilities that only a suitable power RF MOSFET can
achieve, as well as the need to employ high Q capacitors. Silicon Carbide transis-
tors were not considered due to longer rise and fall times, (four times more than an
RF MOSFET). Furthermore, since an atypical non-50 Ω power ampliﬁer is needed,
to avoid additional impedance matching network components and their associated
losses, the resonant Class-E topology needs to be modiﬁed to suit the coils’ charac-
teristics.
Fig. 7.1 shows a simpliﬁed schematic of a Class-E ampliﬁer, where Rps is the TX
coil series resistance, Rseq is the eﬀective RX resistance reﬂected onto the transmitter
side, LTX is the TX inductance and the switch S is isolated from the high TX coil
voltages through Cser, that works as a voltage divider, and from the high TX coil
currents through Cpar. By separating the primary coil from the active element, S, a
coil voltage, VTX , of 10 times the voltage supply, VDD, is possible [41]. The choke
inductor Lchoke ensures that dc current is forced through Cpar, charging it and thus
increasing the oﬀset of the damped sinusoidal voltage that comes from the resonant
tank. It is with the right selection of the tank damping, the current passing through
the choke and the switch voltage period that a zero voltage and a zero slope of the
drain-to source-voltage can be accomplished at the time of switching, as shown in
Fig. 7.2. When these conditions are kept, the reminding current from the sinusoid
current, coming from the series tank and the dc current from the power supply, will
go through the switch but no energy will be dissipated, since the Cpar voltage is
zero. It is important to note that the Class-E ampliﬁer is a non-resonant ampliﬁer,
since the operating frequency lies between the resonance of the series tank and
the parallel tank, thus leaving an inductive reactance in the series branch. With
this ampliﬁer design, smaller and faster MOSFETs can be used, resulting in highly
eﬃcient circuits. For example, in [177] 450 W is provided to a 50 Ω load with a
Class-E ampliﬁer operating at 3.3 MHz at an eﬃciency of 96%. Constraints in the
trade-oﬀs between maximum switch voltage, maximum switch current and device
switching time do limit the eﬃciency, as the power levels increase due to the non-
zero fall time of the current when the device is switched ON.
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Figure 7.1: Class-E ampliﬁer schematic.
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Figure 7.2: Class-E ampliﬁer voltage and current waveforms.
With weakly coupled links and high Q coils, the ampliﬁer is left with a very small
load that does not drive the ampliﬁer correctly. The solution to this problem is
to increase the resistance of the ampliﬁer, without increasing the inductance of the
TX, thus avoiding higher circuit voltages. This can be accomplished by placing a
capacitor in parallel with the coil, which absorbs the inductance of the transmitter
and leaves an apparent resistance Rapp, which is larger than the series resistance of
the coil [41, 178]. This has the drawback that the ampliﬁer would then require an
extra inductance, typically added in series with the TX coil to increase the driver
eﬃciency, as in [33].
This situation can be avoided by using a semi-resonant Class-E topology. Fig. 7.3
shows the circuit of a semi-resonant Class-E ampliﬁer for the transmitter resonant
tank, where the apparent load Rapp (represented by Rps and Rseq) and the apparent
inductor Lapp (represented by LTX only, since the RX inductance is absorbed by the
RX resonant capacitor), appear to be larger, thus helping to increase both driver
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Figure 7.3: Semi-resonant Class-E topology, with ωd < ωoTX [40].
and link eﬃciencies [40, 41]. This is achieved by tuning the primary resonant tank
at a higher resonant frequency ωoTX = (LpCres)
− 1
2
. This frequency is higher than
the receiver’s resonant tank driven resonant frequency ωo = ωoRX , at which the
MOSFET gate driver switches at an operating frequency ωd, where:
ωoTX > ωoRX ≡ ωd (7.1)
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Figure 7.4: Apparent Lapp and Rapp of semi-resonant Class-E topology [41].
This semi-resonant operation avoids the losses associated with an extra inductor.
As will be demonstrated in the following section, the use of semi-resonant operation
allows for a simple but eﬀective tuning mechanism; by modifying the frequency ratio
ωd/ωoTX , the eﬀective equivalent resistance and inductance of the primary tank can
change for diﬀerent operating scenarios.
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7.3 Experimental Results
To fully characterize the practical IPT demonstrator system, shown in Fig. 7.5, a
thorough experimental analysis was performed. The main goal of these experiments
was to investigate its behaviour in diﬀerent scenarios, by varying distance, transverse
oﬀset and angular misalignment; this allows a comparison against perfect alignment,
to which the system was initially tuned (based on simulations). Furthermore, the
results from these experiments were compared against results from frequency tuning
the system for each diﬀerent scenario.
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Figure 7.5: Perfectly aligned IPT test rig with D = 30 cm
.
In all experiments, the input voltage VDD was kept constant at 60 V. This allowed
sensible values of drain-source voltage to be obtained during operation, to which
the output capacitance of the MOSFET is dependant, and helped to avoid replacing
Cpar in each experiment. A constant input dc power for all experiments could not
be achieved. This is because, in several scenarios, driver operation was far away
from Class-E operation, resulting in high losses during switching that could have
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degraded or destroyed the driver/MOSFET module.
Due to the fact that the optimal load needs to be resistive, to avoid detuning the
primary, a non-inductive resistor was used. Special considerations where taken to
achieve the desired load with a resistive network, because a non-inductive resistor
capable of handling more than 50 W is not commercially available. Metal ﬁlm
resistors where chosen, given their low inductance behaviour at high frequencies
and capacity to handle a few watts (enough to withstand up to 100 W, once the
load network was made). A major limitation for this type of resistor is that as
its resistance and operating frequency increase the parasitic shunt capacitance also
increases. In addition, as the resistor temperature increases its resistance varies.
The parasitic capacitance for these resistors was calculated to be 2.8 pF at 6 MHz.
This was taken into account when designing the load network and also the selection
of the receiver’s tuning capacitor. The total capacitance from the load resistor was
absorbed by the calculated tuning capacitance, to ensure receiver resonance, thus
avoiding the reﬂection of capacitive reactance to the transmitter side.
The dc-to-load eﬃciency of the system was initially measured using Agilent N2783A
current probes, but, after several measurements, it was noted that the results were
not reﬂecting the true operation of the circuit. Also, the current probes are not ca-
pable of measuring current accurately in the presence of signiﬁcant electromagnetic
noise [179]. The voltage across the load could not be measured with the oscilloscope
probe, because the probe’s capacitance is 15 pF; enough to detune the receiver coil
from resonance. For these reasons, and the fact that the resistor’s precise tem-
perature dependence is unknown, an indirect method of measuring the dc-to-load
eﬃciency was implemented [40]. Power was inferred from accurate steady-state
heat-sink temperature measurements, since both the driver and the load (including
the tuning capacitors) were placed over separated, isolated and over-speciﬁed heat
sinks without forced-air cooling. The input dc power was also measured accurately
and used together with the RX thermal measurements to calculate the dc-to-load
eﬃciency using the following:
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ηdc-load =
TssRX − Tamb
RthRX(T )Pdc
(7.2)
where Tamb is the ambient temperature, TssRX is the heat sink steady-state temper-
ature of the receiving coils and RthRX (T ) is the lumped thermal resistance of the RX
load. The temperature measurements were calibrated by applying a known dc power
to the RX load until all temperatures reached steady state. Measurements under
the same thermal experimental conditions, as when the IPT system was tested, were
performed. Due to the RX load spatial distribution over the heat sink and the fact
that the heat sink was positioned with the ﬁns facing downwards on the bench, with
a 333 K temperature gradient RthRX = 208 K/W compared well to the manufactur-
ers 203 K/W. Furthermore, by characterizing the load arrangement, the non-linear
behaviour of the heat sink was accounted for, which can be as high as 25% to 50%
of the dissipated heat, according to [180].
It is important to note that this is a conservative dc-to-load eﬃciency calculation,
since Tamb will increase as TssRX increases; giving a lower ηdc-load when compared to
the scenario, where Tamb could be kept constant until the steady state of the system
is reached. Even more important is the fact that as the temperature of the resistors
increases the value of the load resistance will start to drift away from its optimal
value; drifting away from maximum eﬃciency.
7.3.1 Tuning Procedure
To achieve a semi-resonant Class-E operation, similar to that observed by simula-
tions, an iterative tuning process had to be performed. This establishes the appropri-
ate values for the driver and the coil capacitors (taking into account their fabrication
tolerances) and the coil Q variations (due to proximity of metallic objects, such as
bench supports, during experiments).
First, the receiver resonator’s capacitor had to be decreased, to account for the
load resistor’s equivalent shunt capacitance for correct receiver resonance. With an
untuned receiver, the value of the transmitter resonator’s capacitor would need to
change, to account for the reﬂected reactance from the receiver onto the transmitter
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and ensure that semi-resonance operation is still present. This changes the ratio of
ωd/ωoTX , which creates the need for retuning Cpar and Cser. The major limitation of
this scenario is that if the ratio ωd/ωoTX starts to increase, there is a point at which
the required Cpar needed to tune the driver is lower than the output capacitance
Coss of the MOSFET, which makes the MOSFET unsuitable for Class-E operation.
Once receiver resonance is obtained, a similar procedure can be followed to achieve
zero switching operation, as described in [155]. Since Cpar is implemented by an
external physical capacitor and Coss, which is dependant on VDS , extra iterations
are needed to achieve good operation. As seen from simulations, VDS is a very
useful guide to Class-E operation, therefore tuning the peak-to-peak voltage is as
important as achieving zero-voltage, zero-current switching to increase the eﬃciency
[181]. Based on empirical results from [176], if VDS > 3.56 VDD, Cpar needs to be
increased in steps of 5 pF and if VDS < 3.56 VDD, it should be decreased by the
same amount until the correct VDS is achieved. While doing this, Cser may need a
slight adjustment to bring back the driver to zero switching.
The component values can be tuned using Fig. 7.6, similar to the one presented
in [155], as a reference. The main diﬀerence from tuning a semi-resonant Class-E
ampliﬁer for IPT, to a conventional Class-E ampliﬁer, is that the inductor and the
load resistor cannot be modiﬁed to tune the ampliﬁer, because they are already
predetermined by the TX coil and the optimal load. As can be seen, if VDS is
not zero, Cser needs to be increased slightly and then adjust Cpar to achieve a soft
landing.
Since the load resistance value varies with temperature, several iterations were
performed by increasing or decreasing the load resistance by ±5%, until a maximum
eﬃciency of 66% was achieved. For each iteration, receiver resonance was achieved
and tuning of Cpar and Cser was performed, as previously described. Fig. 7.7 shows
the drain-source voltage (simulated and measured) for the tuned IPT system, for an
aligned set of coils at a separation distance of 30 cm; the total input dc power was
90 W.
Whilst the waveform generated from simulations has a smooth landing, a negative
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Figure 7.6: Class-E passive component tuning procedure based on drain-to-source
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Figure 7.7: Drain to source voltage against time for the IPT system with a 30 cm
separation distance and Pdc = 90 W
.
ripple of less than 10 V can be seen when the MOSFET is ON. This negative ripple is
generated by a small voltage still present at the drain, when the MOSFET is turned
ON, due to a higher than expected loaded Q for the transmitter resonant circuit.
This was the best possible switching achieved with the discrete capacitors available.
The higher measured VDS results could be decreased by adding more capacitance
to Cpar, but this change was not reﬂected in a measurable eﬃciency improvement.
Therefore, to decrease the losses in the capacitor (due to ESR), no extra parallel
capacitor was added and VDS was left higher than expected in the simulation.
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7.3.2 System Versatility Analysis
Once the IPT system was optimally tuned to achieve a high eﬃciency, while being
perfectly aligned, measurements with diﬀerent separation distances were performed
to observe the operating capabilities without performing extra tuning. As can be
seen in Fig. 7.8, the distance between the coils was varied between 30 and 60 cm. As
D increases the eﬃciency decreases as the coupling factor decreases, detuning the
driver and creating the need for diﬀerent Cpar and Cser values to re-establish zero
switching operation.
An easier tuning alternative is to change the operating frequency of the clock,
thus relying on the semi-resonant operation of the driver. When this is performed,
the receiver is no longer in resonance and the transmitter sees a reﬂected reactance.
This extra reactance, in addition to the transmitter’s reactance, is enough to improve
the tuning of the semi-resonant Class-E driver, modifying ωd/ωoTX and shifting the
driver’s waveforms closer to zero-switching operation. As seen in Fig. 7.9, as the
clock frequency is altered for each diﬀerent measurement, the eﬃciency increased
considerably over the untuned operation. The dc-to-load eﬃciency from the clock-
frequency tuned version at a 50 cm separation distance was 25%, compared to 20%,
as seen in Fig. 7.8. It is important to note that to achieve this increase in eﬃciency,
a clock frequency change of less than 1% is required.
To analyse the eﬃciency of the IPT system, for a set of scenarios with diﬀerent
oﬀsets, as shown in Fig. 6.13, measurements for both the perfectly aligned 30 cm
impedance tuning with ﬁxed clock frequency case and with clock frequency tuning
were performed. Fig. 7.10 shows the results for IPT with diﬀerent coil oﬀsets. In this
case, dc-to-load eﬃciency decreases; following a similar trend as the corresponding
k measurements from Section 6.3. It can be seen that even with an oﬀset of 10 cm,
and no additional tuning, the IPT system performs with a dc-to-load eﬃciency above
58%.
With clock frequency tuning, as shown in Fig. 7.11, the dc-to-load eﬃciency is
above 50%, with h < 14 cm, and an eﬃciency increase of 5% is achieved with an
oﬀset of 20 cm. Although higher dc-to-load eﬃciencies could be achieved with tuning
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Figure 7.8: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against separation distance with
ﬁxed clock frequency and load resistance tuning to aligned 30 cm sepa-
ration distance scenario.
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Figure 7.9: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against separation distance with
clock frequency tuning
.
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Figure 7.10: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against coil transverse oﬀset
with ﬁxed clock frequency and load resistance tuning to aligned 30 cm
separation distance scenario.
the optimal load for each oﬀset, the results presented in this ﬁgure demonstrates that
eﬃciences above 50% can be achieved even at highly misaligned scenarios without the
need for load tuning or complex and heavy coupling factor enhancement techniques.
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Figure 7.11: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against coil transverse oﬀset
with only clock frequency tuning.
To characterise how the system operates, while varying coil misalignment angle
θ, in both transmitter and receiver, measurements at a ﬁxed distance of D = 30 cm
were performed, as shown in Fig. 6.14. From Figs. 7.12 and 7.13, measurements for
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a varying TX coil angle θTX were performed. As predicted, by the coupling factor
measurements, a constant high eﬃciency is achieved for angles below 75◦, when
clock frequency tuning is performed. In contrast, a decrease in eﬃciency, not clearly
linked with k is seen with the ﬁxed clock frequency scenario. This is due to the fact
that with the ﬁxed clock frequency and load resistance tuning case, the presence of
a larger reﬂecting load from the receiver inﬂuenced eﬃciency more than with the
relatively large and constant coupling factor in the tuning of the IPT system. With
the clock frequency tuning scenario, the frequency variation is enough to tune the
Class-E and exploit the beneﬁt of almost constant k. DC-to-load eﬃciencies above
60% are achieved for almost all θTX < 72
◦, with clock frequency tuning, showing the
robust capabilities of the system to perform in a wide range of transmission angles
with a fractional frequency variation of less than 6%.
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Figure 7.12: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against TX coil angle with
ﬁxed clock frequency and load resistance tuning to aligned 30 cm sep-
aration distance scenario.
Finally, measurements with a varying θRX were performed, as shown in Fig. 7.14.
The eﬃciency is almost constant and above 50% up to θRX = 52
◦. Above this angle,
the eﬃciency decreases dramatically, as predicted by the coupling factor measure-
ments. A noticeable diﬀerence is appreciated in Fig. 7.15, with θRX = 45
◦, where
the dc-to-load eﬃciency is 56% in the clock frequency tuned case and only 40% in
the ﬁxed clock frequency impedance tuned version.
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Figure 7.13: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against TX coil angular mis-
alignment with clock frequency tuning.
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Figure 7.14: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against RX coil angular mis-
alignment with ﬁxed clock frequency and load resistance tuning to
aligned 30 cm separation distance scenario.
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Figure 7.15: Measurement of the dc-to-load eﬃciency against RX coil angular mis-
alignment with clock frequency tuning.
7.3.3 Maximum DC-to-Load Eﬃciency
Finally, the eﬃciency of the system was increased until the power dissipated by the
load resistors caused them to overheat and fail. The highest dc-to-load eﬃciency
achieved with the current prototype design is ηdc-load = 77% for an aligned set of
coils at a distance of 30 cm with Pload = 105 W . The calculated link eﬃciency based
on the unloaded Q and k measurements was 95%. The dc-to-load eﬃciency of the
system was increased, thanks to a higher VDD, which allowed Coss = Cpar. This
avoided the use of an external capacitor and allowed for a higher ωd/ωoTX , which
increased the apparent driver inductance of the system. To the authors’ knowledge,
this is the highest dc-to-load eﬃciency ever presented for an IPT system, without
k enhancement techniques. Table 7.1 compares the results from this with the state
of the art of systems using either a coupling enhancement or an optimal frequency
approach.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, analysis and experimental results of an IPT system driven by a semi-
resonant Class-E ampliﬁer have been presented, demonstrating that by optimizing
the systems key variables presented in the previous chapter the dc-to-load eﬃciency
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of the system can be maximized. This highlights the importance of designing a
bespoke driver given a set of deﬁned operation conditions. By doing this, the use of
50 Ω interconnections and impedance matching blocks is avoided and eﬃciency can
be increased.
An indirect thermal method for measuring Pload has been presented for the ﬁrst
time with an IPT system to avoid measurement inaccuracies due to load resistance
variations and high external electromagnetic ﬁelds in the current measurements.
This method was compared against (6.1) and well-known coupling factor measure-
ments presented in Chapter 6. A clear correlation can be seen, demonstrating the
robustness of the eﬃciency measurement procedure.
Low cost, high Q coils and a complete design and operational analysis of a semi-
resonant Class-E driver for this IPT system has been described. The driver topol-
ogy and component selection, although constrained by the systems speciﬁcations,
enabled high frequency, medium power, wireless power transfer for diﬀerent trans-
mitter and receiver coil sizes. A detailed transverse oﬀset and angular misalignment
characterization demonstrated eﬃciencies above 50%, for transverse oﬀsets up to
14 cm and θRX = 52
◦. In addition, dc-to-load eﬃciencies of 77% were demonstrated
in a perfectly aligned scenario, for D = 30 cm, having a link eﬃciency of 95%.
Finally, a simple but eﬀective frequency tuning procedure proved to increase the
eﬃciency by more than 5%, increasing even further the operational versatility of
the system. Although this tuning procedure does not tune the system to perform
to its maximum level, as it would if the load is changed for each speciﬁc scenario,
it provided an eﬀective and relatively simple to implement method of increasing
the system’s eﬃciency. This tuning procedure is, therefore, suitable for applications
where the receiver or transmitter are constantly varying, such as the case of charging
sensors in an aquatic environment.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
The aim of this work has been to design RF energy harvesters and inductive power
transfer systems that can provide power wirelessly at a distance. The technolo-
gies previously described in this thesis solve the research questions stated at the
beginning of this work, regarding the possibility of harvesting ambient RF power
to power a load and a system capable of transmitting tens to hundreds of watts
wirelessly without perfect alignment. The main ﬁndings, design, optimization and
characterizations of each technology are summarized below.
8.1 Overview and Main Findings
8.1.1 Ambient RF Harvesting
The introductory section and literature review of this part highlighted the impor-
tance of having a city-wide RF spectral survey as the starting point for the design
of ambient RF harvesters. Although several surveys and measurements have been
presented before, almost all of them deﬁne their measurements based on distance
to the nearest transmitter. Throughout this work, it was highlighted why this type
of measurements or even a power link budget calculation does not provide enough
information about the power densities that could be encountered in an urban envi-
ronment. Multipath, absorption, diﬀraction and reﬂection eﬀects vary dramatically
at each location and depend on many factors, such as construction materials, dy-
namic movement of vehicles and number of people present at the time of the survey,
among many others. In addition, the literature review made clear how a harvester
powered by a dedicated source varies from one designed to harvest ambient energy.
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Using a dedicated transmitter allows to simplify the rectenna system, since the
band of operation is generally narrow. This simpliﬁes the antenna design and also
allows one to predict the input power to the receiver. Using a dedicated transmitter
also allows the rectenna to operate without a power management module, which
needs to continuously track the maximum power point. Furthermore, rectifying
topologies that are not very eﬃcient, but that achieve higher output voltages, such
as a voltage doubler, are generally preferred. In contrast, with an ambient harvester,
the transmitter’s location is unknown, the antenna needs to be designed to be as
omnidirectional as possible, the rectenna topology and rectifying element need to be
selected to operate at very low power levels (< -15 dBm) and a power management
module, capable of performing maximum power point tracking and providing useful
voltage levels are required.
The London RF Survey dataset and analysis allowed us to identify the four largest
contributors in an urban and a semi-urban environment. DTV, GSM900, GSM1800
and 3G BTx channels had the largest band power densities, while WiFi was highly
dependant on traﬃc conditions. Multipath eﬀects were highlighted by having more
than two orders of magnitude between the average and the maximum power den-
sity levels. In addition, by applying an interactive ﬁlter in the londonrfsurvey.org
website, the locations with the highest power density levels were identiﬁed. For all
of the selected bands, more than half of the top density locations were found in an
urban environment (zones 1-3 of the London Underground). The high power den-
sity locations outside these zones were caused by a base station transmitter located
exactly on top of the station’s exit.
These results helped to deﬁne the antenna characteristics needed to increase the
input power level, while operating in an urban environment. A rectangular loop was
selected as the optimal antenna due to its relatively high gain (4.5 dBi), scalability,
ease of fabrication, quasi-omnidirectional radiation pattern and symmetrical front-
to-back ratio. Folded dipoles were designed, fabricated and characterized for each
one of the selected frequency bands, ensuring that the antennas covered all the
selected channel frequencies. With the antennas characterised, the expected input
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power level was calculated to be < -15 dBm, helping to determine a suitable rectenna
conﬁguration.
Analysis and simulations were performed to compare series, shunt and voltage
doubler conﬁgurations using COTS Schottky diodes. For the available input power
levels, the most eﬃcient rectifying conﬁguration was a single Schottky diode in se-
ries with the impedance matching stage. This conﬁguration not only decreases the
voltage drop, by using a single device, but allows more eﬃcient impedance matching
networks to be used. This is possible because the junction capacitance of the diode
dominates the system’s impedance and also allows a large smoothing capacitor to be
used before the load. The SMS7630 proved to be the most eﬃcient Schottky diode
at the input power levels and frequencies target by this work.
Complete single and multi-band rectenna conﬁgurations were fabricated, tested
and characterised in an urban environment. To cope with the variable input power
levels, a power management module with a boost converter and MPPT (from Texas
Instruments) was used. The highest end-to-end eﬃciency was achieved by the 3G
rectenna with a distributed impedance matching network, which achieved a 40%
eﬃciency. Series and parallel rectenna topologies were implemented to operate at
lower power levels. The series rectenna topology, with a single PMM, proved to
achieve a faster cold-start operation but with a very low eﬃciency due to the inability
of the PMM to track the MPP of each band. In contrast, the parallel rectenna
conﬁguration, with multiple PMM, was able to cold-start at input power levels as
low as -25 dBm.
It was proven that already deployed sources in an urban and semi-urban environ-
ment can provide enough power to charge a storage element and power an ultra-low
power sensor node, without batteries or cables. It is expected that the harvesters
presented in this work will be able to operate in more than 50% of the London
Underground stations. In addition, a power density comparison was performed to
compare the diﬀerent prototypes of this work with other energy harvesting technolo-
gies. Power densities as high as 10 μW/cm3 were achieved, making RF harvesting
comparable to a thermal generator operated from a human source. This comparison
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proves that an RF harvester could be an alternative solution for powering devices
in locations where light, vibrations or a thermal gradient are not avaialable or are
intermittent.
8.1.2 Inductive Power Transfer
In the second part of this Thesis, the diﬀerent ﬁgures of merit that have been used
to characterise and compare inductive power transfer systems were analysed. It was
concluded that measuring the eﬃciency of the link, from the TX coil to the RX coil,
provided a limited view of the systems performance and in many cases resulted in a
very low end-to-end system eﬃciency. A detailed summary of the history and state
of the art was presented and two main diﬀerent design approaches were extracted
from the analysis. The ﬁrst one involves focusing on using ﬁeld-shaping techniques
to increase the coupling factor. The second approach relies on operating at the
highest possible coil quality factor.
Given the design constraints of the desired system (low cost, lightweight and highly
tolerant to misalignments) and the research questions outlined in the ﬁrst section
of this work, the second approach was selected as optimal. This approach implied
the design of high Q-factor coils and high frequency power electronics. To start the
design of high Q-factor coils, the theory of inductive power transfer systems was re-
viewed. A Matlab model was generated to design electrically small and eﬃcient coils,
by using 1 cm copper pipe. The designed and manufactured coils were character-
ized using a transmission type method and results were compared against analytic
expressions and full-wave EM simulations in CST, where additional work can be
performed if a better match between simulations and measurements is required for
academic purposes.
Unloaded Qs above 1000 were achieved for both the 30 cm diameter, 3 turn TX coil
and the 10 cm diameter, 5 turn coil. These Q-factors were required to achieve a high
link eﬃciency >95%, given the loosely coupled scenario of operation (k < 0.003).
Having high Q coils without the use of heavy and expensive ﬁeld shaping techniques
also helps to achieve a higher tolerance across variable separation distances, vertical
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oﬀsets and angular misalignments.
Once high unloaded Q-factors were achieved, the challenge was to drive the coils
eﬃciently with enough power to deliver tens to hundreds of watts to the load. Given
the fact that the optimal frequency was around 5 MHz for the designed coils, a
high-power and high-frequency driver topology was required. Diﬀerent classes of
drivers were analysed and compared, such as H-bridges, Class-C, Class-D and Class-
E ampliﬁers. From all of these, only the Class-E ampliﬁer achieved zero-voltage and
zero-current at the time of switching. This topology allows for the use of COTS
ultra-fast MOSFETs, to be able to cope with the high currents and high voltages
required to transfer power wirelessly at high frequencies.
To design the Class-E driver, which did not required an impedance matching net-
work to drive a conventional 50 Ω load, a semi-resonant Class-E was proposed. In
this circuit, the transmitter tank is tuned to a higher frequency than the operating
frequency, so that the equivalent inductance and resistance of the TX coil and re-
ﬂected load, appear to be larger. This contributes to higher eﬃciencies and avoids
a free-wheeling operation, due to a low coupling factor that makes the reﬂected re-
sistance from the RX side undetected by the transmitter. This modiﬁcation also
allowed the circuit to avoid the use of a lumped inductor, that would otherwise be
required in series with the TX coil.
A Matlab model and Spice simulations were performed and agreed with mea-
surements of the system in operation. The complete system was implemented and
characterised across a broad range of misalignments. The system was able to achieve
a dc-to-load eﬃciency of 77%, with a receive power at the load of 105 W and a sep-
aration distance of 30 cm.
During experiments, it was noted that a variation of less than 1% in the operating
frequency increased the eﬃciency of the system by ensuring that proper Class-E
operation was achieved, with a zero-voltage and zero-current at the time of switching.
Eﬃciencies higher than 50% were achieved for vertical oﬀsets lower than 14 cm and
eﬃciency increments of more than 5% were achieved at a vertical oﬀset of 20 cm.
Eﬃciencies above 60% were achieved for TX angle variations as high as 75◦ and
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above 40% for RX angle variations as high as 45◦. It is important to note that these
eﬃciencies have been achieved only by implementing frequency tuning and the load
has not been optimized for each scenario, therefore limiting the maximum eﬃciency
that could be achieved.
These results solve the research questions outlined at the beginning of this work
and, according to the author, also show the highest dc-to-load eﬃciency achieved
without coupling enhancement techniques. This work described a novel design for a
low-cost, lightweight and eﬃcient inductive power transfer system that will now be
used in automotive, medical, industrial and defence applications.
8.2 Author’s Contribution
The novel designs and know-how presented in this work have been patented and
have attracted investors for the creation of a new enterprise. The main goal of the
new enterprise is to continue the research and development of products that can be
powered at a distance and without cables. The applications will span a broad range
of industries, from ultra-low power and autonomous sensors to high power electric
vehicle charging. This section summarizes the main contributions of this work to
the ﬁelds of radiative and inductive wireless power transfer.
8.2.1 Ambient Power Transfer
The ﬁrst major contribution of this work was to analyse in detail, compare and
diﬀerentiate rectennas working from dedicated transmitters and those designed to
work from ambient sources. This highlighted the need of a city-wide RF spectral
survey, which was performed during this work and is now available online. This
survey is the ﬁrst city-wide RF spectral survey and provides valuable data not only
to teams working on RF harvesting but also to health and medical purposes. The
analysis performed in the data set allows, for the ﬁrst time, any research team to
know exactly where their RF harvesters should work in London. This survey may
prove very valuable to many research teams and plans of expanding its coverage are
on its way.
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Another contribution was the analysis and comparison of rectifying topologies
and rectifying COTS components for true ambient RF harvesting. By comparing
rectenna topologies and components across a wide range of frequencies and input
power levels, new insight into the pros and cons of each design were highlighted. This
helps the designer to select the optimal rectenna design for a speciﬁc application. If
the input power levels are below -15 dBm a single series rectiﬁer should be used to
decrease losses; if higher input power levels are available, a voltage doubler is more
suitable. Likewise, depending on the frequency of operation, the analysis presented
here allows the designer to choose the optimal Schottky diode for a speciﬁc channel.
One of the major contributions of this work was to demonstrate the operation of an
RF energy harvester working from a wide range of ambient sources. The demonstra-
tion and measurement results were undertaken in a real urban environment, avoiding
the use of dedicated sources used to emulate a base station transmitter. This exper-
iments highlighted the variability of input power levels and frequencies that a real
ambient harvesters needs to cope with. According to the author, this is the ﬁrst
time that an ambient harvester is capable of operating from frequency channels that
span such a large bandwidth (from 0.5 - 2.5 GHz) and with high eﬃciencies.
Furthermore, series and parallel arrays of full operating harvesters, including max-
imum power point tracking and a boost converter, were presented. Analysis of the
pros and cons of each architecture were presented and it was shown how this topolo-
gies can increase the freedom of operation with multi-band harvesters. In addition,
ways of implementing a bypass circuit, with the use of a modiﬁed folded dipole and
without the need of an additional diode, were described. These architectures were
able to cold-start the harvester at input power levels as low as -29 dBm.
Finally, the last contribution of this section was to show the potential of RF en-
ergy harvesting as a real alternative to other energy harvesting technologies. Given
the high power density achieved by the RF harvesting prototypes, RF energy har-
vesting can achieve similar or even higher power densities than harvesters that rely
on vibrations and temperature ﬂuctuations.
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8.2.2 Inductive Power Transfer
The ﬁrst contribution in this line of work was with the analysis, comparison and
categorization of inductive power transfer systems. In this analysis, the division
of systems by those using ﬁeld shaping techniques and those using high Q-factor
coils highlighted the importance of approaching the system design, by focusing in
on the end-to-end eﬃciency of the system and not only the link eﬃciency. This
also provided a clear understanding of all the system blocks, key diﬀerentiators and
optimization possibilities in each one of them.
The second contribution came from developing models for the design of high Q-
factor coils using conventional copper piping. The analysis presented in the cor-
responding section in this thesis provides the methodology to achieve unloaded Q-
factor above a thousand, for lightweight, low cost and scalable coils. Reliable char-
acterization techniques were presented for non-trivial Q measurements, highlighting
the diﬃculties of each procedure.
The key contribution of this work was the design of a scalable semi-resonant
Class-E coil driver. The coil driver is capable of driving directly the TX coil, with-
out a complex and lossy impedance matching stage, whilst achieving high eﬃciencies
at megahertz frequencies and power levels ranging from tens to hundreds of watts.
This driver topology is capable of achieving the latter by using high frequency COTS
driver/MOSFET modules. To achieve these eﬃciencies, Matlab codes, PSpice simu-
lations, as well as know-how relating to the PCB layout and component selection was
generated and is now protected (patent pending) to be used by the new enterprise.
By combining the previous two contributions, a high eﬃciency and ﬂexible IPT
system was designed and fabricated. The system’s design allows it to work in a wide
range of misalignment scenarios and the novel frequency tuning technique allows the
system to achieve this with high eﬃciencies. The contribution related to frequency
tuning allows for a simple but eﬀective tuning mechanism that can be automated
with existing technologies.
Furthermore, a contribution was undertaken in providing a novel but reliable
eﬃciency measurement technique. The previously described thermal measurement
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technique allows a consistent and accurate methodology for measuring WPT systems
where high voltages, high currents and EM ﬁelds make the use of conventional probes
unreliable. By using this technique, measurements can be done without needing
current probe shielding or high voltage probes.
Finally, the last contribution of this work was to prove that power can be trans-
ferred wirelessly and eﬃciently without heavy and expensive ferromagnetic materials.
Also, it proved that high misalignment tolerances can be achieved with a lightweight
system, if the system is optimized as a whole and not by stages, as many teams have
done in the past. This work provides a complete design framework to supply power
at a distance, without cables, to a broad range of applications and scenarios.
8.2.3 Collaboration
This research has been the result of a collaborative work done together with Dr
Stepan Lucyszyn, Dr Paul D. Mitcheson and Dr David C. Yates. Besides their
continuous supervision, several of the ideas that have arisen from this work were
generated in meetings or during experiments. More speciﬁcally, Dr Yates’ Matlab
models of inductive power transfer systems helped with the initial design of the coils
and the modiﬁed Class-E ampliﬁer. Dr Lucyszyn provided the initial design approach
on the antennas and rectiﬁers, guidance with the design and measurement techniques
of the RF energy harvesters and Dr Mitcheson provided ideas and solutions to system
design problems and help with troubleshooting power electronics and RF systems.
In addition, all of them contributed continuously to both technologies by providing
insight into the various systems iterations. The London RF Survey was carried out by
a team of ten graduate students from the Optical and Semiconductor Devices Group
and Control and Power Group at ICL, shown in Fig. 8.1, and the londonrfsurvey.org
website was designed by Dr James Dicken. Two undergraduate students, George
Pappas and Gonzalo de Gisbert, provided valuable help with the initial IPT system
design and experiments.
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Figure 8.1: ICL team (from left to right): Dr Paul D. Mitcheson, Chen Wang,
Fangjing Hu, Manuel Pinuela (above), Dr Stepan Lucyszyn (below), Ster-
gios Papantonis, Alwyn Elliot, Elpida Episkopou, Mario D′Auria, Shuo
Yang and, not shown, Dr James Dicken (web page developer)
.
8.3 Suggestions for Future Work
Throughout the life of this work, several potential research avenues have been iden-
tiﬁed and are now described. Some of these avenues have already been started to
be explored in follow-on projects that have arisen from this work and will be further
developed in the new enterprise.
8.3.1 Ambient RF Harvesting
Interest in the London RF Survey, from public and private companies, as well as
governments, has generated the need of having an updated dataset and expand
its coverage. With the full DTV switch-over happening a month after the initial
survey ended and with the deployment of 4G in London, new channels have to be
investigated. It is very likely that higher power densities are now available in London.
For these reasons, a new survey covering all the pre-existing and the new channels
should be performed in London and in other parts of the UK. The coverage of
rural and open ﬁeld scenarios would provide more information on the power density
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distribution and would potentially shine light onto other applications. Furthermore,
research agreements are being put in place with research institutions and companies
abroad to expand the coverage of the survey to other countries. Finally, it would be
very valuable to also cover diﬀerent scenarios, such as buses, trains and oﬃces and
expand the potential locations where RF harvesters could be deployed.
More eﬃcient antenna designs need to be explored. These new antennas should be
omnidirectional and ideally integrate or simplify the integration with the rectifying
circuit. This could be approached by fabricating modiﬁed monopoles in more eﬃcient
substrates than FR4, such as Rogers Duroid. The antenna could be also conjugately
matched to the rectiﬁer, to decrease the losses in the impedance matching stage.
Conformal antennas should also be explored to increase the power density of the
harvester. By having a conformal antenna that could be concealed or embedded
into an existing surface, the total volume occupied by the harvester would decrease.
Other rectifying topologies, such as modiﬁed full-wave rectiﬁers could be explored
and analysed in a similar fashion, as it was undertaken with the series, shunt and
voltage doubler architectures. In addition, an updated COTS rectiﬁer comparison
should be performed including MOSFETS. Eﬃciency could also be increased and
spaced saved by integrating and packaging the rectiﬁer and the PMM.
Special eﬀort could be placed into decreasing the cold-start voltage and power
requirements of the Texas Instrument chip by stripping several of the system blocks
that were originally implemented to make it a general solution for energy harvesters.
The battery control blocks could be simpliﬁed, as well as the under or over voltage
systems that are implemented to protect Li-Ion batteries.
In addition, rectenna arrays could be designed so that the harvester could achieve
a cold-start voltage faster, by switching from a series to a parallel topology once
the PMM starts to work. Once it is working, a single PMM could be used to hot-
start the other PMM and increase the freedom of operation of the harvesting array.
The array would also allow the user to harvest larger amounts of power in scenarios
where power hungry applications are required, or also in locations where lower power
densities are expected.
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Finally, full autonomous systems powered by ambient RF energy could be inte-
grated. This integrated systems could be remote wireless sensors, which could work
in low duty cycles and sense and transmit data in application where continuous data
streams are not required.
8.3.2 Inductive Power Transfer
Due to the range of applications that this technology will be applied to, smaller coil
designs need to be approached. Coil designs such as the surface spiral, presented
in the literature review, could potentially provide the same Q-factors, as with the
current designs, but in a smaller form factor. Size constraints will not only require
novel fabrication techniques, such as multilayered printable inductors, but also create
new challenges relating to the possible Q-factors that can be achieved.
Although a larger transmitter would increase the separation distance that the
IPT system can achieve, a drastic size diﬀerence will imply that one of the two
coils will not operate at its highest Q. Analysis and simulations of the optimal
point of operation needs to be performed, ideally with a full-wave 3D simulator.
In addition to these simulations, a complete system simulation, which includes the
driver circuitry and the link could be implemented and reduce the tuning iterations
that are currently required to achieve Class-E operation.
An eﬃcient oscillator needs to be integrated into the Class-E ampliﬁer and ideally
integrated into the gate driver and MOSFET module. By doing this, automated
frequency tuning could be implemented by measuring the transmitted and received
power levels. Implementing an automated frequency tuning circuit could increase the
misalignment tolerances of the system and make it suitable for other applications,
such as rotating machines.
On the receiver side, rectiﬁer topologies should be investigated. Full-wave and
resonant rectiﬁer topologies, such as Class-E have great potential of achieving rec-
tiﬁcation at high frequencies and high power levels eﬃciently. Besides the rectiﬁ-
cation stage, a power conversion stage and load emulator are required, so that the
IPT system always sees the optimal load even in dynamic conditions. This could
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be implemented with a similar circuit to that applied in the RF energy harvesting
power management module.
Due to the potential applications in the medical devices area, it would be interest-
ing to test the system performance in ex-vivo experiments. This could be performed
ﬁrst with simulations using human models such as Visible Human Project. Exper-
iments could then be carried to conﬁrm simulations by using animals or artiﬁcial
tissue.
It is key that a full investigation of EM ﬁelds surrounding the IPT system are
carried out to comply with international regulations. Safety mechanisms, such as
proximity detection with PIR sensors, need to be implemented to ensure that the
system is safe. Complete simulations with human body models need to be carried
out to ensure that the safety standards are met for each body part. In addition,
magnetic ﬁelds should be measured to deﬁne an exclusion zone, where appropriate.
The current system requires and exclusion zone of less than 40 cm from the centre
of the TX coil, but safety measures should be taken, especially if the system is to
be used with higher power applications. Besides complying with international safety
standards, the system must also comply with EMI regulations. Crude experiments
have been performed by operating diﬀerent electronic devices near the IPT system,
with no problems. However, ﬁeld probe testing should be performed across diﬀer-
ent devices. Finally, a fully integrated system needs to be designed by having an
integrated rectifying and power conditioning stage.
8.4 Publications and Output
8.4.1 Patents
• M. Pinuela , P. D. Mitcheson, S. Lucyszyn and D. C. Yates (inventors), Wire-
less power transfer system, GB1215152.8, ﬁled 24th Aug. 2012 (Patent Pend-
ing)
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8.4.2 Journals
• M. Pinuela, P. D. Mitcheson and S. Lucyszyn, Ambient RF energy harvesting in
urban and semi-urban environments, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory
and Techniques, vol. 61, no. 7, pp. 2715-2726, July 2013.
• M. Pinuela, D. C. Yates, S. Lucyszyn, and P. D. Mitcheson, Maximizing DC-
to-Load Eﬃciency for Inductive Power Transfer, IEEE Transactions on Power
Electronics, vol. 28, no. 5, pp. 2437-2447, May 2013.
8.4.3 Conferences
• M. Pinuela, D. C. Yeats, P. D. Mitcheson and S. Lucyszyn, London RF survey,
suitable ambient RF energy harvesters and eﬃcient DC-load inductive power
transfer, 7th EurAAP European Conference on Antennas and Propagation
(EUCAP 2013), Gothenburg, Sweden, pp. 2752-2756, Apr. 2013 (Invited
Paper)
• M. Pinuela, D. C. Yates, S. Lucyszyn, P. D. Mitcheson, The New Wireless,
Energy Harvesting 2013, EPSRC Energy Harvesting Network, London, Mar.
2013 (Best Poster prize)
• M. Pinuela, D. C. Yates, S. Lucyszyn and P. D. Mitcheson, Current state of
research at Imperial College London in RF harvesting and inductive power
transfer, 2nd International Workshop on Wireless Energy Transport and Har-
vesting (IWWETH), Leuven, Belgium, May 2012 (Invited Paper)
• M. Pinuela, D. C. Yates, P. D. Mitcheson, S. Lucyszyn, Maximising the link
eﬃciency of resonant inductive coupling for wireless power transfer, 1st Inter-
national Workshop on Wireless Energy Transport and Harvesting (IWWETH),
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, Jun. 2011 (Talk)
• M. Pinuela, Exploring Innovations, Unwired Exhibition, Royal College of Art,
London, UK. 2011
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• M. Pinuela, P. D. Mitcheson and S. Lucyszyn, Analysis of scalable rectenna
conﬁgurations for harvesting high frequency ambient radiation, The 10th Inter-
national Workshop on Micro and Nanotechnology for Power Generation and
Energy Conversion Applications (PowerMEMS 2010), Leuven, Belgium, pp.
41-44, Nov. 2010
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